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SUMMARY
Thermal anti-icing systems are commonly used to
protect aircraft leading edges from a potentially
hazardous build-up of ice. Such systems have proven
reliable in service and are relatively cheap and
efficient. Typically, hot air is tapped from the
engine compressor and ducted (via a regulation and
control system) to the surface to be protected.
Ideally an optimisation process should be employed at
the design stage in order to ensure adequate anti-icing
capability with minimal use of engine bleed air, since
the latter represents a performance penalty.
Following submission by the author of an MSc thesis
concerning thermal modelling of a hot air anti-icing
system for a civil turbofan intake (Wade 67 ), it became
clear that extension of the studies was necessary to
enable systematic accounting of the factors which limit
ice accretion. An experimental programme was therefore
carried out to investigate primarily
o various exhaust geometries (through which spent
anti-icing air is emitted to join the main
engine inlet airflow and provide heating of the
downstream surface)
o various cowl internal configurations
on a full-scale model section of a large civil
turbofan Nose Cowl. The internal geometry affects the
effectiveness of the cowl lipskin heating, and the
spent anti-icing exhaust air limits the quantity of
unevaporated water which runs back along the intake
acoustic surface downstream of the directly heated area
and freezes.
(iv)
The Computational Fluid Dynamics package PACE
(Prediction of Aerodynamics and Combustor Emissions)
was used to model the internal, freestream and exhaust
airf lows to determine the program's potential and
usefulness for predictive purposes in this type of
application. PACE is capable of modelling two or three
dimensional, recirculating or non-recirculating flows
for simple rectangular or polar geometry. It
encompasses a suite of sub-programs to generate meshes
and to create and solve the set of coupled linear
equations representing the fluid flow. Various
parameters, including heat transfer coefficients, were
predicted in two regions;
o downstream of the exhaust plane to model the
mixing of the spent anti-icing air and the
freestream main engine inlet flow
o inside and outside the Nose Cowl highlight
area to predict skin temperature distributions
for the three internal geometry configurations
tested.
This thesis describes the experimental work and
compares the results with the Computational Fluid
Dynamics predictions. Agreement was generally found to
be good, and it was concluded that PACE may provide a
useful modelling (design) tool, albeit with some
reservations.
)
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1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
An anti-icing or de-icing system must meet all
pertinent Certification Authority requirements for
satisfactory performance over the range of ambient
conditions constituting icing envelopes for the
aircraft/engine operating range, in order to avoid
potentially hazardous ice accretion (Shaw 63 ). These
requirements are contained in the Federal Aviation
Authority (FAA) Code of Federal Regulations in the form
of Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR), the Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA) British Civil Airworthiness
Requirements (BCAR), or the FAA/CAA/European regulating
bodies cooperative Joint Airworthiness Requirements
(JAR), based on Ruggeri 61 .	 They require adequate
anti-icing in supercooled liquid clouds (those
comprising water droplets at sub-zero temperatures),
ice crystals, fog, rain, hail and falling and blowing
snow for predetermined ambient temperatures, pressure
altitudes and durations, including delayed anti-icing
system activation, for the appropriate engine operating
conditions. The two significant supercooled liquid
cloud types are stratiform (maximum continuous icing
conditions) and cumuliform (intermittent maximum icing
conditions), the latter having a higher liquid water
concentration on a volumetric basis but of relatively
short extent. The other atmospheric conditions quoted
are minor in terms of potential ice accretion on a
large heated surface. Figure 1-1 shows the ambient
temperature/altitude combinations over which the
various cloud types may be found compared with a
typical engine operating envelope. Since a given cloud
2type is apparent over a finite altitude range, the
duration of an icing encounter in the climb or descent
mode is limited and the maximum stratiform cloud depth
is usually considered to be 1980m (6500ft), or 10
minutes flight time to give a pessimistic design
condition. The stipulated water droplet size is
nominally 20i.tm volume median diameter. The design
point for an anti-icing system is usually a target of
full evaporation of all impinging water at hold
(go-round) and all higher engine powers, since these
conditions may continue for considerable periods of
time. For de-icing systems, the design criteria are
related to the ingestion tolerance of the particular
engine when exposed to repeated ice sheds.
Investigations are in progress to redefine the icing
requirements on the basis of meteorological (cloud)
data collection and reappraisal of the original data.
This analysis is complete below 3050m (l0000ft)
(Jeck32 , Masters 44 ). The revised requirements are to
be applied to rotorcraft, and regulations for fixed
wing aircraft will be restated pending the analysis of
data collected at higher altitudes. From the relevant
icing requirements, a series of discrete design
conditions may be derived which represent the
ambient/operating condition range concerned.
Thermal anti-icing systems are commonly used to protect
aircraft leading edges from unacceptable ice build-up.
Such systems have proven reliable in service and are
relatively cheap and efficient. Typically, hot air Is
tapped from the engine compressor and ducted (via a
regulation and control system) to the surface to be
protected. An optimisation process should be employed
in order to ensure adequate anti-icing capability with
minimal use of engine bleed air, since the latter
represents a performance penalty. Typically, inlet
3cowl anti-icing reduces specific fuel consumption (SFC,
fuel consumption per unit net thrust) by up to 2%, wing
anti-icing by 0.5%, and cabin conditioning air by 2%.
It is therefore necessary to model system performance
at the design and early development stages for a given
installation. The current investigations in particular
are concerned with enhancing knowledge and information
relating to ice protection on the engine intake (Nose
Cowl). Figure 1-2 shows the features of a typical
engine intake thermal anti-icing system, which uses a
pressure-regulated hot air supply tapped from the
compressor.
The procedure for the performance analysis of a thermal
anti-icing system comprises four stages:
(i) prediction of the air flowfield around the
subject component under study
(ii) prediction of cloud water droplet
trajectories relative to the heated surface
and resultant water catch rates and
distribution
(iii) assessment of heat required to evaporate
impinging water relative to system heat
input
(iv) empirical adjustment to account for other
practical influential features, such as water
blow-off by exhaust air
The flowfield description (1) is well understood.
Accepted and validated computer programs are available
1
to enable the requisite predictions to be made, (e.g.
Mason43 and Kitchen36 ). Kitchen37 also provides a
method of predicting water catch characteristics for an
4intake. It calculates impingement limits, total water
catch and water catch distribution for a specified
water droplet size for a given flowfield (i). The
output from this, together with anti-icing system
configuration data, atmospheric conditions and engine
operating condition, provide the input to a computer
thermal model (iii). This program uses a heat balance
to calculate lipskin temperatures in the region of
interest and runback water quantities, i.e. the amount
of unevaporated water passing from a given elemental
area along the intake surface. The predicted residual
water passing from the heated lipskin across the
anti-icing air exhaust plane is assumed to freeze on
the downstream acoustic lining, which is not directly
heated. The thermal model has been refined, modified
and expanded as a result of an experimental programme,
analytical techniques and theoretical considerations
(Wade67 , Downs and James' 6 and Riley and James 58 ), to
provide better predictions of lipskin temperatures
and/or heat requirements for a given system. The
results of the author's previous work (presented in
Wade67 ) enable such an improved thermal modelling
technique to be attained for a piccolo-type anti-icing
system as shown in Figure 1-2. Heat transfer
characteristics were investigated by model tests, and
expressions for internal and external heat transfer
were derived and used to develop a computer thermal
model capable of predicting skin temperatures and
residual ice quantities. The aim of that work was to
provide data for the thermal model to simulate
in-flight Nose Cowl (engine intake) anti-icing system
performance in terms of thermal capacity, skin
temperatures and hence potential ice accretion for a
given geometry, ambient condition and engine operating
condition. This capability would obviate the need for
excessive wind tunnel and/or flight testing, which is
expensive and inevitably occurs relatively late in a
development programme. It would therefore facilitate
system optimisation on the basis of reasonably accurate
5performance predictions at an early stage in
the design process. The improved thermal modelling
capability was potentially applicable to any hot air
anti-icing system. An experimental programme was
carried out in the Hucknall "15 inch" icing tunnel
using a full-scale model intake section. Internal heat
transfer coefficients were calculated from measurements
of skin and air temperatures using standard heat
transfer correlations. It was concluded that the heat
transfer to the inside of a Nose Cowl anti-iced by
three staggered rows of hot air jets may be
represented, in the jet impingement region, by the
expression
NUa = 0.008 * Rea°912. 	 (1-1)
External heat transfer coefficients were predicted from
this data plus available in-flight skin temperature
measurements. Changes to the thermal model were
validated by comparison with flight test results, wind
tunnel test data,	 and general ice formation
observations. Figures 1-3 and 1-4 show predicted
versus measured skin temperatures for the extreme wind
tunnel test velocities over a range of hot (anti-icing)
air massflow rates. The refined thermal model was
deemed to have a satisfactory prediction capability in
terms of skin temperature levels and ice quantities,
but it was recommended that investigations be carried
out to quantify the effects on residual icing of air
emitted form the anti-icing air exhaust slot, in
particular with respect to geometry effects, and that
various lipskin internal geometries should be studied.
Additionally, better predictions may be possible by the
use of Computational Fluid Dynamics techniques.
-I
For an anti-icing system which ejects spent air into
the engine inlet via an exhaust slot, such as shown on
6Figure 1-2, this air will affect the proportion of
runback water which freezes downstream of the directly
heated region. Thus predictions are adjusted,
according to limited test observations, by empirical
means. General observations made during various model
tests have indicated that the ice formation downstream
of the exhaust plane is limited by
o direct evaporation through surface film heating
and warming of the boundary layer
o blow-off of some unevaporated water.
Other alleviating factors contributing to the observed
limitation of ice accretion include
o heat of fusion effects which limit the
proportion of residual water available to
freeze, i.e. as water freezes, heat is given up,
some of which is available to evaporate a
proportion of the remaining liquid water such
that only about 90% of the total runback water
may reach the solid state
o reduced wettedness factor (actual area coverage
by water relative to the total area) downstream
of the exhaust slot owing to the formation of
rivulets by surface tension, with a consequent
reduction in effective wetted area (Gray 26 and
Gelder and Lewis21).
A programme of experimental investigations was
therefore formulated to provide data to enable
systematic accounting for the factors which limit ice
accumulation, and thus facilitate a more complete
optimisation process at the design stage. A major part
of this database generation was related to studies of
7the effects on downstream temperatures of varying the
exhaust slot geometry. This included selective
observations of the effects on blow-off by exhaust air
of liquid water introduced downstream of the exhaust
plane. In order to investigate methods of performance
and efficiency improvements, experimental
investigations were also carried out to examine the
effects of varying internal lipskin geometries
(various air distribution system configurations and
exhaust modes), as recommended by Wade 67 . This thesis
presents details and results from the aforementioned
experimental investigations, and analyses the data.
Where relevant, comparisons have been made both between
collated results and with previous work carried out by
other investigators, including some supplementary
measurements made downstream of the exhaust plane
during Wade67 investigations, but not reported therein.
The computer program PACE was used to model the
internal, freestream and exhaust airf lows in an attempt
to determine its potential and usefulness for
predictive purposes.
Detailed investigations of net ice accretion rate
(sublimation, shedding rate and mode, ice fragment
sizes (fracture mechanics), and the effects of ice
shape on water catch and heat transfer characteristics)
are beyond the scope of current studies. However,
previous observations of ice formation in wind tunnel
and flight test situations combined with the test
results and analyses reported herein will provide
adequate data to enable sufficiently accurate
predictions of ice accretion quantity, form and
location. The findings of the work and potential
applications are relevant to various intake and anti-
icing system geometries and aircraft angles of attack.
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CHAPTER 2
ICE ACCRETION ON AERO-ENGINES
2.1 METHODS OF ICE PROTECTION
If the need for protection against ice has been
established for an airframe/powerplant combination, the
degree of protection required must be established. In
the case of Civil passenger aircraft, this inevitably
requires the ability to operate in icing conditions
with no restrictions on the defined engine
operational/ambient envelopes and, increasingly, no
special procedures. The options available are
(i) de-icing, in which ice is allowed to accumulate and
removed periodically, (ii) a running wet system whereby
moisture is prevented from freezing, or (iii) an
evaporative system, in which all impinging moisture is
evaporated with no runback. Methods of ice protection
used or under development include hot air (compressor
or turbine bleed air),	 mechanical	 (pneumatic,
electro-impulse de-icing, or electro-expulsive
de-icing), electrical (heater mats or other current
conveying system), liquid (freezing point depressants),
high	 frequency	 transmissions	 (microwaves	 or
ultrasonics), and ice-phobic coatings. Some
characteristics give parts naturally inherent ice
protection by limiting accretion, for example rotation
or compression giving rise to centrifugal or
vibrational forces which cause ice shedding. The shape
of a surface affects the water catch effectiveness
(Bowden et a1 5 ), and this may preclude the need for any
additional ice protection, for example the conical
spinners (rotating fairings at the centre of the fan)
fitted to most in-service Rolls-Royce plc Civil
turbofans. In other cases, the design of a component
13
may be engineered such that requirements for anti-icing
are minimised. An example of this is the stator vanes
downstream of a fan, which may be spaced such that core
engine blockage by ice accreted on them does not become
excessive.
An ice protection system must effectively prevent ice
formation whilst being reliable, easy to maintain,
present no excessive weight penalty and cause no
serious loss in engine performance when in operation.
Freezing point depressants are not used on Rolls-Royce
plc powerplants due to the inefficient protection
afforded by them, aerodynamic losses involved,
contamination by the fluid and the fact that the source
is finite (Deacon 15 ). Pneumatic devices (inflatable
rubber boots) are more suited to wing surfaces than
engines, and are not used on any Rolls-Royce plc
installation. The two basic system types currently in
use which may be designed to fulfil the aforementioned
criteria are the hot air system (see Figure 2-1),
generally used for turbo-jet engines, and the
electrical system (see Figure 2-2), generally used for
turbo-propeller engines since the use of hot air is
impractical. An alternative method of hot air ice
protection to the piccolo distribution ring shown on
Figure 2-1 is swirl anti-icing, where a nozzle injects
air into the lipskin chamber and it is directed around
the Nose Cowl circumference before being expelled,
being 'topped up' by flow through the nozzle, as
described by Rosenthal and Nelepovitz 59 . A combination
of hot air and electric power is used in some
instances, and protection may be supplemented by the
circulation of hot oil. The hot air systems in use are
designed generally to prevent ice formation
(anti-icing), and electrical power systems are used
primarily to break up ice which has formed (de-icing).
Hay29 concludes that there is no supreme advantage
associated with either a hot gas or an electric thermal
14
system except for given particular application
constraints. The design of the most recent Rolls-Royce
plc Civil turbofans has been such that usually the only
parts requiring ice protection are the engine intake
(Nose Cowl) by hot air, and instrumentation in the
intake by electrical power.
As Civil engine bypass ratios increase, i.e. as the
core size relative to overall engine size effectively
reduces, the use of hot air tapped from the engine
becomes less feasible. Additionally, composite
materials are increasingly being used to save weight,
and the use of hot air to anti-ice the external surface
of a composite Nose Cowl is not practicable owing to
the lower temperature tolerance of the materials and to
their higher insulation properties in a direction
perpendicular to the cloth weave. One alternative
which has been extensively researched is electro-
impulse de-icing (EIDI) (Zumwalt 71 ' 72 and Lewis39'40).
This method involves a series of coils placed close to
the inside of the surface to be de-iced, connected to a
high voltage capacitor bank. Energy is discharged
through each coil to create an electro-magnetic field
which induces eddy currents in ' the metal skin, or a
conductor attached to a composite skin, giving a
mechanical repulsive force for a very short duration.
This small amplitude, high acceleration movement of the
skin shatters any accreted ice. Two or three such
operations may be required to completely debond the
ice. Rosenthal et al 60 , to which the author made a
significant contribution, considered the physics of ice
and de-icing systems to determine the implications of
using de-icing as opposed to anti-icing. The results
of a survey of users and researchers was presented,
together with a method for determining the effects of
the de-Icing process on turbine engines and induction
15
systems. They concluded that demand for de-icing
systems would increase, that several potentially
suitable methods were available, and that the
introduction of ice detectors would enhance such
systems provided their reliability could be ensured.
2 • 2 EXPERIMENTAL WORK RELATING TO ICE ACCRETION
In order to determine whether a particular component
needs protection and to what degree, knowledge of the
physical properties and characteristics of ice formed
by accretion is required. Riley57 describes
experimental programmes carried out by Rolls-Royce plc
to provide a database relevant to Civil turbofan engine
and powerplant unheated surfaces. That paper includes
a summary of
o calibration of the Rolls-Royce plc Hucknall
"15-inch" sea level icing wind tunnel, used for
the investigations, over a range of simulated
ambient parameters
o macroscopic and microscopic observations of ice
formed by accretion at various conditions
o ice accretion on static vane sets
o ice accretion/water catch on the leading edge
of a full-scale two-dimensional turbofan inlet
section model
o ice/water formations at a total air temperature
of +2°C
o the adhesive strength of ice samples formed on
a moving collector.
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A significant amount of work has been carried out to
study the effects of varying the parameters
contributing to net ice accumulation and the effects In
turn of accreted ice on aerofoil performance (rotating
or static). Jones and Parker 34
 discussed the effects
of varying environmental parameters (velocity,
temperature and humidity) on frosting of static
surfaces, for application for example to heat
exchangers. In this case, vapour condenses out onto a
surface below 0°C. For a supercooled cloud, although
the basic contributory environmental parameters are
similar, liquid droplets below 0°C extract sensible
heat (the energy required to raise their temperature to
0°C) and then freeze on the sub-zero moving body.
Ostin and Andersson 52 also discussed frost formation on
static plates but in a forced airstream, which may be
considered to be similar to an aircraft moving through
a cloud, but again they were concerned with a humid
airstream contacting a cooled surface giving rise to
frost by condensation and subsequent freezing. The
experimental investigations summarised by Riley57
 more
accurately represent an on-wing situation by the
simulation of supercooled water droplets in an
airstream moving over a static target. The geometry of
the target and environmental conditions determine the
heat transfer coefficient distributions and extent of
post-impact flow over the surface prior to
solidification. At relatively cold air temperatures
(below -20°C), the impinging water droplets tend to
freeze on impact. The resultant (rime) ice therefore
tends to follow the shape of the body on which it
forms, and is smoothe and opaque. As the air
temperature approaches 0°C the droplets flow prior to
freezing, giving rise to forward-facing 'feathers' of
ice In the classic horned or rosette formations (see
Figures 2-3 to 2-9). At the peaks of the horns, heat
transfer coefficient is increased (Olsen and Walker51),
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which accelerates the deviation from the underlying
body shape. This (glaze) ice is generally clearer than
rime ice due to reduced trapped air content. Part of
the work summarised by Riley 57 included studies of the
effects on ice formation of variables contributory to a
given ambient icing condition; air temperature, air
velocity, cloud liquid water content, water droplet
size, and cloud extent (i.e. time in icing). Since the
Hucknall icing wind tunnel is at sea level, altitude
effects could not be considered. An altitude change
affects collection efficiency, i.e. the propensity for
ice accretion varies (Bowden et a1 5 ). For a given
flight speed and cloud water droplet diameter, an
increase in altitude increases ice collection
efficiency. However, it should be noted that the
altitude range for a given cloud type is finite, as
discussed in Chapter 1, and that an aircraft operating
condition is also associated with a specific altitude
range.
As airspeed increases, droplet Reynolds number
increases as does droplet inertia parameter (Bowden et
a15 ). Since collection efficiency increases as inertia
parameter increases and decreases as Reynolds Number
increases, the net effect on collection efficiency is
reduced. Research to investigate such effects was
carried out in the Rolls-Royce plc icing wind tunnel
investigated ice accreted at -10°C on a 100mm mesh grid
made of 6mm diameter steel tubing. Two velocities were
tested; 61m/s and l22m/s nominal air velocity at the
tunnel exit plane. For all other parameters remaining
constant, it was found that the higher tunnel airspeed
produced more brittle ice, which shed more easily and
was generally more opaque. The contact area with the
grid was less for the higher airspeed and the classic
forward-facing horned formation was better defined,
this being more apparent with an increased water input.
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Figures 2-3 and 2-4 show sample photographs
illustrating these effects, and Figure 2-5 shows the
difference in ice cross section at the two test
airspeeds. Figures 2-3 to 2-5 also indicate the effect
of varying water input, i.e. simulated cloud liquid
water content. Obviously, as water input increases the
amount of accreted ice increases proportionately.
However, a reduction in liquid water content associated
with an increased exposure to the icing condition has a
similar effect to increasing velocity in that the
resultant ice is more brittle, more easily shed, more
opaque and features a reduced contact area and better
defined horned formation. It may be noted that, for a
given total water input, a lower water flow rate (i.e.
lower simulated cloud liquid water content) results in
a greater quantity of ice. Similarly, a given quantity
of water input at the higher velocity gave rise to
greater ice accumulation; this also corresponded to an
effective reduction in liquid water content since
volumetric flow through the wind tunnel increased.
According to Bowden et a15 , an increase in water
droplet size increases ice collection efficiency and
affects the type of ice formed. Experimental evidence
obtained from ice accreted on the aforementioned ice
collection grid supports this statement, Figures 2-6 to
2-8. A reduction in droplet size has a similar effect
on ice type as an increase in airspeed or a reduction
in liquid water content, i.e. the ice is more brittle,
opaque and more easily shed.
Examination of experimental results discussed above
shows a tendency towards glaze ice characteristics
rather than rime for an increase in airspeed, reduction
in droplet size or reduction in liquid water content.
At the intermediate test total air temperature of -10°C,
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it will be noted that either type of ice or a
combination may form dependent upon ambient conditions.
Glaze ice is generally a greater problem in respect of
aero-engine intakes since cloud liquid water content is
greater at higher temperatures and because the frontal
area and total ice quantity are greater. However,
glaze ice tends to be more brittle and feature a
smaller contact area, being more readily shed. The
only deviation from transition between rime and glaze
ice characteristics noticed during the experimental
investigations was an increase in opacity rather than
an increase in clarity, which is a function of the
amount of trapped air. The major influencing factor on
ice type is designated the freezing fraction, i.e. the
proportion of the impinging supercooled water droplets
which freeze instantaneously on impact. For pure rime
ice, the freezing fraction is 1.0. At low freezing
fractions, there is some water flow along the surface
prior to freezing, giving glaze ice. Figure 2-9 is a
photograph of ice accreted in natural supercooled water
icing clouds, and shows glaze ice formed on an unheated
surface.
Ice formed at different ambient conditions has, as
shown qualitatively above, different mechanical
properties. Riley57 states that the Ultimate Tensile
Strength (UTS) of ice samples formed by accretion at an
airspeed of 41m/s from 3Opm supercooled water droplets
varied with freezing fraction. The UTS rose from
2.6MN/m2 for a freezing fraction of 0.45 to 3.5MN/m2
for a freezing fraction of 0.82. Extrapolation of
these results gave a UTS of 1.8MN/m2 at zero freezing
fraction, which agrees with the value for bulk frozen
water. The equivalent liquid water content at which
the ice samples were formed was 2.1 to 2.6g/m 3 for
those tests, the variation being due to an air velocity
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reduction during the accretion period. It was also
suggested that the various ice samples exhibited creep
behaviour prior to failure but, in terms of the
propensity of ice to shed, the shear strength
(adhesion) characteristics are more important. Work
carried out using a strain-gauged rotating collector
showed that the shear strength reduced as temperature
of formation increased, at a rate of _3OkN/(m20C) for
averaged results. It was also determined that other
variables, such as liquid water content and droplet
diameter, do not have such a significant effect on
adhesive characteristics, although an apparent slight
fall in ice strength was noted with increasing droplet
diameter. There are external factors which may also
significantly influence shedding characteristics, such
as vibration or a change in ambient or engine operating
condition. This is particularly noticeable for
rotating surfaces, when shedding may be induced by a
deliberate procedure, for example acceleration.
Mackim 42 also studied the density and structure of ice
formed by accretion, and his findings support the
foregoing discussion.
2.3 THE EFFECTS OF ICE ACCRETION ON ENGINES
Studies have been made concerning the effects on
aerofoil aerodynamics of accreted ice for application
to static and rotating machinery. Miller et a148
investigated propeller performance degradation and Gent
and Cansdaie 22 considered helicopter rotors. Studies
of static aerofoils (wings) are more appropriate,
however, to turbofan inlets (Mikkelson et a1 47 ). Gray
and von' Glahn27 and Gray25 found that the magnitude of
the aerodynamic penalties associated with an iced
aerofoil were primarily a function of the shape and
size of the ice formation near the leading edge. This
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is in turn a function of the operating and ambient
conditions, as discussed previously. For low angles of
attack, they quoted increases in drag coefficients of
up to 350% following 8 minutes of heavy glaze icing,
and reductions in section lift coefficients of up to
13%. It should also be noted that rime ice may reduce
drag temporarily, as mentioned by Gray and von Glahn27
and observed during static vane set studies by the
author (Riley57 ). This is due to the presence of a
transient effective aerofoil shape change, which
improves its aerodynamic characteristics. Bragg et
al 6 ' 10 developed techniques for measuring and
simulating ice accretions for wind tunnel tests,
following on from earlier investigations of the
aerodynamic characteristics of iced aerofoils (Bragg
and Gregorek 8 ' 9 ). Bragg and Coiner 7 studied flowfield
changes near glaze ice accretions and measured velocity
profiles downstream of the separated zone aft of glaze
ice. Ackley and Templeton 2 attempted to produce a
model capable of predicting ice accretions for given
cloud and ambient conditions for a known geometry.
Kirchner35
 studied the effects of differences in ice
type with respect to ice surface roughness. Cebeci'
also studied the flow over iced aerofoils with the aim
of producing a predictive model using an interactive
boundary layer procedure. Lozowski and Oleski4'
assumed that droplets freeze on impact and used a
collision efficiency calculation to determine ice
thickness. The effects of icing in terms of a complete
aircraft for test purposes is discussed by Toliver66.
Pfeifer and Maier53 also give guidance on test
procedures, pointing out that simplifying assumptions
are often necessary. Masters 45 outlines the Federal
Aviation Administration's plans to improve regulation
definit'ions and state clearly compliance means. This
involves the collation of atmospheric data (Masters44),
the development of procedures and the definition of
acceptable simulation methods.
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With respect to engines, the main criteria for
determining the degree of ice protection required are
ice ingestion tolerance, blockage susceptibility and
requisite instrumentation accuracy. Probes (recording
temperature and/or pressure) or detectors which provide
major engine control parameters are continuously
anti-iced. If they were protected by manually selected
systems, any delay in selection or a failure to
activate a protection system could result in erroneous
engine control or undesirable reversion to an
alternative control parameter. This is becoming
increasingly more important as electronic engine
management systems become more prevalent, and as
accurate engine control is required for optimum fuel
consumption.
None of the recent Rolls-Royce plc fan engines have
inlet guide vanes upstream of the fan blades, and this
obviates the need to consider ice protection of highly
exposed stators. All engines, however, do have outlet
guide vanes to remove the swirl in the air which has
passed through the fan blades. Once ice, shed from an
unprotected area on the engine or airframe, has passed
through the fan row, it is shattered and has high
values of tangential and axial velocity imparted to it.
In some situations, this causes the ice to impact the
linings rearward of the fan blades, and ice impact
panels (i.e. strengthened ducting walls) are
incorporated as necessary. In other cases, because of
the extent to which the ice has been shattered and
distributed by the fan blades and the velocities it has
acquired, it is able to pass through the outlet guide
vanes at low incidence angles without causing damage.
This is confirmed by a search through all RB211 service
incidents where ice was thought to be involved, in
which no damage on any occasion to outlet guide vanes
was found.
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Damage to fan blades, from whatever cause, results in
at best loss of performance and at worst a hazard to
the safety of the aircraft. Since ice shed from the
intake could lead to damage of fan blades if
sufficiently large pieces were released, a means of
determining the maximum size of ice fragment that would
cause no damage must be available. Impact work using
both ice and birds (real and simulated) has
demonstrated that there is a good correlation between
blade leading edge permanent deformation (the mode of
failure relevant to ice impact) and the kinetic energy
of the bird/ice normal to the surface of the blade at
the leading edge. The typical form of this correlation
is shown on Figure 2-10, which shows that below a
certain 'threshold' level of normal kinetic energy,
(0.5*mo*Vn2 )crit, no damage will occur to the blade.
Above this critical value, damage will occur. The
general characteristic of these curves is such that the
slope of the damage versus normal kinetic energy curves
is steeper near the blade tip, i.e. close to the tip a
relatively small increase in normal kinetic energy will
result in a large increase in permanent blade
deflection. Because the impacts of ice released from
the intake will take place towards the tips of the
blades, in the region of high sensitivity to normal
kinetic energy, it is not practical to define a small
value of allowable damage. Hence the criteria adopted
has been that no damage must occur as a result of ice
impact. On all Rolls-Royce bypass turbofan engines,
the intake diameter, from which ice may be released, is
significantly greater than the diameter of the core
engine. Since any ice released from the intake would
hit the fan blades at approximately the intake radius,
it would not enter the core. Thus, no damage can be
caused ty ice from the intake directly impacting the
core blades (see Figure 2-1). However, it is possible
that the engine may surge as a result of damage to fan
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blades. Modifications to minimise the propensity to
surge have resulted in a greater tolerance to surging
on recent engines. A review of all RB211 service
engine incidents since 1972 has shown that in no case
can core damage be directly attributed to ice that has
been released from the intake.
The future of ice protection systems is a subject of
continuing debate. Since it is a safety issue,
competitors agree to share technology in discussions
concerning changes to the regulating bodies' rules
(Masters 45 ). International committees comprising
representatives from the Certification Authorities,
airframe and aeroengine manufacturers and airlines are
in the process of redefining the icing envelopes to
encompass the most severe weather conditions whilst
agreeing practicable methods of demonstrating
compliance with the resultant new rules, not only for
supercooled water icing but also for rain and hail.
The author is a party to these discussions, and is
involved in further research to provide data for use in
compliance demonstrations.
As discussed earlier, de-icing systems for which
research is under way or completed for the next
generation of engines include a method of selectively
heating composite lipskin (Riley 56 ) and electro-impulse
de-icing (Lewis 40 ). The latter has already been
researched such that a system could be provided for
de-icing a Nose Cowl. However, it requires an airframe
manufacturer to use this method for wing ice
protection, since otherwise the benefits of reduced
of ftake air requirements (in terms of hardware and
performance deficits against the prospect of
certificating a 'new' system) may not be justifiable.
Relatively little work is planned on ice removal by
high frequencies (microwaves or ultrasound). EIDI has
25
been chosen for further work in preference to those
methods, due to basic problems including radio
frequency interference, lightning protection, and
potential hazard to ground crews. However, study
groups formed to consider the future needs of the Civil
aircraft market will not initially reject any means of
ice protection which may prove suitable In a particular
potential new application.
I
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS -
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Experimental investigations were carried out in the
Rolls-Royce Hucknall "15 inch" icing wind tunnel and
were based on a purpose-built two-dimensional intake
model. The testing was carried out in three phases:
o various anti-icing air exhaust slot geometries
were investigated (using a conventional
piccolo-type anti-icing system as shown in
Figure 1-2)
o observations of blow-off capabilities for
selected exhaust geometries by means of
gravity-fed water introduction both downstream
of the exhaust plane and also from an upstream
source
o lipskin and limited downstream temperature
measurements (including some ice accretion
observations) for three alternative Nose Cowl
internal anti-icing air distribution
configurations/exhaust modes.
The datum internal air distribution system and exhaust
geometry represented a two-dimensional full-scale
section typical of a high bypass ratio civil turbofan
intake. Test conditions were selected to cover the
typical engine operating and ambient condition range
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associated with this type of installation, within the
limitations of the wind tunnel and heat supply system
operating ranges. In order to make the most efficient
use of the rig coolant, most testing was carried out
at a nominal total air temperature of +10°C, with the
exception of the icing tests and datum temperature
measurements with no tunnel airflow.
The sea level blown wind tunnel situated at Hucknall,
Nottinghamshire, used for all testing—Ge ered—hee-,
incorporated facilities to enable icing conditions to
be simulated and a hot air supply for anti-icing
purposes. The system comprises a closed circuit wind
tunnel providing an air flow with variable temperature
and velocity. Figure 3-1 shows the general layout of
the low temperature test complex. Figure 3-2 is a
diagram of that part of the system serving the icing
tunnel. A closed circuit system is used for maximum
thermal efficiency. Power is provided by a Keith
Blackman 186kw (250HP) variable speed electric
centrifugal fan, with two 37kW (5OHP) booster fans
downstream of the main fan for use with high pressure
loss models or when very high air velocities are
required. The booster fans may also be used
independently of the main fan to conserve energy for
low velocity/low pressure loss testing. Air is blown
by the fan(s) along a 46cm (l8in) diameter insulated
duct through a vane type control valve to a heat
exchanger and on to the working section via a circular
38cm (l5in) supply duct, which houses a water spray
grid. For smaller exit plane areas or to accept
rectangular ducting, adaptor nozzles are available,
located via bolts to a flange at the end of the 38cm
ducting. The air exhausts into an enclosed test cell
("icing room") past the test piece. An observation
window1 is located near the test section area. The wind
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tunnel circuit is completed by a bellmouth exit from
the icing room leading to the fan inlet via a further
length of insulated ducting. The test cell air outlet
is diametrically opposite the inlet, behind the inlet
ducting, ensuring that the cell approaches tunnel air
temperature after a period of time. The room is
maintained at ambient static pressure by leaks in the
cell structure. The tunnel air temperature is
controlled by restricting the flow of cold
trichioroethylene through the heat exchanger by means
of a Sunvic piston type air operated control valve,
regulated from a Kent controller connected to a pen and
ink recorder. The trichloroethylene circuit is shown
on Figure 3-3. The controller detects tunnel total air
temperature by means of a sensor downstream of the heat
exchanger, and low pressure air is supplied to the
controller from a receiver immediately behind it. This
air is fed to the control valve as necessary to
maintain the required setting.
Water droplets representing an icing cloud are obtained
from a spray grid mounted in the 38cm ducting (Figure
3-2). The grid is fed with distilled water by two
pumps in series, via a control valve and a flow meter.
The desired water droplet size is achieved by adjusting
the blast pressure of air from a ring of jets
concentric to each water jet. There are normally seven
spray nozzles in the icing tunnel, which can be blanked
if required. The atomising air is warmed by a steam
heater to 85°C to prevent freezing of water in the
nozzles at tunnel air temperatures below 5°C. Warm air
is also piped around the water feed line to prevent
freezing of water fed to the nozzles. The air and
water circuits are shown on Figure 3-4. Sufficient
distance is allowed between the spray grid and test
piece o ensure mixing and supercooling of the droplets
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(Wade67 ). A supply of hot air is available for tests
where anti-icing is required, with variable feed
pressure and temperature. Clean air is supplied by a
Joy compressor and heating system independently of the
works air supply. Its temperature is governed by a
Honeywell controller and Reaves gas heater which
features provision for mixing with cold air to give a
preselected air temperature. The air mass flow to the
test piece is measured using a calibrated pipe adjacent
to the entry to the model. An overboard bleed is
provided with a changeover valve permitting reheating
of the air prior to the start of actual testing. The
hot air supply circuit is shown in Figure 3-5.
The fan speed (tunnel air velocity), tunnel air
temperature, spray grid water flow and air pressure are
set and maintained via a control panel in a control
room adjacent to the icing test cell (Figure 3-1),
shown on Figures 3-6 and 3-7. Anti-icing air
parameters are also displayed here but hot air
conditions are selected and adjusted via a heater
control panel (Figure 3-8), also situated in the
control room. The fan motor can be stopped, but not
started, at the control panel. The attainable tunnel
airspeed is a function of the effective exit plane
area. Typical attacbments are convergent nozzles to
provide an open jet working section or adaptors to an
enclosed rectangular working section. The tunnel
airflow is set to give the required velocity at a given
plane in the test cell according to an ASI pitot-static
gauge calibrated in knots. The resultant depression is
noted on a water manometer on the control panel to
provide a check throughout testing. This manometer
records information from a pitot-static probe in the
tunnel upstream of the water spray grid. The total
temperature range for the tunnel is +40°C to -40°C, but
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the practicable usable range is a function of the
initial coolant temperature, test period, stabilisation
time and plant controllability. The functionally
useful temperature range can be considered to be +10°C
to -30°C. Tunnel air temperature is measured by a
resistance thermometer upstream of the water spray grid
and controlled by the Kent controller, , as described
above. The maximum water flow to the spray grid is
36.4 litres per hour (Bgph) and the atomising air
pressure range is up to 3.45xl0 5N/m2 gauge (5opsig),
although higher values can be achieved by overriding
the main supply control limit. The required nominal
droplet size Is achieved by setting the air pressure
for a water flow according to calibration data, Figure
3-9, determined for a similar spray nozzle in the Lucas
Aerospace Artington wind tunnel. The liquid water
content, LWC, represented by a given water Input Is a
function of the tunnel controlling area and airspeed
according to the relationship
LWC a W/(Vo.At).	 (3-1)
Anti-icing air, If required, Is available over the
temperature range ambient to 250°C. The air
temperature at the measuring section can be displayed
on a digital readout at the control panel, together
with test section air temperatures as required. The
hot air massflow available is a function of the
controlling area for a given model and the measuring
section fitted. The calibration curve for the
measuring section used for all studies herein is shown
on Figure 3-10.
For Intake model tests carried out in the Hucknall Icing
tunnel, -'an adaptor was fitted upstream of a rectangular
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working section housing a 25.4cm (lOin) wide
two-dimensional full-scale Nose Cowl model. The intake
section was based on the same cross-sectional
dimensions and profile as a side section of an
RB211-535C Nose Cowl. Detail dimensions including skin
thickness, double skin gap and exhaust slot width of
this installation were taken as the datum geometry.
The intake section was extended beyond the anti-icing
air exhaust slot for a distance of about one metre.
The top of the model extension, representing the intake
inner surface, comprised a section of aluminium
honeycomb acoustic material, with a surface finish as
on the powerplant. This material is fitted to provide
noise attenuation in accordance with strict noise
regulations stipulated by major airport authorities.
I
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3.2 INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF VARIATION IN
EXHAUST GEOMETRY
The extent of the contribution to ice accretion
limitation of anti-icing system exhaust air will be a
function of exhaust manifold geometry owing to its
effect on pressure and heat losses upstream of the
exit plane. The exhaust geometric effects are
significant in two respects;their influence on the
condition of the air as it enters the freestream and
their effect on the heat transfer characteristics in
the double skin region upstream of the exit plane.
Thus, for example, the ratio of exhaust air exit
velocity to intake air (freestream) velocity ('blowing
ratio') affects water blow-off and film heating.
A typical exhaust manifold features a double skin
region and strengthening ribs ('castellated ring'),
with a restrictive exit angled such that minimum
disturbance is imposed on the mainstream airflow,
Figure 1-2. The variables are therefore (Figure 3-11)
o double skin height, h, and lengths, LSR,LDS
o air exit geometry (exit angle, a, area and
width, d)
o anti-icing air exit velocity
o freestream (air intake) velocity
o strengthening rib dimensions, G,E,F, shape,
position and spacing, H.
The materials and surface finishes upstream and
downstream of the exit plane are also considered to be
mm
nun
mm
mm
mm
mm
degrees
kg/s/rn
of slot
rn/s
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significant factors, since they will have an effect on
heat transfer characteristics and water/ice formation.
The intake model section used for previous testing
(Wade67 ) featured typical Installation materials - an
aluminium alloy lipskin and an aluminium
honeycomb/perforate skin acoustic liner downstream of
the exhaust plane. Figures 3-11 and 3-12 show the
dimensions and geometry of the exhaust manifold in this
case. It was decided that, whilst the need for a
dedicated model was recognised, these materials should
be retained in the critical regions i.e. the aluminium
alloy lipskln and the aluminium honeycomb acoustic
liner. Testing should therefore be carried out for a
range of each variable discussed above, with due
consideration of material types and finishes. A
two-dimensional model was made, Including an exhaust
manifold of the type shown in Figure 3-12, but with
variable geometry from the datum configuration. Table
2-1 shows the range of variables to be tested.
TABLE 3-1 RANGES OF VARIABLES TO BE ENCOMPASSED
PARAMETER	 RANGE	 UNITS
DOUBLE SKIN LENGTH, LDS
DOUBLE SKIN HEIGHT, h
SPACING RIB LENGTH, LSR
SPACING RIB WIDTH, G
SPACING RIB SEPARATION, H
EXIT SLOT WIDTH, d
AIR EXIT ANGLE, a
HOT AIRFLOW,
FREESTREAM AIR VELOCITY, Vo
BLOWING RATIO, Ve/Vo
5-50
1-15
5-50
0-20
5-20
1-5
0-90
0-0.3
0-135
0-1
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3.2.1 Experimental configuration
Figure 3-13 shows the two-dimensional model
representing an intake section highlight and inner
surface, which was mounted downstream of the Hucknall
"15 inch" icing wind tunnel, Figure 3-14. The part of
the model which incorporated the air exhaust slot took
the form of an insert, screwed and sealed in position.
Twenty-two such inserts of varying geometry were
investigated (Figure 3-15). Figure 3-16 shows a
photograph of one of these in detail. The dimensions
of all the exhaust geometries are given on Table 3-2,
together with their part number designations. Insert
number RX46837 was regarded as the datum geometry,
since it represents that fitted to an existing
installation and corresponds to Figure 1-2.
TABLE 3-2 EXHAUST SLOT GEOMETRIES TESTED
PART	 LDS	 LSR	 h	 d	 E	 F	 C	 H	 n
NUMBER mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm	 dog
RX46837 45.7	 36.3	 6.1	 1.9	 29.2	 10.0	 13.0	 28.58	 8	 50
RX46845 24.4	 15.0	 6.1	 1.9	 10.4	 4.6	 13.0	 28.58	 8	 50
RX46838 34.4	 29.0	 6.1	 1.9	 17.9	 6.9	 13.0	 28.58	 8	 50
RX46839 59.4	 50.0	 6.1	 1.9	 42.9	 10.0	 13.0	 28.58	 8	 50
RX46840 42.4	 36.3	 1.1	 1.9	 29.2	 10.0	 13.0	 28.58	 8	 50
RX46841 49.1	 36.3	 10.1	 1.9	 29.2	 10.0	 13.0	 28.58	 8	 50
RX46842 53.3	 36.3	 15.1	 1.9	 29.2	 10.0	 13.0	 28.58	 8	 50
RX46846 45.7	 15.0	 6.1	 1.9	 10.4	 4.6	 13.0	 28.58	 8	 50
RX46843 45.7	 25.0	 6.1	 1.9	 17.9	 6.9	 13.0	 28.58	 8	 50
RX46858 45.7	 36.3	 6.1	 1.9	 29.2	 10.0	 13.0	 50
RX46847 45.7	 36.3	 6.1	 1.9	 29.2	 10.0	 5.0	 20.58	 12	 50
RX46844 45.7
	 36.3	 6.1	 1.9	 29.2	 10.0	 10.0	 25.58	 8	 50
RX46848 45.7	 36.3	 6.1	 1.9	 29.2	 10.0	 20.0	 35.58	 6	 50
RX46850 45.7	 36.3	 6.1	 I 1.9	 29.2	 10.0	 13.0	 18.0	 12	 50
RX46851 45.7	 36.3	 6.1	 1.9	 29.2	 10.0	 13.0	 23.0	 10	 50
RX46849 45.7	 36.3	 6.1	 1.9	 29.2	 10.0	 13.0	 33.0	 6	 50
RX46852 46.6	 36.3	 6.1	 1.2	 29.2	 10.0	 13.0	 28.58	 8	 50
RX46853 45.7
	 36.3	 6.1	 3.2	 29.2	 10.0	 13.0	 28.58	 8	 50
RX46854 45.7	 36.3	 6.1	 5.2	 29.2	 10.0	 13.0	 28.58	 8	 50
RX46855 51.2
	 36.3	 6.1	 1.9	 29.2	 10.0	 13.0	 28.58	 8	 30
RX46856 45.7
	 36.3	 6.1	 1.9	 29.2	 10.0	 13.0	 28.58	 8	 60
RX46857 45.7
	 36.3	 6.1	 1.9	 29.2	 10.0	 13.0	 28.58	 8	 90
Notes - RX46837 is the datum geometry
)	 - dimension h has a tolerance of +0.00, -0.13 mm
- dimension d has a tolerance of + 0.00, -0.38 mm
- tolerance on c is -0.5 dog.
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The model piccolo tube was fed with dry hot air via a
feed pipe featuring a single row of eleven 2.9mm
diameter holes, Figure 3-17. This was done in an
attempt to achieve relatively uniform inlet conditions
to the exhaust inserts across their width yet retain
velocity and flow characteristics in the axial plane
representative of a piccolo-type system.
In order to measure the exhaust air velocity at the
exit plane, a facility was incorporated to enable a
hot wire anemometer to be mounted above the model if
required, Figures 3-13, 3-18 and 3-19. Anemometers of
this type make use of the thermal loss of a heated
resistance sensor located in the flow under
investigation (gas or liquid). The flow cools the
sensor and the magnitude of this convective loss is
dependant on parameters such as the temperature,
pressure and velocity of the medium. If only the
velocity of the medium changes, or if the influences of
other parameters are eliminated by means of suitable
circuitry, then the instantaneous heat loss of the
sensor is a measure of the instantaneous velocity of
the flow. Two types of circuit are available for the
measurement of the thermal loss, namely the
Constant-Temperature Anemometer (CTA) and the
Constant-Current Anemometer (CCA). A CTA was used for
present studies, since it permits measurement of rapid
velocity fluctuations without the use of complex
compensation circuitry. The CTA comprises a Wheatstone
bridge and a servo amplifier. The active bridge arm
includes the sensor, and the passive bridge arm
includes a comparison resistance plus compensation
networks to eliminate the influences of the various
cable parameters. The sensor is heated to a known
tempeature such that no voltage differential exists
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across the diagonal of the Wheatstone bridge. Any
change in the flow will change the sensor temperature,
giving rise to a resistance change which in turn causes
a voltage differential across the bridge. This Is fed
to the servo amplifier which restores the original
temperature by adjusting the bridge operating voltage.
The resultant varying voltage output is linearised and
compared with a calibration curve obtained from a wind
tunnel calibration of voltage readings for a range of
known applied velocities at ambient conditions. Owing
to the delicate nature of the probe head and vibration
environment caused by the wind tunnel airflow, it was
not possible to insert the probe into the exhaust. A
location as close as possible to the exit plane was
therefore chosen, as shown In Figure 3-20. To
determine the air velocity inside the exhaust slots, a
total pressure probe was incorporated in each insert
except RX46840 (because the slot was too narrow) and
RX46858.	 Figure 3-21 shows a typical pitot probe
installation.
3.2.2 Instrumentation
Since the main objective of these investigations was
to ultimately determine which parameters affect Ice
accretion potential downstream of the exhaust plane,
retrieval of comprehensive temperature data was
important. Therefore, chromel-alumel thermocouples
were incorporated at intervals along the acoustic liner
at locations as shown on Figure 3-22. Thermocouples to
record skin temperature were inserted from behind the
panel and peened in position (Figure 3-23). Air
temperature local to the surface (within 1mm of It) was
recorded over the first 250mm downstream of the exhaust
plane, 2as shown on Figure 3-22. Thermocouples were
inserted from behind the panel through holes and
cemented in place, Figure 3-24. Three thermocouples
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were peened into the surface on the freestream face of
each exhaust slot insert (Figure 3-22) and two were
placed just inside the exhaust slot exit to measure
exhaust air temperature (Figures 3-22 and 3-25). All
thermocouples were connected via a junction board to a
Phillips PM 4000 compact datalogger and recorded on the
Rolls-Royce Automatic Data Recording (ADR) system for
storage prior to retrieval and processing. For control
of data recording, a Texas Instruments Silent 700
electronic data terminal was used.
Instrumentation to measure total pressure in the
exhaust slots (pitot probes) and exhaust air velocity
and turbulence levels (anemometry) have been described
in 3.2.1.
The basic wind tunnel and coolant plant layout,
associated hardware, air heating system, control
modes, operating procedures and parameter ranges have
been described earlier. The wind tunnel air velocity
was set using a calibrated ASI gauge and checked
throughout testing by means of a water manometer in the
control room connected to a pitot tube mounted in the
wind tunnel. The required tunnel total air temperature
was set and maintained using existing instrumentation
via a platinum resistance thermocouple in the tunnel.
This temperature was also recorded on the ADR system.
Hot air supply massflow and temperature were set and
checked by means of a standard calibrated measuring
section, in the hot air feed supply connected to
pressure gauges and temperature indicators mounted in
the control room. The temperature at entry to the
model was measured by a thermocouple, the data from
which was recorded onto the ADR system on both the
first and last channels of the temperature scanning
sequence to check the uniformity of the test condition
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during the finite scanning time. The hot air
temperatures at the measuring section and model entry
location were also indicated on a continuous digital
display in the control room to render it easier to set
a condition and check settling out/fluctuation rates.
3.2.3 Test schedule
The conditions tested for the intake model fitted with
each exhaust slot insert in turn were based on Table
3-1. Each model configuration (see Table 3-2) was
checked for leaks and all except insert RX46840 were
found to be leak-free (following remedial action where
necessary on one installation). It was not possible to
completely seal RX46840 owing to high model internal
pressure, this configuration being that with the
smallest exhaust slot height, h. However, this build
was sealed as well as practically possible. All
testing for this phase was carried out with dry air.
Temperatures were recorded for three tunnel (cold) air
velocities - 46m/s, 91m/s and 134m/s - these being the
practical range of the wind tunnel capacity. The total
temperature of this cold airstream was nominally -1-10°C.
Two hot (anti-icing) air massflows were tested at each
velocity - 0.04kg/s and 0.08kg/s. The hot air
temperature was nominally 100°C at inlet to the model.
Initially, temperature data was recorded for zero
anti-icing air massflow, but no significant trends were
apparent due for example to frictional heating or
separation, and It was considered that no further
checks were necessary to make most efficient use of
tunnel running time.
)
Total air pressure within the exhaust slots, PS, was
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recorded for each test condition for all geometries
except RX46840 and RX46858 (see Table 3-2), where
probes were not fitted. Additionally, air velocities
lust beyond the exhaust plane were measured by
anemometry for selected geometries; RX46845, RX46837,
RX46839, RX46848, RX46847, RX46846, RX46840 (this
geometry was tested at the lower anti-icing air
massflow only), RX46851, RX46852, RX46854, RX46855,
RX46856 and RX46858 (Table 3-2). Typically, the probe
head was 3mm or less above the exhaust exit plane, and
aligned to record maximum velocity with the edge of the
metal at the rear edge of the slots. Prior to each
test involving anemometry readings, a calibration run
was carried out. All anemometry recordings were made
with the anti-icing air at ambient temperature in order
to provide a sufficient temperature differential
between the probe head and the airflow over it, and to
avoid associated calibration difficulties. Velocity is
proportional to the square root of temperature, but
since the data was to be used for comparative purposes,
this experimental constraint was considered acceptable.
Exhaust velocity readings were repeated for a sample
geometry (RX46845) to check repeatability.
1
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3.3 BLOW-OFF OF UNEVAPORATED WATER BY EXHAUST AIR
3.3.1 Experimental configuration
The model and associated hardware were basically as
described in section 3.2 for this phase of testing,
with the addition of a facility to introduce water onto
the model surface just downstream of the exhaust plane,
Figure 3-26. This device could be connected to a
metered flow as required, and was fed from the tunnel
water spray grid pumped water supply (normally used to
produce supercooled water droplets for icing cloud
simulation).
3.3.2 Test schedule
Using the water introduction mechanism described
above, water was introduced downstream of selected
exhaust geometries (see Table 3-2):
RX46854 (maximum exit plane gap, d)
RX46852 (narrowest exit plane gap, d)
RX46855 (30° exit angle, a)
RX46857 (90° exit angle, a).
This water source was used in isolation, i.e. the
tunnel water spray grid was non-operational.
Subsequently, observations were made with the tunnel
water spray grid flowing upstream of the model, and
the downstream water source of f.
	 The variables
investigated were water flow rate, anti-icing air
pressure 1 (i.e. massflow (at ambient temperature)) and
tunnel air velocity. Table 3-3 gives conditions tested
for each of the four exhaust geometries. A
photographic record and manual observations were made
in each case.
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TABLE 3-3 CONDITIONS FOR WATER BLOW-OFF OBSERVATIONS
WATER SOURCE	 WATER FLOW	 ANTI-ICING	 TUNNEL AIR
AIR PRESSURE VELOCITY
1/mm	 x 10 5N/m2
	rn/s
Downstream of	 0.15	 0	 0
exhaust	 0.15	 0.345	 0
0.15	 1.034	 0
0.15	 0.345	 <46
0.15	 1.034	 <46
0.3	 1.034	 0
0.3	 1.034	 <46
Spray grid	 0.3	 0	 <46
0.3	 0.345	 <46
0.3	 1.034	 <46
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3.4 INVESTIGATION OF VARIOUS NOSE COWL INTERNAL AIR
DISTRIBUTION CONFIGURATIONS (BAFFLES) AND EXHAUST
MODES
It was indicated during earlier testing (Wade 67 ) that
re-entrainment probably occurs following the
impingement of hot air jets onto the internal cowl
surface in an anti-icing system of the piccolo type.
In those studies, a simple baffle (Figure 3-27) was
shown to have an effect in that skin temperatures in
the jet impingement region were increased when it was
fitted, falling of f to similar levels in the plane of
the exhaust slot to those without the baffle. These
trends were found to be consistent throughout the
freestream and anti-icing air flow range tested and are
easily understandable because the baffle helped direct
the heat to the region of greatest importance and avoid
re-entrainment of cooler air. Therefore, to
investigate these effects further, three Nose Cowl
'D-chamber' internal geometries and exhaust modes were
studied in order to qualify and quantify the effects on
skin temperature and heat transfer characteristics
around the lipskin. The aim is to direct heat to
specific areas with minimal heat losses through the
baffle and achieve acceptable heat transfer outside
these specific regions.
3.4.1 Experimental configuration
Basically, the same two-dimensional intake model was
used for these tests as described in Section 3.2.1 and
shown on Figure 3-13. The model was mounted downstream
of the Rolls-Royce Hucknail "15 inch" icing wind
tunnel, 'igure 3-28. For the majority of testing, the
Nose Cowl lipskin was instrumented with thermocouples.
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Initially, however, whilst awaiting the fitment of
required instrumentation, a limited number of
conditions were tested on two model configurations;
(1) with an exhaust to freestream (build Al, described
below) and (ii) without (build A2, described below).
Thermocouples were positioned downstream of the
anti-icing air exhaust to record skin temperature to
study the loss of residual heating downstream of the
directly heated area. The opportunity was also taken
to carry out limited icing tests with the same two
model configurations in order to determine the extent
to which variations in the internal cowl arrangements
affected ice accretion beyond the directly heated
areas.
Three internal cowl geometries were tested, designated
builds Al, A2 and Bi. They were selected according to
knowledge of in-service systems and the baffle results
from Wade67 studies, with due consideration of
manufacturing practicalities. The model was fitted
with the datum exhaust geometry RX46837 (see section
3.2.1 and Table 3-2) either flowing normally (builds Al
and Bl) or sealed with silcoset (build A2). Figure 1-2
shows a typical current in-service air distribution
system and exhaust, with hot air flets impinging on the
cowl lipskin and the spent air being ejected via the
exhaust slot into the engine inlet. The variation
designated build Al featured no such distribution
system. The air inlet pipe ended flush with the rear
bulkhead, coupled with the conventional exhaust, Figure
3-29. For build A2, the inlet pipe was extended and
chamfered to direct air towards the lipskin inside the
highlight (the foremost point of the llpskin), and the
exhaust was via an outlet annular to the inlet, Figure
3-30. On build Bi, the air was channelled from the
inlet pipe through a double skin along the cowl inner
surface connected to the conventional datum exhaust,
Figure 3-31. Each build was sealed and leak checked
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prior to testing. After testing of build Bi the
controlling area, i.e. the flattened pipe section at
the entrance to the double skin, was measured and
found to be 181mm2 . The anti-icing air pressures to
achieve scheduled massflows for this build were
considerably greater than for builds Al or A2; the
geometrical exhaust area for build B1 was 483mm2 , the
inlet pipe area was 507mm 2 for all builds, and the
annular exit for build A2 was about 1393mm 2 . It may be
noted that for a conventional piccolo-type distribution
system, the piccolo holes are the controlling area,
e.g. 73mm2 geometric area for the eleven holes used
during section 3.2 testing.
3.4.2 Instrumentation
Existing instrumentation was used to set and control
tunnel air velocity and temperature (Section 3.2.2).
Hot air massflow was set and maintained by means of a
previously-calibrated measuring section in the feed
line incorporating a 21.5mm diameter orifice plate.
For initial testing on builds Al and A2,
chromel-alumel thermocouples were peened into the
model surface downstream of the conventional exhaust
plane, as described in Section 3.2.2 and shown on
Figure 3-23. As previously, the thermocouples were
connected via a junction board to a datalogger and
recorded on the Automatic Data Recording (ADR) system
for subsequent processing.	 For the majority of
testing on all three test builds, thermocouples were
peened	 into	 the	 lipskin surface,	 with	 four
thermocouples remaining downstream of the rear
bulkhead. Thermocouples measuring exhaust air
temperature were incorporated on builds Al and Bi. All
the thermocouples were again connected via a junction
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board to a datalogger for ADR recording. Table 3-4
shows the locations and designations of the lipskin
surface thermocouples. Figure 3-32 shows the
thermocouples, which were grouped and protected with
polyimide film.
TABLE 3-4 LOCATION OF LIPSKIN THERMOCOUPLES
THERMOCOUPLE DATALOGGER	 THERMOCOUPLE
DESIGNATION	 CHANNEL	 LOCATION
Ti	 4	 3.0cm outside highlight
T2	 5	 2.0cm outside highlight
T3	 6	 1.0cm outside highlight
T4	 7	 highlight
T5	 8	 2.0cm inside highlight
T6	 9	 4.0cm inside highlight
T7	 10	 6.0cm inside highlight
T8	 11	 8.0cm inside highlight
T9	 12	 10.0cm inside highlight
T10	 13	 12.0cm inside highlight
Til	 14	 14.0cm inside highlight
T12	 15	 16.0cm inside highlight
T13	 16	 18.0cm inside highlight
T14	 17	 20.0cm inside highlight
T15	 18	 22.0cm inside highlight
T16	 19	 27.0cm inside highlight
T17	 20	 30.0cm inside highlight
T1A	 21	 3.5cm upstream of slot
T2A	 22	 2.0cm upstream of slot
T3A	 23	 0.6cm upstream of slot
TA	 26	 5.0cm downstream of slot
TB	 27	 8.8cm downstream of slot
TC	 28	 15.7cm downstream of slot
TD	 29	 25.0cm downstream of slot
-i
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3.4.3 Test schedule and procedure
Table 3-5 shows the conditions for testing carried out
with thermocouples located behind the conventional
exhaust plane (as described in Section 3.4.1). Table
3-6 gives the conditions for those tests carried out
with thermocouples along the lipskin. The model was
checked for leaks and sealing improved as necessary.
For dry air tests, adequate time for stabilisation was
allowed prior to recording data. For the icing tests,
water was maintained on and anti-icing air temperature
reduced in stages, being allowed to stabilise at each
temperature before readings were made. The first and
last datalogger channels both recorded hot air
temperature at inlet to the model and thus provided a
check on the uniformity of conditions for the duration
of each scan. If necessary, scans were repeated until
sufficiently constant conditions were obtained.
Following icing tests, visual inspection of the iced
model was carried out and photographic records made.
Owing to the greatly increased pressures required on
build Bi to achieve a given massflow relative to
builds Al and A2, tests were repeated using build Al
pressures (giving reduced massflows). It may be noted
that, since area the controlling the flow would not
necessarily be that just upstream of the double skin,
the original (higher pressure) data are relevant for
comparative purposes. Owing to increased leakage
potential at higher pressures, more frequent checks
were made on sealing standards of this build.
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TEST	 TUNNEL AIR	 HOT AIR	 HOT AIR	 TUNNEL AIR
BUILD	 VELOCI1Y	 MASSFLOW	 TEMPERATURE	 TEMPERATURE
rn/s (kts)	 kg/s (Ib/s)	 °C
Al	 0	 (0)	 0 (0)	 ambient
46	 90)	 0.O40.O8)	 150	 10
91	 ?l8o'	 0.04(0.081
134 12705
	
o.o4?o.08S
46 ?90)	 0.O70.16
91	 ?l8O	 0.0710.l6
134 2705
	
0.070.l6)
A2	 0	 (0)	 0 (0)	 ambient
46	 9Q)	 o.o4ço.o8	 150	 10
91 ?l80	 0.O4çO.08
134 12705	 0.O40.08
46	 9o)	 0.070.16
91	 (180	 0.O7ç0.l6
134 2705	 0.07(0.16)
Bi	 0	 0)	 0 (a)	 -	 ambient
46	 90)	 0.040.08	 150	 10
91	 l80	 0.04(0.081
134 2705	 0.04O.08
46	 90)	 0.o7ço.i6
91	 180)	 0.07çO.l6
134 270)	 0.07(0.16)
46	 90)	 pressures as
91	 180	 build Al
134 270)
46 90)
91 180
134 2705
Notes - build Al = conventional exhaust, no distribution system
- build A2
	
annular bulkhead exhaust
- build Bi	 double skin, conventional exhaust.
TABLE 3-6 NOMINAL TEST CONDITIONS FOR TESTS
CARRIED OUT WITH THERMOCOUPLES
ON THE LIFSKIN
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3.5 POST-EXHAUST TEMPERATURES RECORDED DURING WADE67
INVESTIGATIONS
3.5.1 Introduction
During heat transfer tests on a full-scale model of an
RB211-535C intake reported in Wade67 , the opportunity
was taken to obtain skin temperatures downstream of the
anti-icing air exhaust slot for a limited number of
test conditions. The model was fitted with a
conventional piccolo and castellated ring exhaust and
therefore equates, since temperatures downstream of the
exhaust only were under investigation, to the datum
exhaust geometry of current investigations, slot insert
RX46837, and build Al. Six post-exhaust thermocouples
were fitted along the acoustic liner (Figure 3-33) to
give an indication of the applicability of predicted
fall-off rates for the given configuration, within the
limitations of the icing wind tunnel.
3.5.2 Test configuration
The model used was a full-scale 254mm (lOin) wide
RB211-535C intake model of typical cross-section and of
production standard material types and thicknesses.
The model was enclosed in ducting, fitted via an
adaptor to the Rolls-Royce Hucknall "15 inch" icing
tunnel. The test section ducting was shaped to
simulate the airflow pattern at critical hold
conditions, as determined by potential flowfield
analyses, explained in detail by Wade67.
The basic tests were carried out at a hot air
temperature of 150°C nominal and a tunnel total air
temperature of 10°C for four cold (freestream) air
velocities at each of five hot air massflows, Table
3-7. A single set of temperature readings was taken at
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a higher anti-icing air temperature of 234°C as shown
on Table 3-7. Also shown are hot air massflows
factored according to circumferential length of piccolo
pipe (since the number of piccolo holes and hence the
flow area is proportional to pipe length) to give
equivalent flight values i.e. tunnel value:f light value
= model piccolo length:full scale piccolo length along
its centreline. Since the section was full scale, all
other test parameters were directly applicable to a
flight situation at sea level. Four of the six
thermocouples were located downstream of a gap between
two spacers (fitted for structural rigidity) in the
castellated ring and the other two downstream of a
spacer, as shown on photograph Figure 3-33. Hot air
temperatures were set at the inlet to the model
section, and hot air massflows were set by means of a
calibrated measuring section in the upstream piping.
TABLE 3-7 CONDITIONS FOR SUPPLEMENTARY TESTS ON MODEL
INTAKE SECTION
mH kg/sec	 Vo	 Tpic	 Tex	 To
TEST FLIGHT	 rn/s	 °C	 °C	 °C	 Vo
EQUIVALENT
0.069	 1.63	 47.9	 148.0	 124.0	 9.7	 3.39
69.5	 150.0	 122.7	 9.9	 2.31
91.1	 151.0	 119.8	 10.3	 1.75
121.0 150.0
	
117.2	 10.5	 1.31
0.040 0.93	 47.9	 152.0	 115.6	 10.0	 1.92
69.5	 151.0	 109.5	 10.0	 1.30
91.1	 148.0	 105.1	 10.0	 0.98
121.0 149.0
	
100.9	 10.3	 0.73
0.023 0.53
	 47.9	 152.0	 101.9	 9.8	 1.06
69.5	 149.0	 93.6	 9.8	 0.71
91.1	 151.0	 89.7	 9.9	 0.54
121.0 150.0
	 83.0	 10.0	 0.40
0.016 0.37
	 47.9	 150.0	 88.9	 9.7	 0.71
69.5	 151.0	 82.5	 9.8	 0.48
91.1	 149.0	 79.6	 9.9	 0.36
121.0 148.0
	
69.1	 10.0	 0.26
0.005 0.12
	 47.9	 149.0	 54.8	 9.7	 0.20
69.5	 147.0	 45.7	 9.9	 0.13
91.1	 155.0	 43.5	 9.8	 0.10
121.0 154.0	 27.5	 10.0	 0.07
0.073 1.68	 91.1	 234.0	 190.6	 10.3	 2.18 -
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3.6 RESULTS
3.6.1 Variable exhaust geometries
Table 3-8 lists test conditions and resultant exhaust
temperatures (Tex) when the exhaust geometry was
varied. Table 3-9 gives parameters derived from these
results and geometrical considerations. Total pressure
readings within the exhaust slot, Ps, were obtained for
most geometries (Section 3.2.2) and are included on
Table 3-8. From compressible flow characteristic
tables for air ('Q curves', see Appendix 1), using the
average hot air temperature, Tpic, and calculated flow
area, As, for each test, the slot air velocity, Vs',
was derived (also shown on Table 3-9). The skin and
air temperatures recorded via the ADR system were
retrieved and plotted against streamwise distance, x,
axially from the rear edge of the exhaust slot. Figure
3-34 shows the measured temperatures for the datum
geometry RX46837. Figures 3-35 to 3-55 show
corresponding results for the other twenty-one
geometries tested.
The exhaust air velocities obtained by anemometry
techniques, Va, for selected geometries are given in
Table 3-8 (Va was measured for anti-icing air at
ambient conditions). Since the 'blowing ratio'
(exhaust velocity:freestream velocity) is of interest,
Va/Vo is also given on Table 3-9. Alternatively,
exhaust velocities may be calculated from the air
density and flow area for a known massflow. For air
inside the exhaust slot, density, ps, was taken to be
that corresponding to 100°C since variation of density
with temperature within the range for these tests is
negliible. For the exhaust air, pe was taken to be
that corresponding to the average measured exhaust air
temperature, Tex. The resultant values of Vs and Ve
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are included on Table 3-9, together with the 'blowing
ratios', Ve/Vo. The Vs and Vs' values for a given
condition are lower than Va or ye because they relate
to the flow within the double skin, which has a higher
cross-sectional area than the exhaust plane. Va is
lower than ye because the probe head could not be
pushed into the slot, and was therefore affected by the
freestream velocity, and because of the differences in
anti-icing air temperature.
For the chosen datum geometry, RX46837, of these
investigations (section 3.2), skin temperatures and air
temperatures local to the surface downstream of the
exhaust exit plane increase as intake airflow
(velocity) decreases and increase as anti-icing airflow
increases, as expected (Figure 3-34). There is a
positive skin temperature gradient along the surface
towards the exit plane, and a non-linear surface
temperature degradation beyond the exhaust in a
downstream direction. The peak skin temperature occurs
just beyond the exhaust slot rear edge. Although
surface temperature falls asymptotically towards the
tunnel air temperature (nominally +10°C), it is
significantly above this value for a large downstream
distance, this effect being most apparent for the
highest anti-icing air massflow/lowest tunnel airspeed
combination tested. Thus, the 'spent' anti-icing air
may make a major contribution towards evaporating of f,
or keeping in a liquid state, any water which has run
back along the surface from the intensely heated
upstream region. The air temperatures local to the
surface downstream of the slot follow a similar trend,
but temperatures are generally slightly lower. These
trends are similar for all the exhaust geometries
tested (Figures 3-35 to 3-55), but with some variation
in absolute temperature levels, temperature degradation
and spread of air temperature results relative to skin
temperatures. These results are discussed in detail in
Chapter 5.
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3.6.2 Water blow-off effects downstream of the
exhaust plane
Visual observations of water blow-off •effects were
made for each condition of Table 3-3 for the four
chosen geometries (Section 3.3.2). As described
previously, water was introduced in turn behind the
exhaust slot and via the wind tunnel water spray grid.
The former gave rise to a pool of water which was
blown in a downstream direction by anti-icing air to a
greater or lesser extent according to exhaust air
massflow (velocity). Tunnel airflow caused the water
to flow in rivulets, which became wider and slower as
tunnel air velocity reduced and as water input
increased. This effect, due to surface tension, was
discussed by Gray26 and Gelder and Lewis 21 . It was
noted that water tended to 'hang' in the exhaust slot
at the end of the spacers.
Figure 3-56 shows the effect of anti-icing air on water
run onto the model downstream of the exhaust slot (no
tunnel airflow) for geometry RX46854 (maximum exit
width, d, see Table 3-2) for anti-icing air pressures
of 0, O.345x10 5
 and 1.034x10 5N/m2 (Table 3-3). It
should be noted that the water was introduced at a
position corresponding to the lower edge towards the
left of these views. In this case the water for the
most part remained as a pool, displaced in a downstream
direction and away from the tunnel sidewalls. With
tunnel airflow, the water was dispersed very quickly in
a downstream direction in rivulet form. In the first
case, with anti-icing air on and no tunnel airflow, the
water downstream of the slot sprayed upwards away from
the intake surface at an angle approximately equal to
the exhaust angle, and this effect was suppressed by
low speed tunnel airflow.
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For geometry RX46852 (narrowest exit width, d, see
Table 3-2), the blow-back effect of anti-icing air on
water run onto the model was greater, Figure 3-57. It
may also be noted that, with no anti-icing air, there
was less tendency for water to run into the slot. The
effects of tunnel airflow were similar to insert
RX46854 i.e. rivulets formed and spray was suppressed.
The water ejection trajectory was of a similar angle at
corresponding conditions, but with less curvature.
With the shallowest exit angle, a (30 degrees,
RX46855, see Table 3-2), the blow-back effect of
exhaust air increased compared with the datum case
(Figure 3-58 compared with Figure 3-56) in that the
water was spread further downstream with a larger 'dry'
area just downstream of the exhaust slot. The water
spray angle relative to the surface was reduced, as
expected.
Finally, for geometry RX46859 (90 degree exit angle,
a), 'blow-back' effects were translated to water jets
tending towards a spray perpendicular to the intake
surface with anti-icing air only. With tunnel air on,
residual water was prevented from crossing the exhaust
slot and remained in droplet form upstream. Water
introduced through the tunnel spray grid was presented
with a 'barrier'of exhaust air and coagulated in
droplets upstream of the slot. Gravitational effects
limited the vertical extent of the blow-off. Again,
this effect was suppressed by tunnel airflow except
locally to the anti-icing air exit plane, giving rise
to the 'barrier' phenomenon noted above. This was
effectively causing gross separation of the mainstream
airflow.
I
It was noted during these tests (Section 3.6.2) that
water tended to 'hang' in the exhaust slot at the ends
of the spacers. This is considered to be due to local
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airflow separations and surface tension effects
(Gray26 , Gelder and Lewis 21 ). It was also noted that
surface tension played a major role generally in
producing pools or rivulets of water according to test
condition (Figures 3-56 to 3-58).
3.6.3 Variable internal geometries
Table 3-10 gives actual conditions for tests during
which thermocouples were located downstream of the
D-chamber rear bulkhead (Figure 3-22 and Section
3.4.3). Also shown are the measured anti-icing air
temperatures at inlet to the model (Tpic) and exhaust
air temperatures for build Al build A2 did not exhaust
to freestream). Table 3-li gives corresponding
recorded surface temperature data and includes
measurement locations relative to the conventional
exhaust plane (model bulkhead plane). Figure 3-59
shows these measured skin temperatures graphically for
build Al. Figures 3-60 and 3-61 show ice accretion on
the cowl upper (inner) surface during the icing tests
for builds Al and A2 respectively. These results are
discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
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Table 3-12 gives actual test conditions for the main
test programme, when thermocouples were fitted along
the cowl lipskin (Figure 3-22), for all four build
configurations. Table 3-13 shows corresponding
measured lipskin temperatures, and includes measurement
locations relative to the highlight. Four
thermocouples downstream of the bulkhead were
incorporated to serve as a cross-check with previous
data and the recorded data are given on Table 3-14.
All thermocouple locations given are from measurements
carried out on build Bi. Figures 3-62 to 3-64 show
lipskin temperatures graphically for builds Al, A2 and
Bl respectively. Figure 3-65 shows the extreme cases
for easier comparison between the three builds. It
should be noted that surface distance, s, is equal to
zero at the highlight, and is positive along the inner
surface. One interesting feature of these curves is
the increase in temperature through the double skin
exhaust for builds Al and Bl due to higher heat
transfer coefficients.
From Table 3-12 and Figure 3-65 it can be seen that the
three builds tested resulted in very different skin
temperatures for corresponding test conditions.
Outside the highlight, the highest temperatures were
obtained for build A2 (air directed towards the leading
edge, annular bulkhead exhaust). The next highest
temperatures were for build Al (no distribution system,
conventional exhaust). The build Bl (double skin)
temperatures fell of f rapidly outside the highlight
since the double skin was located along the inner
surface only. A system could easily be designed which
incorporated the highlight region in addition. From
the highlight along the inner surface, the build Bi
(double skin) temperatures were significantly higher
than for builds Al or A2 and relatively constant along
the entire surface up to the exhaust, even for the
reduced massflow tests. This is to be expected, since
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the hot air is confined to the region close to the
lipskin. For build Al (no distribution system), the
skin temperatures fell significantly along the Inner
surface, indicating that air from the bulkhead inlet
had sufficient momentum to reach the highlight region.
As expected, temperatures rose again towards the
exhaust plane, as the anti-icing air becomes
concentrated towards this region prior to exiting via
the exhaust slot, but to a lower level than build Bi,
since much of the heat would have been dissipated along
the lipskin outside the highlight and the bulkhead and
into the cowl internal airspace. For build A2 (annular
bulkhead exhaust), the inner surface temperatures fell
more rapidly than for build Al owing to the increased
heat removal in the highlight region, and no increase
was observed towards the rear bulkhead location since
the exhaust effectively drew air away from this region
instead of towards it as in build Al.
The greater exhaust air temperature of build Bl (Table
3-12) gave rise to higher skin temperatures downstream
of the exhaust plane (Table 3-14), with a similar
fall-off rate to the other builds. For build A2, with
the annular bulkhead exhaust, skin temperatures
downstream of the conventional exhaust plane approached
the tunnel adiabatic wall temperature (see Table 3-14),
with a little increase due to conduction and the warm
upstream boundary layer, i.e. the benefit of exhaust
air residual heat capacity was wasted with respect to
surface heating along the acoustic liner. This
observation is confirmed by inspection of Table 3-11,
although these preliminary data appear to show higher
skin temperatures at corresponding locations.
It will be noted from Table 3-11 that the reduction in
skin temperature for the icing (water on) tests was not
directly proportional to the reduced anti-icing and
tunnel air temperatures. This may be attributed to the
extra heat terms introduced due to the freezing and/or
evaporation processes.
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TEST	 m H
	
Vo	 ACOUS11C LINER TEMPERATURE. Tsk,
BUILD
SURFACE DISTANCE s mm
kg/s	 rn/s
48	 86	 154	 247
Al	 0.04	 46.1	 30.2	 22.2	 18.9	 17.2
0.04	 91.1	 25.6	 20.8	 18.2	 15.6
0.04	 134.1	 25.7	 18.9	 15.5	 12.9
0.07	 46.1	 31.8	 22.5	 19.3	 18.6
0.07	 91.1	 26.9	 21.1	 19.4	 18.4
0.07	 134.1	 27.4	 21.0	 19.2	 17.0
A2	 0.04	 46.1	 16.3	 14.4	 12.7	 11.3
0.04	 91.1	 14.0	 13.1	 12.3	 11.5
0.04	 134.1	 11.0	 9.8	 9.9	 9.0
0.07	 46.1	 20.3	 17.2	 14.8	 12.8
0.07	 91.1	 14.7	 13.1	 11.6	 10.5
0.08	 134.1	 12.5	 11.5	 10.5	 9.5
Bi	 0.04	 46.1	 35.8	 26.6	 24.0	 22.5
0.04	 91.1	 32.1	 27.6	 24.3	 21.6
0.04	 134.1	 41.4	 32.6	 23.8	 18.0
0.07	 46.1	 29.7	 22.7	 20.8	 19.8
0.07	 91.1	 30.5	 24.2	 21.6	 20.6
0.07	 134.1	 35.3	 29.2	 26.0	 22.5
Bl	 0.02	 46.1	 52.8	 42.2	 31.1	 23.8
0.02	 91.1	 43.8	 33.2	 23.3	 17.1
0.02	 134.1	 34.6	 25.1	 18.0	 14.2
0.04	 46.1	 47.6	 38.6	 30.2	 25.2
0.04	 91.1	 42.7	 35.1	 29.3	 22.8
0.04	 134.1	 40.4	 33.1	 25.4	 19.0
Notes - distances s are relative to the conventional exhaust slot rear edge plane
TABLE 3-14 VARIABLE INTERNAL GEOMETRY
TESTS - SAMPLE ACOUSTIC
LINER TEMPERATURES
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3.6.4 Wade67 post-exhaust temperatures
Table 3-15 gives recorded post-slot skin temperatures
for the test cases of Table 3-7 (Section 3.5).
Readings for the two thermocouples located downstream
of a spacer in the castellated ring are shown in
brackets.
TABLE 3-15 MEASURED ACOUSTIC LINER SURFACE
TEMPERATURES FOR SUPPLEMENTARY TESTS
Vo	 DISTANCE FROM SLOT ,x, nun
kg/s	 rn/s	 50	 100	 150	 300
Tsk
0.069	 47.9	 67.0	 (66.0)	 50.9 45.8 28.3
	 (29.8)
69.5	 69.9	 (67.7)	 50.2 43.3 27.5
	 (29.0)
91.1	 69.9	 (68.3)	 55.1 45.2 27.2
	 (27.0)
121.0 67.6
	 (66.4)	 54.7 44.8 29.3
	 (31.4)
0.040	 47.9	 66.5	 (65.8)	 50.9 40.1 29.9
	 (32.1)
69.5	 61.8	 (60.1)	 48.4 39.5 27.0
	 (28.2)91.1	 58.8	 (56.6)	 44.9 36.1 24.5
	 (24.9)
121.0 55.4
	 (53.4) 40.8 32.4 22.0
	 (22.1)
0.023	 47.9	 57.2	 (56.4)	 44.1 35.5 24.7
	 (25.5)
69.5	 49.8	 (48.7)	 36.5 29.2 20.2
	 (20.3)91.1	 45.7	 (45.2)	 32.7 26.5
	 18.5	 (18.7)
121.0 41.0
	 (40.2)	 29.2 23.4
	 16.9	 (16.8)
0.016	 47.9	 49.0	 (48.8)	 36.4 29.5 20.6
	 (21.0)
69.5	 40.8	 (40.2)	 29.2 24.0
	 17.3	 (17.4)
91.1	 36.0	 (35.7)	 25.6 21.3
	 15.9	 (16.1)
121.0 31.5
	 (31.0)	 22.7 19.0 14.5
	 (15.5)
0.005	 47.9	 24.0	 (23.7)	 17.9	 15.4 12.6
	 (12.8)
69.5	 19.8	 (19.4)	 15.3 13.6	 11.6	 (11.7)
91.1	 18.8	 (18.7)	 14.9	 13.5	 11.8	 (12.0)
121.0	 15.3	 (15.2)	 12.7	 11.9	 10.8	 (11.0)
0.073	 91.1	 (84.3)	 48.5 46.3 34.2	 (39.3)
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It can be seen from Tables 3-7 and 3-15 that the cold
air velocity, Vo, only has a significant effect on skin
temperature, Tsk, when Ve/Vo<i., i.e. if Ve/Vo>1, hot
air conditions dominate. The differences between skin
temperatures downstream of a spacer and a gap in the
castellated ring, even only 5 cm from the slot, are
negligible (Table 3-15).
Temperature fall-off rate for the higher 234°C
anti-icing air temperature was initially more rapid
than for the equivalent 150°C nominal input temperature
case, such that absolute temperature level was similar
at a distance of 10cm behind the slot for comparable 
fllH
values (see Table 3-15). This is further borne out by
current investigations, carried out at a nominal hot
air temperature of 100°C (Table 3-15 compared with
Figure 3-34). The initial differential fall-off rates
were eliminated as downstream distance increased since
skin temperature asymptotically approached adiabatic
wall temperature. According to predictions, skin
temperature 2.5mm downstream of the exhaust slot should
be 90-92% of the exhaust air temperature. Data was
consistent with this prediction, and current studies,
which incorporated a much greater amount of
instrumentation, further back up this observation.
I
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3.7 PROCESSED RESULTS
For comparative purposes, it is useful to consider
temperature data in a non-dimensional form. Therefore
results for variable exhaust geometries (3.6.1) and
various internal configurations (3.6.3) have been
converted to appropriate non-dimensional parameters.
3.7.1 Variable exhaust geometries
Inspection of Figures 3-34 to 3-55 indicates that the
two extreme test conditions in terms of maximum and
minimum skin temperature are the low tunnel air
velocity/high anti-icing air massflow case and the low
anti-icing air massflow/high tunnel air velocity case.
Therefore these two conditions have been chosen for
further analyses.
There are two regions where slot geometry may affect
air (and hence skin) temperature loss characteristics:
o up to the exhaust plane - affecting lipskin
temperature and exit plane air state
o beyond the exhaust plane - due to the exhaust
jet/tunnel airflow mixing characteristics.
Therefore, two non-dimensional 'effectiveness'
parameters have been developed, based on exhaust (Tex)
and inlet (Tpic) air temperatures respectively, viz
Oex = Tex - Tsk
	 (3-2)
Tex - To
Opic = Tpic - Tsk 	 (3-3)
Tpic-To
The lower Oex and Opic, the more effective the
anti-icing.
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This method of comparison compensates for variations in
test conditions. Oex is a measure of the exhaust
effect only and Opic enables comparisons to be made in
terms of the overall system heat loss. The parameters
Oex and Opic have been plotted against non-dimensional
distance downstream of the exhaust plane, x/d, where d,
slot width, has been taken as the characteristic
dimension. Geometries have been grouped such that one
geometric parameter only is varied. Figure 3-66 shows
Oex versus x/d for the datum geometry RX46837 and
Figure 3-67 shows Opic values for the same geometry,
at the two extreme anti-icing air massflow/tunnel air
velocity combinations. Figures 3-68 to 3-74 (Dex) and
3-75 to 3-81 (Opic) show equivalent non-dimensionalised
results for each of the following variables;
o slot insert assembly and spacer length (Figures
3-68 and 3-75) (variable LDSILSRIEIF)
o slot depth (Figures 3-69 and 3-76) (variable h)
o spacer length (Figures 3-70 and 3-77) (variable
LSR,EIF)
o spacer width (Figures 3-71 and 3-78) (variable
G,H,n)
o spacer separation (Figures 3-72 and 3-79) (variable
H,n)
o exit gap width (Figures 3-73 and 3-80) (variable d)
o exit angle (Figures 3-74 and 3-81) (variable a).
Figure 3-66 shows clearly the greater 'effectiveness'
downstream of the exhaust for increased anti-icing air
massflow and lower external air velocity. A constant
temperature level Is achieved by an x/d value of 300
(d=1.9 mm in this case), although the absolute level
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differs according to input conditions. The effects
close to the slot are similar for the two (extreme)
examples chosen. This is not the case on Figure 3-67,
since this plot indicates overall heat loss
characteristics and incorporates heat lost upstream of
the exit plane. Beyond an x/d value of about 50,
however, the results presented follow similar trends
based on both exhaust air temperature and on system
input (piccolo) air temperature.
Figures 3-68 to 3-81 show that the effects of varying
geometric parameters are most apparent for the higher
anti-icing air massflow/low tunnel velocity case. Even
for this combination, for most variables there is no
significant difference in 'effectiveness' beyond
x/d=220 (x400mm for the datum and most other
geometries).
Inspection of Figures 3-68 to 3-81 yields the following
observations concerning skin temperatures downstream of
the exhaust slot:
o Assembly and spacer length variation has a
significant effect (Figures 3-68 and 3-75), but
no obvious trend is apparent.
o Slot depth has a significant effect, including
close to the exhaust exit plane (Figures 3-69
and 3-76), but no consistent trend is apparent.
o Varying spacer length (Figures 3-70 and 3-77)
has less effect than varying assembly plus
spacer length (Figures 3-68 and 3-75). As LSR,
E and F decrease in magnitude, Oex decreases
(i.e. anti-icing effectiveness increases).
o Varying spacer width apparently has a very
large effect for extreme values of gap between
spacers, but closer Inspection of Figures 3-71
and 3-78 (variable G,H and n) show this to be a
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false indication, i.e. the differences must be
attributed to thermocouple locations relative
to spacer locations. Figures 3-72 and 3-79
(variable H and n) confirm that no significant
real effect occurs.
o The large influence of exit slot width, d,
indicated by Figures 3-73 and 3-80 is partly
due to choice of the non-dimensional distance
x/d. However, Figures 3-34, 3-50, 3-51 and
3-52 show that exit gap absolute value
variation does affect temperatures downstream
of the exhaust plane (the narrowest gap,
consistent with the highest Ve values (Table
3-9), gives the highest skin temperatures).
o Figures 3-74 and 3-81 show that exhaust angle
has the greatest effect (along with exit slot
width, d) of all variables investigated within
the ranges covered, with a shallower angle
resulting in greater surface heating.
The foregoing suggests that the optimum arrangement in
respect of surface heating is a narrow exhaust at a
shallow angle relative to the downstream surface. This
is to be expected when one considers the effect on
mixing of exhaust air with the freestream and the
consequent effect on skin temperatures downstream of
the exhaust slot.
3.7.2 VarIous Internal configurations
The convention used in 3.7.1 to non-dimensionalise
downsteam location (x/d) is not relevant for build A2,
which did not feature an exhaust slot. Since the
models' external dimensions and geometry were
identical for each build, a reference dimension may be
chosen which would be the same for each. Therefore,
results have been plotted against absolute dIstance, s,
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along the cowl surface relative to the highlight. The
non-dimensional parameter considered to be most
relevant for the lipskin was
Osk = Tpic - Tsk
	 (3-4)
Tsk-To
since this is a measure of heat given to the surface
compared with heat lost to the freestream. From Tables
3-il and 3-13, it may be noted that skin temperature
falls as tunnel airflow increases and rises as hot air
massflow increases. Therefore, as in 3.7.1, the two
extreme combinations have been taken for further
analyses. Figures 3-82 to 3-84 show thermal
effectiveness ratios, Osk, for builds Al, A2 and Bi
respectively. From these plots it can be seen that the
thermal ratio falls as external air velocity falls and
as hot air massflow increases. This is because heat
transfer coefficient is a function of velocity, i.e. as
external flow increases, more heat is removed from the
lipskin, and as internal flow increases, more heat is
introduced to the lipskin. A comparison between the
curves shows that the lowest thermal ratios (highest
skin temperatures) outside the highlight occur for
build A2, but ice accretion outside the highlight is
not usually a potential hazard since it would not be
ingested into the engine on release. The build Bi
thermal ratios indicate the highest temperatures over
the inner surface and relatively constant temperature
levels in this region. This is to be expected due to
the confined hot air flow. The build Al temperatures
fall off away from the initial hot air impingement
region and rise again towards the exhaust (Figure
3-82). The benefit of this exhaust region heating Is
lost fdr build A2 (Figure 3-83), since the air is drawn
preferentially towards the exit, which is situated in
the rear bulkhead and therefore remote from the
lipskin. Figure 3-85 gives Oex values downstream of
the exhaust plane for build Al plotted against surface
distance, s, downstream of the exhaust slot rear edge.
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CH?PTER 4
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
4.1 COMPUTER PREDICTIONS USING PACE
4.1.1 Introduction
As early as the 1920's, the idea of utilising the
transport equations to describe the movement and
characteristics of turbulence was formulated, but
modern Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) techniques
date back to about 1970, when suitable computers became
available. The role of classical turbulence models in
CFD may be summarised by the following points (Abbott
and Basco1):
o to solve the mean-flow equations
o to obtain solutions of field equations
previously only possible as approximate
solutions from physical models or measured data
0 to simulate the effect of turbulence on mean
flow without attending to turbulent flow
characteristics in detail
o to determine, as far as reasonably possible, a
set of 'universal constants' applicable to a
wide range of flow problems
o to extrapolate turbulence models beyond the
range of original empirical data used to
validate them
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o to develop methods of turbulence modelling for
engineering use, when very large grids used in
the solution of the full Navier Stokes
equations (see Appendix 2) are not practicable
o to provide adequately economical, user-friendly
and accurate codes for engineering applications
- accuracy being a function of the quality and
quantity of data used for validation.
The Navier-Stokes and scalar transport equations for
turbulent flows are traditionally solved from the eddy
viscosity and eddy diffusivity, using a "k-c" model, by
assuming that the amount of turbulent energy
dissipated, c, is controlled by the amount generated,
k. The characteristic scalar parameters, k and c, are
determined from the transport equations, allowing the
time-averaged (i.e. integrated over a given time period
and then divided by that time) governing equations to
be solved for turbulence-weighted velocities and any
other parameters of interest.
The need for a CFD code to predict the flow behaviour
in combustion chambers was identified in the early
1970's, and PACE (Prediction of Aerodynamics and
Combustor Emissions) was developed in the late 1970's
as new emission controls came into force. The early
versions of PACE used a rectangular grid and assumed
adiabatic wall conditions. The need for Improved
boundary definition and reliable wall heat transfer
coefficient predictions led to the introduction of
orthogonal, curvilinear meshing. PACE is today used as
much for investigating flow patterns, mixing
characteristics and temperature traverses as It is to
predict emissions. The program was considered suitable
for modelling the current experimental studies since it
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has been designed specifically for complex and mixed
flow situations. PACE is capable of modelling
two-dimensional or three-dimensional recirculating or
non-recirculating flows for simple rectangular or polar
geometries. A suite of programs are used to generate a
mesh and to create and solve a set of second order
non-linear differential equations representing the
fluid flow. These equations are derived from the
Navier Stokes equations (see Appendix 2), time-averaged
for turbulent flow, and solved by using hybrid finite
difference techniques. Four of the programs (CO52,
CO53, CO54 and CO50) have been primarily used to
predict the flowfields corresponding to the current
Investigations.	 Figure 4-1 shows the connections
between and functions of these programs. Their roles
are summarised below. 	 Three operational programs
(CO57, CO58 and C067) were also used.
Mesh generation (CO52): The objective of CO52 is to
generate a mesh for use by the PACE suite of programs.
The user can read an existing two-dimensional geometry
or create a two-dimensional geometry from scratch. The
mesh may be regular, for use with the Regular analysis
program CO55, or orthogonal, for use with the
Orthogonal Curvilinear Coordinate (0CC) analysis
program CO54. The latter is likely to be slower but
more accurate and provide fewer problems in specifying
suitable boundary conditions. For an 0CC mesh, it is
necessary to form a closed boundary. In the case of
relatively long thin geometries, the closed boundary
may be extended with a duct at each end to ease the
mapping operation. An orthogonal or regular mesh may
be defined over the specified boundary with mesh lines
as defined by the user (from file or from scratch). An
0CC mesh within a given closed boundary may be
projected into a third dimension. Mesh lines may then
be specified in this third dimension, or an existing
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definition may be edited. Any data defined in CO52 may
be filed onto the PACE solution file.
Flow definition (CO53): The prime function of CO53 is
to provide boundary conditions for a specified mesh.
This sub-program requires an orthogonal mesh. For all
ends of the mesh lines (which define the boundary of
the solution domain), the program generates a value for
each of the variables to be solved. The default
boundary condition is a solid wall. The user may
introduce flows across entire or part boundaries,
planes of symmetry, etc. An added flow represents flow
through a circular hole somewhere on a boundary of
user-specified position, size, mass flow, flow
direction (in the XY plane) and wall thickness. The
flow velocity is assumed to be uniform and the flow
measured relative to the local boundary direction. A
sector defines an area of a boundary through which a
specified mass flow passes. Over this area, the
velocity is assumed to be constant, its magnitude being
calculated from the specified mass flow. The hydraulic
area and flow direction are user-specified. The
geometric sector area is taken to be the hydraulic area
as a default, which cannot be exceeded. A facility is
also available to model air sprays for fuel injector
simulation, these comprising a series of concentric
annuli on a boundary surface, each with its own flow
and direction in the form of a cone and swirl angle.
It is also possible to model blockages (no flow areas)
within the solution domain using frustra. A mass flow
may be specified for each frustrum, directed along its
axis. Boundary conditions and fluid properties may be
modified within CO53, enabling detailed definition.
Turbulent or laminar flow (see Appendix 2) may be
defined, with burning or cold (isodensity) conditions.
Output from CO53 is stored on the PACE solution file
(database) in preparation for execution of CO54.
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Flowfield solution (CO54): CO54 is the main analysis
and prediction program in the PACE suite. It
calculates the velocity field, turbulence quantities k
and c and other subsidiary variables as requested. It
solves the finite difference representations of the
time-averaged equations for momentum and continuity, as
discussed previously.	 Since these are coupled
non-linear equations, iteration is necessary. The
basic finite difference techniques used are described
in Appendix 2, taken from Jones 33 and Priddin55 . The
boundary conditions which can be catered for
automatically In CO54 include solid walls (for which
the appropriate wall friction will be calculated),
fixed value inflow or outflow (recognised by a normal
velocity component directed into the solution domain),
zero gradients (recognised by a normal velocity
component directed out of the solution region) and
internal blockages (frustra). Internal blockages of
selective geometry other than frustra may be imposed
via CO53, described above. The treatment of blockages
within CO54 is independent of the shape and nature of
the blockage. The solution from CO54 is filed and a
printout produced. Each solution provides starting
conditions for a subsequent run, unless user
modifications are imposed via CO52 or CO53.
Data output (CO50): Any of the filed variables from a
CO54 solution may be displayed using CO50, which can
also be used to check the state of a geometry or
defined variables following modifications or additions
within CO53. Data may be tabulated or displayed
graphically as contours, streaklines, vectors or
profiles. A streakline is the locus of particles which
have earlier passed through a given point, whilst a
streamline is a line everywhere tangential to the
velocity vectors at a given instant (White69 ). The
stored data may be two or three dimensional. For three
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dimensional data, the displays are generated for a user
selected surface (cut plane).
PACE also contains an option to extend data to find a
solution for a longer volume than that originally
specified. If mapping of a complete geometry in CO52
is not satisfactory and the geometry needs to be
partitioned and rejoined, or if it is desirable to add
geometry, the interactive mesh joining program CO57 may
be used. CO58 is an interpolation program, used to
generate good starting conditions from a previously
produced solution. This can significantly reduce
computing time required to achieve a satisfactory
solution. The program can interpolate a solution
generated on one mesh to another mesh and file the
interpolated data for further processing. C067 was
available late in the analytical procedure and was used
to view and copy node blockages.
The wall heat transfer model used in PACE within the
standard k-c turbulence model is described in detail by
Coupland 13
 and is calculated by assuming that, at a
grid node adjacent to a wall, the tangential velocity
profile is given by the semi-logarithmic profile
UC 1 025k° 5 = 1. ln(C3y)	 (3-1)
tw/p	 C2
where tw = wall shear stress
C 1 = constant = 0.09, C2 = constant = 0.433,
C3 = constant = 8.8,
and y+ = non-dimensional distance from the wall,
given by
y = pC1025k° 5y	 (3-2)
for any distance from the wall, y, as long as y+^1O.45.
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For smaller values of 	 the grid node is assumed to
lie in the viscous sublayer, where
tWLU
	
(3-3)
y.
The wall treatment in PACE is invalid unless
+300^y ^10.45, due to the presence of a laminar sublayer
adjacent to the wall, where the fluid velocity and
shear stress are zero. The foregoing relationships are
used to derive an artificial wall viscosity for use in
conjunction with the finite difference form of the wall
velocity gradient, which gives the correct wall shear
stress. The dominant term in the turbulence energy
production at the near wall node, Ii(8U/0y),where..i.'
denotes fluctuations due to turbulence (i.e. the
density weighted mean), is modelled using the
05
relationship uv=C 1
	k, and (8U/Oy) is evaluated from
equation (3-1) to give
turbulence energy = pC 105kU	 (3-4)
production
+ln(C3y )y.
The dissipation rate, c, is set to the value it would
have if the boundary layer were in equilibrium at the
given turbulence energy level. This gives
C = C1075kL5
	
(3-5)
C2y.
For the thermal boundary layer a similar approach,
derived from Spalding and Patankar 64 and Jayatil].aka31,
is adopted. At the grid node adjacent to the wall, the
temperature profile is assumed to be given by
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Cpw ( TskTF ) C l °25k°5	 PrT1n(C3y) + p j	 (3-6)
Qw/p	 C2
where Qw = wall heat flux
Cpw = specific heat
TF = fluid temperature
PrT = fluid turbulent Prandtl number
and Pj = Jayatillaka term, given by
Pj = 9.24PrM(PrM/PrT-l)(PrT/PrM)°25	 (3-7)
where PrM = fluid molecular Prandtl number,
valid for y1O.45 The use of these relationships
varies according to the type of boundary conditions
adopted. For a fixed wall temperature, Tsk, an
effective thermal conductivity at the wall, r, is used
to achieve the required heat flux, i.e.
Qw = r(Tsk-TF)/y	 (3-8)
where r = pCpwC 1 025k° 5y	 (3-9)
(Pr/C2)ln(C3y)+Pj.
For a fixed wall heat flux, Qw, a source term equal to
Qw x cell wall face area is included for solution of
the temperature equation at the near wall grid cell.
The wall temperature is then calculated from
Tsk = T+{Qw(Pr/C 2 )1n(C 3y)+Pj}	 (3-10)
pcpwc 1 0 25k° .
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The heat transfer coefficient is then obtained from
HTC = Qw/ ( TskTF )
	 (3-li)
where TF may be the gas temperature or, more correctly,
the bulk mean temperature, TFBM, i.e.
TFBM = AfPUTFdA	 (3-12)
A1 PUdA.
PACE was used to theoretically predict temperature
distributions for comparison with experimental data
from Chapter 3 and with associated previous
measurements.
4.1.2 Mixing downstream of the exhaust plane for
various exhaust geometries
PACE was used to model the effects of anti-icing system
exhaust geometry on mixing of the two flows involved,
as investigated experimentally and described in section
3.2. Initially, the exhaust/freestream mixing
characteristics were predicted by simply assuming that
the two flows entered a control volume at the
appropriate angles and positions to represent the
experimental configuration. The resultant solutions
were unsatisfactory owing to the lack of an upstream
boundary layer, which would be significant due to the
length of intake lipskin upstream of the exhaust plane,
and to inadequate modelling of the exhaust geometry.
Therefore the problem was approached in two stages.
Firstly, the intake lip section upstream of the mixing
plane was modelled using PACE (designated chapter LIP
for storage and retrieval purposes), to give exit plane
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conditions in the form of a velocity profile. This was
then applied at the inlet to the second PACE model
(chapter SLOTX), beginning just upstream of the mixing
region (Figure 4-2).
Polar coordinates (x PACE, R PACE) were used for the
modelling process, for which PACE requires a sector to
be defined, i.e. the two-dimensional experimental model
profile assumed to extend through one radian in the
circumferential direction. The stagnation streamline
was chosen as the upstream inner boundary of the model,
and the stagnation point was assumed to occur at the
model highlight since the boundary layer is thin over
the intake nose and therefore not critical with respect
to the region of ultimate interest. The highlight
radius was taken as l.Om, since this value is typical
of current Civil turbofan engine intakes. An upstream
distance of O.lm was modelled (although this later had
to be extended) and a depth above the intake throat of
O.lm to ensure Inclusion of the entire boundary layer
and a significant portion of freestream flow (Figure
4-3). The interface between the two sections modelled,
LIP and SLOTX (Figure 4-2), was taken as the foremost
of the two rows of exhaust insert section rivets for
the datum exhaust section, RX46837 (see Table 3-2 and
Figure 3-11). The control volume coordinates for the
upstream model LIP are given on Figure 4-3. It should
be noted that, for computer modelling purposes, since
positive coordinates were required for PACE use, the
intake inner surface was represented by the upper
boundary of the control volume, and that it is
therefore inverted relative to the physical model. The
geometry fOr the lipskin was taken from the appropriate
Rolls-Royce scheme drawing. Table 4-1 gives measured
Cartesian coordinates relative to the highlight (X, Y)
and their translation to polar coordinates for PACE
Input (x PACE, R PACE).
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TABLE 4-1 INTAKE PROFILE FOR PACE CHAPTER LIP
Xm	 Ym	 xPACEm	 RPACEm
0.0013	 0.0148	 0.1013	 0.9852
0.0045	 0.0264	 0.1045	 0.9736
0.0101	 0.0387	 0.1101	 0.9613
0.0179	 0.0498	 0.1179	 0.9502
0.0270	 0.0590	 0.1270	 0.9410
0.0379	 0.0670	 0.1379	 0.9330
0.0508	 0.0735	 0.1508	 0.9265
0.0638	 0.0780	 0.1638	 0.9220
0.0780	 0.0830	 0.1780	 0.9170
0.0915	 0.0870	 0.1915	 0.9130
0.1051	 0.0903	 0.2051	 0.9097
0.1170	 0.0931	 0.2170	 0.9069
0.1282	 0.0958	 0.2282	 0.9042
0.1416	 0.0980	 0.2416	 0.9020
0.1556	 0.1006	 0.2556	 0.8994
0.1694	 0.1025	 0.2694	 0.8975
0.1821	 0.1040	 0.2821	 0.8960
0.1960	 0.1056	 0.2960	 0.8944
0.2100	 0.1060	 0.3100	 0.8940
0.2243	 0.1065	 0.3243	 0.8935
This geometry was mapped and a mesh generated using
PACE program CO52. The mesh was refined to provide an
adequate density of gridlines along the intake surface
for subsequent boundary layer definition (see Figure
4-4) with gridlines 1mm apart near the surface at the
exit plane from chapter LIP. This was achieved by
adding grJd lines until further additions had no effect
on the PACE solution. The final mesh LIP contained 20
gridlines in the I (Y) direction and 19 gridlines in
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the K (X) direction, including the boundaries. The
resultant solution was also examined to check that the
mixing region lay entirely within the fine mesh region.
An independent program was used to set boundary markers
for input to CO53 as shown on Figure 4-5. The mass
flow rates into and out of the control volume for the
sector were added in CO53, and were calculated as
follows:
area of sector = (itRo 2 -itRi 2 )*57.3/360	 (4-13)
= Q.5*(R02 -Ri2 )	 (4-14)
where Ri=inner boundary radius of
the control volume
Ro=outer boundary radius of
the control volume
and 1 radian = 57•30•
Therefore inlet area, A1 = 0.185 m2 and outlet area, A2
= 0.084 m2.
It was assumed that the tunnel freestream velocity, Vo,
applied uniformly across the inlet plane. This
assumption has been shown to be valid by calibration of
the tunnel airflow at four planes downstream of a
convergent nozzle (Riley57 ). Taking a freestream air
temperature, To, of +10°C, the compressible flow
function Q (see Appendix 1) may be determined from
V0NT0, where
I
Q = moi/To	 (4-15)
A1P0.
This gives the inlet (freestream) massflow rate, mo.
Table 4-2 gives the massf lows corresponding to the
three freestream velocities tested. By the Law of
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TABLE 4-2 SECTOR INLET MASSFLOWS FOR PACE CHAPTER LIP
Vo	 mo/A1
rn/s	 kg/s/rn2	 kg/s
46.1	 57.28	 10.61
91.1	 111.33	 20.62
134.1	 159.11	 29.47
Conservation of Mass, the mass of air leaving the
section modelled was also equal to mo. The flows were
assumed to apply perpendicularly to the sector inlet
and exit respectively, and to be uniformly distributed
across the appropriate plane. The PACE solution would
subsequently modify the outlet plane distribution. The
LIP meshes with these flows applied were designated
LIP1 (lowest velocity), LIP2 (median velocity) and LIP3
(highest velocity). It proved necessary to set an
initial 'guess' of outflow velocity in order to avoid
excessive iteration towards a final solution and hence
minimise computing time (cost). The criteria for
suitability of the mesh and its solution were: (i) zero
velocity, V PACE, perpendicular to the freestream
boundary (1 = 1) and intake wall (1=20) gridlines, (ii) a
value of U PACE equal to the nominal Vo along the inlet
(K=l) plane, and (iii) a uniform pressure profile
across the inlet (K=l) plane. The velocities were
checked using program CO50 prior to running a CO54
solution by solving the appropriate equations as
described previously. The K-direction velocity, V PACE,
kinetic energy of turbulence, k, and static pressure,
P, could then be evaluated. To give improved
simulation of the physical model, 1% turbulence was
applied and massflow errors to convergence reduced to
give a finer tolerance on convergence values in CO53,
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but it was found that there was an unacceptable
variation in pressure profile across the inlet plane
(p/p25%). This was attributed to insufficient
upstream length for stabilisation, and the situation
was improved by the addition of a rectangular grid
section to the upstream boundary of chapter LIP. This
supplementary mesh was generated in CO52 by first
storing the LIP inlet plane coordinates to use as the
outlet boundary for the new grid. The extension
covered a distance of O.lm upstream of the existing LIP
Inlet plane. The new mesh was designated LIPADD.
Program CO57 was used to join the two meshes, and the
new 20x24 grid (Figure 4-6) was saved to chapter LIPX.
The boundary conditions were copied from LIPJ, LIP2,
and LIP3 to the extended LIPX mesh to give chapters
LIPX1, LIPX2 and LIPX3 respectively. PACE program CO58
was used to interpolate flows from one mesh to another.
A freestream turbulence of 1% was applied. This value
was determined to be reasonable on the basis of
considerable Rolls-Royce wind tunnel test experience.
The thus revised inlet and outlet plane flows were
reset. The variables U PACE, V PACE, k and p were
again examined and found to be satisfactory (np/p at
the new inlet planeO.5%). The CO54 solution was
repeated until convergence was approached. The inlet
and exit plane velocity, static pressure and turbulent
kinetic energy profiles for the three test velocities
are shown on Figures 4-7, 4-8 and 4-9 respectively.
The variables are plotted through the depth of the
section relative to the datum of R=O.7935m. Inspection
of Figures 4-7 to 4-9 shows similar flow profiles with
varying freestreani velocity, with absolute parameter
values proportional to freestream velocity level. The
turbulence level is affected by the accelerating flow
and by the boundary layer development. These have
contradictary effects in that the developing boundary
layer tries to extend k into the freestream, whilst the
accelerating flow tries to damp It down. Hence the
observed reduction in k near the wall on Figures 4-7 to
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4-9. The exit plane profiles were used as the upstream
conditions for the next area to be modelled, i.e. that
around and downstream of the exhaust plane. Since the
exhaust path curvature affects flow characteristics,
the slot itself was modelled in addition to the local
freestream region. This could be achieved in PACE by
creating three independent grids (one for the
freestream, one for the slot and one for the downstream
mixing region) and coupling them, but restrictions on
the modelling procedure (especially the necessity for
gridlines at a junction to match exactly) would cause
major problems. Therefore, the decision was made to
create one grid and to block elements in order to
represent the solid hardware. PACE sub-program C067
was used for this purpose. The fineness of the mesh
around the slot region would directly affect the
accuracy of the resultant geometric model and hence
affect flow characteristics. Whilst creating the
geometry, it was borne in mind that the blockage
outline is determined by the location of midpoints
between mesh nodes. As for the upstream section, the
geometry was that corresponding to slot insert RX46837
(see Table 3-2 and Figure 3-11 for dimensions) taken
from the appropriate Rolls-Royce design scheme. The
skin temperatures along the castellated ring just
upstream of the exhaust slot were not represented,
since mixed temperatures downstream of the mixing plane
were under investigation. It was not necessary to
model the exhaust spacers as experimental results
showed that a uniform temperature distribution had been
achieved by the exit plane. A depth of O.lm above the
intake surface was modelled as previously, together
with a length of about O.6m downstream of the exhaust
plane, giving a total length modelled of 1.Om from the
lipskin highlight. Figure 4-10 is a sketch of the
target geometry. Table 4-3 gives the coordinates of
the points 1 to 6 as defined on Figure 4-10. The
surface between points 5 and 6 on Figure 4-10 was
treated as two arcs, a 600 arc and a 300 arc. From
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TABLE 4-3 COORDINATES OF THE CONTROL VOLUME FOR PACE
CHAPTER SLOTX
POINT	 x PACE	 R PACE
DESIGNATION	 m	 m
1	 0.3647	 0.9038
2	 0.3647	 0.7935
3	 1.0000	 0.7935
4	 1.0000	 0.8935
5	 0.4060	 0.8935
0.4040	 0.8937
0.4020	 0.8944
0.4000	 0.8956
0.3998	 0.8958
0.3995	 0.8961
0.3990	 0.8966
0.3978	 0.8983
0.3957	 0.9007
0.3935	 0.9031
0.3923	 0.9036
6	 0.3910	 0.9038
known coordinates, trigonometry and the equation for a
circle
(X2 +	 = r2 ),	 (4-16)
the coordinates of points on this portion of the
geometry were determined. The surface between the two
arcs was taken to be a straight line. Table 4-3
Includes all the coordinates thus determined. The
resultant -ontro1 volume was designated chapter SLOTX.
A mesh was created in PACE program CO52 as described
previously. This is shown on Figure 4-11. Owing to
the long, narrow configuration, mesh mapping was
initially problematical and so the geometry was treated
for creation purposes as a duct. The definition of
blocked nodes involved some iteration to achieve a
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satisfactory blockage pattern, due to the need to add
grid lines to place nodes as desired. The mesh was
refined from the original 1=22, K=36 grid to an 1=51,
K=49 grid, with 309 nodes blocked. Figure 4-11 shows
the mesh in the exhaust region and Figure 4-12 shows
the blockages. Flows and boundary markers (Figure
4-13) were added to chapter SLOTX via CO53 by firstly
copying variables from LIPX1, LIPX2 and LIPX3 onto the
SLOTX grid at the appropriate plane using program CO58
to interpolate. Initially, the whole grid would take
the LIPX1, LIPX2 or LIPX3 velocities. Freestream and
outf low markers were set, and hot and cold flow
temperatures were introduced using a MIX option. The
exhaust air velocity, U PACE, was assumed to apply
uniformly across the slot inlet plane, where U PACE was
equal to Vs, taken from Table 3-9. The inlet plane is
sufficiently remote from the mixing plane to render the
consequences of this assumption negligible. A thermal
ratio, 0 PACE, was introduced where
O PACE = T - To	 (4-17)
Tex - To
so that 0 PACE=1.0 at the slot inlet (T=Tex)
and 0 PACE=0.0 at the mainstream inlet (T=To).
Table 4-4 gives the relevant input parameters and the
PACE chapter names. Model outlet flow velocity, U
PACE, was set to an initial constant nominal value to
reduce computing time. Zero velocity across the
freestream boundary and intake wall were achieved by
setting the parameter, V PACE, equal to zero. 	 To
minimise computing time, initial estimates of
turbulence energy, k, and turbulent diffusivity, c, at
the slot entrance were imposed, where
c = d (k)
	 (4-18)
dt.
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TABLE 4-4 BOUNDARY PARAMETERS FOR PACE MIXING
CALCULATIONS
PACE	 Vo	 Tex av	 To
CHAPTER	 rn/s	 kg/s	 °C	 °C
SLOTXA	 46	 0.04	 67.4	 9.5
SLOTXB	 46	 0.08	 75.35	 9.1
SLOTXC	 91	 0.04	 62.1	 9.8
SLOTXD	 91	 0.08	 70.65	 10.3
SLOTXE	 134	 0.04	 58.4	 9.9
SLOTXF	 134	 0.08	 68.1	 10.2
UPACE	 UPACE	 k	 £
at slot	 at exit	 (from eqn.
	
inlet	 from CO50
	
(rn/s)2	 (4-20))
Vs rn/s	 rn/s
SLOTXA	 47.6	 80	 22.7	 17.7
SLOTXB	 95.8	 80	 91.8	 144.2
SLOTXC	 47.6	 140	 22.7	 17.7
SLOTXD	 95.8	 140	 91.8	 144.2
SLOTXE	 47.6	 200	 22.7	 17.7
SLOTXF	 95.8	 200	 91.8	 144.2
By definition, turbulent viscosity is dependent upon a
characteristic length scale, ic, and, from dimensional
analysis, it can be shown that
ic a k312
	
(4-19)
£
)
Since integral length scale is approximately a power of
10 greater than diffusivity length scale (Sreenivasan
et a1 65 ), the constant of proportionality in equation
(4-19) is approximately equal to unity.
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Therefore
	
	
(4-20)
ic
In the case of current studies, the characteristic
length may be taken to be equal to exhaust slot height,
h. Thus lc=h=0.0061m (Table 3-2).
For 1% turbulence,
k"2
	0.01 * Vs
so that k
	 * Vs2.
c can then be obtained from equation (4-20). This
method was considered to give reasonable estimates as
starting values, which would subsequently be updated as
the PACE solution progressed with iterations of the
flow equations. Table 4-4 gives the calculated initial
values of exit plane velocity and slot inlet k and e.
The velocities and pressure within the blocked region
were set to zero. The PACE solution was made time-
dependent. After satisfactory runs of CO53 and CO54,
and convergence on a single solution, the velocity,
pressure, turbulence and temperatures were plotted
using CO50 for each of the six chapters.
Figure 4-14 shows sample streaklines (the loci of
particles which have passed through prescribed points,
White69 ), plotted using CO50 for the whole section
modelled and locally to the mixing (exhaust) plane for
chapter SLOTXA (i.e. the lowest freestream velocity
(Vo46m/s)	 and the	 lowest hot air massflow
(m,=0.04kgf's)). Figures 4-15, 4-16 and 4-17 show
corresponding velocity, static pressure and temperature
contours respectively. It should be noted that the
temperature ratio, 0 PACE, is scaled up by a factor of
ten since CO50 cannot be used to plot decimal data.
From Figure 4-14 it may be seen that the hot exhaust
flow effectively displaces the cold freestream airflow
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prior to mixing. This is reflected in the velocity
contours, Figure 4-15. It may also be noted that the
flow directional changes and the restricting area of
the exhaust passage just prior to entry to the
freestream give rise to high velocities in this region.
This is reflected in the steep pressure gradients shown
on Figure 4-16. The temperature distributions (Figure
4-17) also show this displacement, together with a high
temperature gradient mixing region upstream of a
relatively uniform 'mixed' temperature gradient from
the freestream to the model wall through the boundary
layer. Figure 4-18 shows the horizontal velocity
variations as predicted by PACE along the freestream
boundary (1=1), the intake surface (1 =51), and
immediately adjacent to this surface (1=50, starting
0.25mm from the surface at the inlet plane) (see Figure
4-11 for a portrayal of the locations of these I
planes) for SLOTXA. Figure 4-19 shows the velocity
distribution along the inlet plane (K =1), outlet plane
(K=49) and the first gridline downstream of the blocked
region (K=25) for chapter SLOTXA. Again, Figure 4-11
shows the precise locations of these K planes. The
velocity spike seen on Figure 4-18 is due to the
introduction of the exhaust airflow close to the
surface (I50). Figure 4-18 also shows the uniform
freestream velocity remote from the surface (1=1).
Figure 4-19 indicates the extent to which the exhaust
airflow affects the freestream in terms of the height
above the surface which is subjected to significant
velocity variations. The uniform flow in the slot is
apparent, together with zero velocity in the region of
the blocked nodes. Figure 4-20 gives temperature
distributi1ons along the freestream and surface
gridlines 1=1, 1=50 and 1 =51, showing the rapid
decrease on mixing of the exhaust air with the
freestream at the slot exit. Figure 4-21 gives the
depth-wise temperature distributions at the inlet,
first 'mixing' and outlet planes K = l, K=25 and K=49
respectively, showing the heating effect of the warm
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air close to the surface downstream of the slot.
Figure 4-22 is a plot of temperature distribution
within the vicinity of the intake surface, along
gridlines 1 =36 to 1=50, showing temperature decay
trends similar to that at the surface, but influenced
to a greater extent by the freestream further away from
the surface. The depth covered by Figure 4-22 is 4mm
out from the surface at the control volume inlet plane,
the grid being compressed to cover about a 2mm depth
just beyond the exhaust plane (Figure 4-11). It may be
noted that axial distance and surface distance
correspond beyond the slot exhaust, since the gridlines
and surface are parallel. Figure 4-22 data is
therefore of a form suitable for direct comparison with
experimental data. These plots show the rapid
temperature decay close to the exhaust injection plane,
followed by a more gradual fall-off towards the
freestream temperature as the hot air is mixed and
cooled. The results are of the form expected, in that
temperature decreases from the surface (1=51) towards
the freestream. Figure 4-23 shows temperature profiles
for chapter SLOTXB (Vo=46m/s, m.=O.O8kg/s). Comparing
Figure 4-23 with Figure 4-22 shows that the higher
exhaust velocity, Ve, has a greater impact on the bulk
flow, in that the temperature decay is initially less
marked, but the temperatures approach the freestream
temperature in a similar downstream distance due to
greater mixing between the exhaust and freestream at
higher ye's. Figure 4-24 gives the corresponding plot
for chapter SLOTXC (Vo=91m/s, m=O.O4kg/s), and shows
that the increased freestream velocity, Vo, gives more
rapid mixing and hence reduced temperature decay time
compared with Figure 4-22. Figure 4-25 shows predicted
temperature profiles for SLOTXD (Vo=91m/s, m.=0.08kg/s)
showing the combined effects of increased exhaust air
velocity as indicated on Figure 4-23 and increased
freestream velocity in reducing mixed temperature
levels at a given location. These effects are further
emphasised on Figures
	 4-26	 (SLOTXE,	 Vo=134m/s,
!O.04kg/s) and 4-27 (SLOTXF, Vo = 134m/s, m=O.OBkg/s).
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4.1.3 Modelling of internal geometries
4.1.3.1 External flowfield
PACE was used to predict skin temperature distributions
for the three internal geometry configurations tested;
(1) build Al (Figure 3-29, no distribution system,
slot exhaust)
(ii)build A2 (Figure 3-30, extended inlet, annular
exit)
(iii)build Bl (Figure 3-31, double skin).
The modelling procedure was treated in two parts;
outside the model and inside. Heat transfer
coefficients were derived, as described previously,
along the lipskin surface for each of these regions.
The external flowfield (PACE chapter EXT) was modelled
two-dimensionally and was relevant to all three
internal geometries. The geometry EXT included the
entire lipskin region, whereas the previous chapter LIP
required modelling from the highlight along the inner
surface only. A portion of freestream below the model
was therefore simulated in addition to that above the
inner lipskin surface, and the geometry split at the
highlight for mapping and meshing. Figure 4-28 shows
the control volume modelled, encompassing the
instrumented lipskin length, an upstream distance of
O.2m and 0.lm above the intake throat. Table 4-5 gives
the coordinates of the lipskin surface relative to the
highlight 1 (X,Y) and the corresponding rectangular PACE
coordinates Cx PACE, y PACE). Rectangular coordinates
were used as the geometry was scaled from a model
scheme drawing. The two grids, EXT1 and EXT2, were
joined using PACE sub-program CO57. The corners of
each geometry, for the purposes of creating a
rectangular grid, had been chosen to produce a grid
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TABLE 4-5 LIPSKIN PROFILE FOR PACE CHAPTER EXT
REGION	 X m	 Y m	 x PACE m	 y PACE m
LOWER LEFTA	 0.0140	 0.0000	 0.2140	 0.0000
0.0097	 0.0080	 0.2097	 0.0080
0.0056	 0.0165	 0.2056	 0.0165
EXT2	 0.0027	 0.0255	 0.2027	 0.0255
0.0006	 0.0359	 0.2006	 0.0359
HIGHLIGHT	 0.0000	 0.0450	 0.2000	 0.0450
0.0013	 0.0598	 0.2013	 0.0598
0.0045	 0.0714	 0.2045	 0.0714
0.0101	 0.0837	 0.2101	 0.0837
0.0179	 0.0948	 0.2179	 0.0948
0.0270	 0.1040	 0.2270	 0.1040
0.0379	 0.1120	 0.2379	 0.1120
EXT1	 0.0508	 0.1185	 0.2508	 0.1185
0.0638	 0.1230	 0.2638	 0.1230
0.0780	 0.1280	 0.2780	 0.1280
0.0915	 0.1320	 0.2915	 0.1320
0.1051	 0.1353	 0.3051	 0.1353
0.1170	 0.1381	 0.3170	 0.1381
0.1282	 0.1408	 0.3282	 0.1408
0.1416	 0.1430	 0.3416	 0.1430
0.1556	 0.1456	 0.3556	 0.1456
0.1694	 0.1475	 0.3694	 0.1475
0.1821	 0.1490	 0.3821	 0.1490
0.1960	 0.1506	 0.3960	 0.1506
0.210	 0.1510	 0.4100	 0.1510
UPPER RIGHT	 0.2243	 0.1515	 0.4243	 0.1515
suitable for the predictive target, i.e. gridlines
parallel to the lipskin surface. A fine mesh was used
near the surface to achieve satisfactorily accurate
computational resolution in the area of main interest,
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whilst a relatively course grid was used in the
freestream to economise on computing time. The
highlight gridline boundary from mesh EXT1 was used to
position the gridlines on the corresponding boundary of
EXT2 using the CO53 output boundary and input boundary
options. Figure 4-29 shows the 30x28 EXT1 mesh, Figure
4-30 shows the 20x28 EXT2 mesh and Figure 4-31 shows
the resultant 49x28 grid EXT. The boundary conditions
imposed are shown on Figure 4-32. In order to achieve
convergence, the flow over the region of interest only
was allowed to 'float', resulting in variation of the
relevant parameters as the PACE solution progressed.
The inlet and outlet massflows were added in CO53 for
the three freestream velocities tested, and saved to
chapters EXTA (lowest velocity), EXTB (median velocity)
and EXTC (highest velocity). Table 4-6 gives mass flow
rates for a one metre width of model. The
corresponding inlet area was then 0.3515m 2 and the
outlet areas 0.2065m2 (over the top of the model) and
o . 145m2 (under the model).
TABLE 4-6 MASSFLOWS ENTERING AND LEAVING THE PACE
EXTERNAL FLOWFIELD CONTROL VOLUME
PACE	 Vo	 mo total	 mo EXT1	 mo EXT2
CHAPTER	 (inflow)	 (outflow)	 (outflow)
	
rn/s	 kg/s	 kg/s	 kg/s
EXTA	 46.1	 20.13	 11.83	 8.31
EXTB	 91.1	 39.13	 22.99	 16.14
I
EXTC	 134.1	 55.93	 32.86	 23.07
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The internal and external flowfields were to be
modelled independently to derive heat transfer
coefficients along the lipskin for subsequent
calculations of temperature. Therefore, 0 PACE, as
defined by equation (4-17), was introduced as a
solution variable, set to 1.0 at the wall, such that
mixed air temperatures out from the wall were derived
in relation to known exhaust and freestream starting
temperatures, and heat transfer coefficient was also
output. Following CO54 runs to convergence, the
solution velocities were checked to ensure that the
inlet velocity U PACE was equal to Vo, perpendicular
velocity V PACE was equal to zero at the inlet plane,
and that there was no flow across the freestream
boundary or intake wall. Figure 4-33 shows the
predicted velocity vectors (streakilnes) for the lowest
velocity, 46m/s, chapter EXTA (see Table 4-6). Figures
4-34, 4-35 and 4-36 show corresponding velocity, static
pressure and turbulence intensity contours. Inspection
of these plots shows that the lowest velocity regions
correspond to high static pressures, as expected, and
that the highest turbulence intensity levels and
steepest gradients correspond to the region of highest
velocity gradient, this being the area of greatest flow.
activity (around the highlight). A literature search
provided no equivalent data for comparison with these
results. However, the PACE results for the external
flowfield may be compared with those around the lipskin
derived for post-exhaust studies, Section 4.1.2.
Figure 4-37 shows streaklines for the lowest freestream
velocity previously modelled, 46m/s, which shows
similar flow patterns to the equivalent current model,
(Figure 4_313)• A comparison of velocity contours over
the intake inner surface (Figure 4-38 compared with
Figure 4-34) again shows excellent agreement both In
terms of contour shapes and velocity levels (note - V
PACE on Figure 4-34 is equivalent to U PACE on Figure
4-38 due to the necessarily different geometry
definitions). The only discrepancy of note appears
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close to the control volume freestream boundary due to
the differing flow inlet boundary location, but this is
remote from the region of interest. A comparison
between Figure 4-39 and Figure 4-35 shows excellent
agreement between static pressure predictions for the
two models. Similarly, turbulence energy predictions
(Figure 4-40 compared with Figure 4-36) correspond well
over the surface of interest.
Figure 4-41 gives derived heat transfer coefficients
HTC0 along the intake boundary (K=28, see Figure 4-29)
for chapter EXTA (see Table 4-6), translated to the
highlight as a distance datum. Figure 4-42 gives the
corresponding heat transfer coefficients for a
freestream velocity of 91 rn/s (chapter EXTB, see Table
4-6) along the intake wall, whilst Figure 4-43 shows
data for the highest freestream velocity, 134m/s
(chapter EXTC, see Table 4-6). These PACE predictions
may be compared with standard correlations for
idealised geometries, i.e. isolated cylinders and flat
plates. Thus, one correlation for laminar flow over a
circular cylinder is given by (Kreith38)
Nu1.l4Re° 5Pr04 (1-(qi/90) 3 )	 (4-21)
where .ip is the angular position from the stagnation
point in degrees and the characteristic length is taken
to be the cylinder diameter. Alternatively, Wade67
proposed a correlation for a circular cylinder in fully
turbulent flow of the form:
Nu=O.lRe° 8Pr° 4 (1-(Ip/90) 3 ).	 (4-22)
From Colburn 12 , the relationship for turbulent flow
over a flat plate is
Nu=0.0292Re° 8Pr° 33. (4-23)
Figure 4-44 shows equations (4-21), (4-22) and (4-23)
graphically for the slowest test airspeed, Vo=46m/s,
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which may be compared with Figure 4-41. Air properties
have been taken at 10°C, and a cylinder diameter of
O.156m has been used. As expected, the peak
(stagnation point) heat transfer coefficient predicted
by PACE for the intake is between that for a circular
cylinder in fully turbulent flow and that for a
circular cylinder in laminar flow. This further
justifies the assumption of 1% wind tunnel turbulence.
The comparison is considered to be valid inside the
highlight only, since the external lines of the model
were not cylindrical beyond a surface distance of 46mm
outside the highlight, and the model corner in this
region may be expected to have a noticeable effect on
heat transfer. Beyond the stagnation point, the
PACE-predicted results fall off rapidly in comparison
to the cylindrical heat transfer profiles. This is
because the intake does not behave as a cylinder, being
a bluff body, and the forward profile tends towards an
ellipse. Eckert 2 ° showed the difference between heat
transfer for an ellipse and for a cylinder (reproduced
on Figure 4-45). The heat transfer coefficient profile
for an ellipse is closer to that for a flat plate with
its origin at the stagnation point than to a cylinder.
The elliptical body heat transfer coefficient profile
agrees more closely with PACE predictions. (Note - it
will be shown in Chapter 5 that the PACE predictions
for the subject flow situation correspond well with
measured data). In summary, the dependence of heat
transfer on angular position, qi, is less for the
forward portion of an intake cross- section than for a
cylinder because it is a bluff body. Predicted heat
transfer coefficients for the parallel portion of the
intake had reached the turbulent flat plate value by
about 0.3m downstream of the highlight, the interim
fall-off being a transition between the aforementioned
stagnation region heat transfer and a true flat plate
situation well away from the forward lipskln. Heat
transfer coefficients corresponding to experimental
thermocouple locations were interpolated from Figures
4-41, 4-42 or 4-43 as appropriate.
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4.1.3.2 Internal flowfield
Each internal geometry was modelled separately. For
builds Al and Bi the exhaust itself was not modelled,
since this had been carried out as part of Section
4.1.2 analyses. However, the correct exit flow control
was represented by including the correct exit area at
the appropriate location. The lower corners of the
model were not radiused since these were remote from
the region of interest (see Figure 4-46). The lipskin
profile was taken as that of Table 4-5, since, for the
purpose of	 determining surface heat	 transfer
coefficients,	 the intake boundary requires no
thickness. The internal geometry models were
three-dimensional, orthogonal, rectangular meshes since
spanwise cross sections were not uniform. Table 4-7
shows the PACE designations for the various geometries
for each of the two hot air massflows tested.
TABLE 4-7 PACE CHAPTERS FOR VARIOUS INTERNAL
GEOMETRIES
PACE	 TEST
CHAPTER	 BUILD	 kg/s
INTA	 Al	 0.036
INTB	 Al	 0.073
INTC	 A2	 0.037
INTD	 A2	 0.073
INTE	 El	 0.036
INTF	 Bi	 0.073
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Build Al: Figure 4-46 shows the geometry outline
modelled for build Al (no distribution system,
conventional exhaust, Figure 3-29) and build A2 (Inlet
directed via a pipe, annular exhaust, Figure 3-30).
Sub-program CO52 was used to create and mesh this
geometry as previously, with the addition of gridlines
in the z-direction, assuming solid end walls. The mesh
was adjusted to take account of desired flow locations
and blockages (non-flow nodes), with due consideration
of the near wall mesh requirements for valid heat
transfer predictions (Section 4.1.1), for both builds
Al and A2 in order to economise on computing time.
Figure 4-47 shows the final 26x42x21 grid (one gridline
in the z plane was subsequently moved for build A2).
The variation in gridline densities in the x, y, and z
directions shown on Figure 4-47 was introduced to
enable accurate placement of the inlet and exhaust
flows and node blockages where required. To simulate
the exhaust slot on build Al with respect to its effect
on flow, corresponding blockages were introduced and
the inlet and exhaust flows were added in CO53, as
shown on Figure 4-48. The exhaust area was chosen to
equate to the final exhaust area, in order to correctly
simulate the flow restriction. The inflow was fixed
and outflow allowed to 'float' by setting boundary
markers. The intake walls were also set to be non-
adiabatic. 0 PACE (as defined by equation (4-17) but
based on inlet temperature instead of Tex) was
introduced as a solution variable, set to 1.0 at the
lipskin wall, and heat transfer coefficient was added
as a variable, as previously. All parameters were
zeroed within the blocked regions. Following runs of
CO54 to attain an adequate flow solution, CO50 was used
to plot out the resultant parameters. Figure 4-49
shows the evaluated streaklines (velocity vectors) at
the centre of the model (J=11, see Figure 4-47).
Figure 4-50 shows streaklines at one quarter and three
quarters model span (J=6 and J=16, see FIgure 4-47),
whilst Figure 4-51. shows streaklines adjacent to the
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end walls for the lower anti-icing air massflow, PACE
chapter INTA. It may be noted from Figure 4-49 that
recirculations occur in the upper and lower forward
corners of the flowfield at the model centre (in the
J-direction), due to the relatively acute velocity
direction changes made by the inlet flow following
impingement on the forward lipskin. The bulk flow is
dominated by the inlet flow and, after impingement on
the forward lipskin, turns to give the flow patterns
seen on Figures 4-50 and 4-51. Away from the centre of
the model (Figure 4-50), the recirculation regions and
sharp flow turn towards the exhaust are still apparent,
but the bulk flow movement is less abrupt. The flow
pattern at the sidewalls is relatively unperturbed, as
would be expected (Figure 4-51). In a real situation,
some interaction between adjacent inlet flows and/or
greater circumferential flow movement would be expected
due to the three-dimensional nature of the inlet
D-chamber. Figures 4-52 and 4-53 show predicted
velocity and turbulent kinetic energy contours
respectively at a cross-section near the model
centreline (J=ll), corresponding to the streaklines
shown on Figure 4-49. It may be noted that the highest
velocities (V PACE) are near the inlet, and the highest
turbulence energy levels are around the inlet and
exhaust. In the recirculation regions discussed above,
the flow velocity is zero due to the lack of flow
across the eddy boundaries, and the turbulence level is
increased relative to the surrounding flow. The
turbulence intensity peaks are due to the sudden
expansion of the incoming flow and the sharp flow turns
required towards the exit slot constriction. Figures
4-54 and 4-55 show velocity contours and profile at the
inlet/exhaust plane (rear wall of the physical model).
The shape of the velocity contours around the inlet
(Figure 4-54) is a function of the necessarily
rectangular grid definition. The exhaust velocity
contours are slightly biased to one side owing to the
'marching' method of flow solution used in PACE.
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Checks showed that, for a grid defined in an
alternative manner, this bias could be reversed. This
effect is negligible when comparing heat transfer
characteristics near the model centre. In a real
situation, slight anomalies in geometry etc. could
easily produce flow variations circumferentially around
the exhaust slot. Figure 4-55 indicates the relative
magnitudes of the inlet (positive) and exhaust
(negative) flow velocity magnitudes in the plane of
greatest bulk air movement (i.e. at the model
centreline). Figure 4-56 gives derived heat transfer
coefficients along the lipskin, HTC1, translated to a
datum of zero surface distance at the highlight. The
values of HTCi (used in Chapter 5, along with HTC0
values from Section 4.1.3.1, to calculate skin
temperatures)	 corresponding to the experimental
thermocouple locations were interpolated from Figure
4-56.	 Figure 4-57 shows lipskin heat transfer
coefficients, HTCi, for the higher anti-icing air
massflow, PACE chapter INTB. The levels of heat
transfer coefficient shown on Figures 4-56 and 4-57 may
be related directly to the previously discussed
flowfield characteristics in that heat transfer
coefficient is a direct function of velocity adjacent
to a wall. Therefore, where the flow impinges at high
speed on the lipskin, heat transfer coefficients are
the highest, falling of f in the recirculation regions
where absolute velocity is low, and fairly uniform
along the surface towards the exhaust where the flow
velocity is relatively uniform. The fall-off in heat
transfer coefficient in the exhaust region itself is
due to the blockages introduced, since PACE cannot
solve the flow equations for blocked nodes and
therefore cannot predict heat transfer coefficients.
In reality, conduction effects will be prominent in
this region, but it was considered of greater
importance for current studies to correctly predict the
bulk flowfield by introducing these blockages.
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Build A2: For PACE modelling of build A2 (Figure
3-30), flows were applied to the mesh Figure 4-47. The
exhaust flow was introduced in CO53 by adding a
circular exit with a flow factored up by 1.529 to allow
for the core where the inlet pipe was located in the
physical model. The inflow was then introduced as a
parallel frustrum, effectively blocking the central
portion of the outflow such that the correct, annular,
exhaust flow resulted. The chamfer at the end of the
inlet pipe was not modelled, and the frustrum diameter
was taken to be the pipe internal diameter plus one
wall thickness. One per cent turbulence was assumed
and an air temperature of 423K. As previously,
variables 0 PACE (based on inlet and freestream
temperatures) and heat transfer coefficient were
introduced. 0 PACE was set to 1.0 along the lipskin
and lower walls, which were given non-adiabatic
boundary markers. The sidewalls were assumed
adiabatic. A fixed inf low and floating outflow were
set, although the outflow was initially fixed to allow
the flowfield to 'settle'. The introduction of a
frustrum automatically blocked the nodes within this
region, as shown on Figure 4-58 (planes J=ll and J=13,
see Figure 4-47). The length of the frustrum was
adjusted slightly to avoid interference between the
exit plane and a vertical gridline, which would cause
problems with boundary condition definition. Due to
current PACE methodology, it was not possible to set
the inlet massflow, along the frustrum, in the correct
direction using CO53. Therefore, velocities were
written onto the gridline just downstream of the
frustrum exit (1 =20), see Figure 4-58. The resultant
definitions were saved to PACE chapters IITC and INTD
as indicated on Table 4-7. Following runs of CO54 to
satisfactory convergence, CO50 was used to plot various
parameters. Figure 4-59 shows the flowfield for the
lower massflow at cross-sections through the centre of
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the model (J= 1l) and near the centre (J=9). The latter
cuts through the flow exit only. The J-direction
planes are defined on Figure 4-47 with J=l and J=21
being the sidewalls. Figure 4-60 shows the predicted
flows at J=5 and J=2. Figure 4-61 shows V PACE
velocity contours at the centre of the model. The
highest velocities and velocity gradients occur at the
end of the inlet pipe, around the exhaust and within
the recirculation regions indicated on Figure 4-59.
Figure 4-62 gives corresponding predicted turbulence
energy distributions at the centre of the model, again
showing these regions of high flow activity. A
comparison between Figures 4-59 to 4-62 (build A2) and
Figures 4-49 to 4-53 (build Al) shows a similarity near
the model centre in that recirculation regions arise
from the high velocity areas and relatively sharp flow
direction changes at the forward lipskin, but the flow
along the inner surface towards the build Al exhaust
location is greatly reduced for build A2, in which case
the flow is directed back instead towards the rear
bulkhead exhaust. Away from the centre of the model
(Figure 4-60 compared with Figure 4-50) the powerful
effect of this centralised exhaust is even more
apparent, giving rise to an increased number of flow
eddies, particularly of note in the upper corner which
was the relatively high flow exhaust path for build Al.
This is further demonstrated by inspection of the
velocity and turbulence energy contours (Figure 4-61
compared with Figure 4-52 and Figure 4-62 compared with
Figure 4-53), where the greatest flow activity for
build A2 is shown to be around the inlet/exhaust region
and in the forward lipskin, with negligible net flux
around tIe cowl inner surface and previous exhaust
location. Figures 4-63 and 4-64 show the flow
behaviour at the exhaust and inlet planes (1 =1 and 1=20
respectively, as indicated on Figure 4-47). Figure
4-65 shows corresponding velocities, V PACE. Figure
4-66 gives the predicted heat transfer coefficient
distribution along the lipskin centreline, from which
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values were interpolated for comparisons with measured
data. Figure 4-67 shows corresponding predicted heat
transfer coefficients for the higher massflow, PACE
chapter INTD. The differences in heat transfer
coefficient for build A2 (Figures 4-66 and 4-67)
compared with build Al (Figures 4-56 and 4-57) are
consistent with the flowfield differences discussed
above, i.e. similar peak level and location around the
forward lipskin, but tailing of f to a much lower value
along the inner lipskin.
Build Bi: For modelling of build Bi (double skin,
conventional exhaust), two possible approaches were
considered;
(1) to model the whole lipskin volume as for the
other two builds and block all nodes except
the double skin passage
(ii) to model the double skin as a long duct.
Approach (i) would be inaccurate and tedious due to the
requirement to place nodes according to desired
blockages and the resultant non-smoothness of the duct
inner line compared to the relatively narrow passage
width. Therefore, approach (ii) was adopted. The
theoretical model was again three-dimensional since the
inlet pipe did not span the whole experimental model
width (10 per cent at the inlet plane). Since the air
passage in this case was relatively narrow, the
external wall was measured of f the appropriate drawing
as the inside surface of the metal (previously the
external line was adequate). Table 4-8 gives the
coordinates of the inner and outer duct walls. To
simulate the area restriction afforded by the exhaust
slot downstream of the model rear bulkhead, the exit
flow from the PACE model was restricted accordingly
(area 0.00l9mxO.254m). The geometry was created in two
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halves and subsequently joined (owing to mapping
difficulties). Part of the ducting near the highlight
was mapped and meshed in CO52, designated chapter
INTEl. The output and input boundary options were used
to copy the gridlines to the inlet plane of a second
geometry, chapter INTE2. Figure 4-68 shows the two
geometries and Figure 4-69 shows the resultant mesh
after joining the two component meshes using
sub-program CO57. After modification to allow accurate
positioning of the flows, the grid size was
I=7xJ=25xK=54 (see Figure 4-69). The combined geometry
was saved to chapters INTE and INTF. The inlet and
exhaust flows (shown on Table 4-7), were introduced in
CO53 as previously. Boundary markers were added to
represent a fixed inflow, floating outflow,
non-adiabatic lipskin and adiabatic end walls. Once
again the solution variable e PACE was introduced and
set to 1.0 at the wall of interest, and heat transfer
coefficient was added as a solution variable. Program
CO54 was run until satisfactory convergence was
achieved. Figure 4-70 shows resultant velocity vectors
for the lower massflow, PACE chapter INTE, predicted at
various stations across the model. The reversed flow
adjacent to the sidewall is due to its remoteness from
the inlet flow, and this Is effectively a stagnant
region. Figure 4-71 shows corresponding velocity and
turbulence contours at the model centre, J13, showing
the effects of the flow turning near the highlight and
expanding beyond the narrow portion of the double skin.
Figure 4-72 shows parameters at the inlet and exhaust
planes, and Figures 4-73 and 4-74 give corresponding
velocity profiles. Figure 4-70 shows that the flow
pattern includes no recirculations as were apparent for
builds Al and A2, even well away from the model
centreline. The flow turns past the sharp lower corner
where the inlet meets the lipskin, and bypasses it.
Figure 4-71 shows that the velocity and turbulence
energy are highest in this region, and through the
first portion of the double skin. Beyond this region,
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TABLE 4-8 DUCT PROFILE REPRESENTING INTAKE DOUBLE
SKIN. PACE CHAPTERS INTE AND INTF
' GEOMETRY!
	
DISTANCE FROM	 x PACE m	 y PACE
CHAPTER	 HIGHLIGHT m
x	 Y
outer skin	 0.0360	 0.0020	 0.2360	 0.0470
INTEl	 0.0020	 0.0020	 0.2020	 0.0470
0.0027	 0.0090	 0.2027	 0.0540
0.0041	 0.0165	 0.2041	 0.0615
0.0082	 0.0295	 0.2082	 0.0745
0.0150	 0.0420	 0.2150	 0.0870
0.0235	 0d0527	 0.2235	 0.0977
0.0345	 0.0620	 0.2345	 0.1070
0.0440	 0.0680	 0.2440	 0.1130
split line	 0.0465	 0.0693	 0.2465	 0.1143
INTE2	 0.0503	 0.0710	 0.2502	 0.1160
0.0585	 0.0740	 0.2585	 0.1190
0.0717	 0.0787	 0.2717	 0.1237
0.0854	 0.0830	 0.2854	 0.1280
0.0992	 0.0870	 0.2992	 0.1320
0.1142	 0.0905	 0.3142	 0.1355
0.1295	 0.0942	 0.3295	 0.1392
0.1440	 0.0973	 0.3440	 0.1423
0.1590	 0.0997	 0.3590	 0.1447
0.1743	 0.1020	 0.3743	 0.1470
0.1900	 0.1033	 0.3900	 0.1483
0.2055	 0.1045	 0.4055	 0.1495
-0.2200	 0.1055	 0.4200	 0.1505
0.2565	 0.1055	 0.4565	 0.1505
inner skin	 0.0360	 0.0100	 0.2360	 0.0550
INTEl	 0.0127	 0.0090	 0.2127	 0.0540
0.0110	 0.0105	 0.2110	 0.0555
0.0094	 0.0120	 0.2094	 0.0570
0.0082	 0.0135	 0.2082	 0.0585
0.0080	 0.0160	 0.2080	 0.0610
0.0117	 0.0280	 0.2117	 0.0730
0.0177	 0.0400	 0.2177	 0.0850
0.0260	 0.0505	 0.2260	 0.0955
0.0360	 0.0600	 0.2360	 0.1050
0.0455	 0.0655	 0.2455	 0.1105
split line	 0.0475	 0.0667	 0.2475	 0.1117
INTE2	 0.0515	 0.0685	 0.2515	 0.1135
0.0600	 0.0710	 0.2600	 0.1160
0.0730	 0.0753	 0.2730	 0.1203
0.0865	 0.0793	 0.2865	 0.1243
0.1005	 0.0829	 0.3005	 0.1279
0.1155	 0.0865	 0.3155	 0.13150.1305	 0.0896	 0.3305	 0.1346
0.1448	 0.0922	 0.3448	 0.1372
0.1598	 0.0947	 0.3598	 0.1397
0.1750	 0.0970	 0.3750	 0.1420
0.1905	 0.0990	 0.3905	 0.1440
0.2058	 0.1009	 0.4058	 0.1459
0.2200	 0.1018	 0.4200	 0.1468
0.2565	 0.0975	 0.4565	 0.1425
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the distributions reflect a relatively slow decay.
Figures 4-72 to 4-74 show the high flow activity around
the inlet at the centre of the model and the
corresponding bias towards the centre at the exhaust
plane. This effect is not as severe as for build A2
(Figures 4-63 to 4-65) because the double skin has
constricted the flow, forcing it to spread. Figure
4-75 gives predicted lipskin heat transfer coefficient,
HTCI, with distance, s, equal to zero at the highlight,
as for previous predictions. Figure 4-76 gives
internal heat transfer coefficients for the higher
massflow, PACE chapter INTF. The constrained flow and
increased velocities relative to builds Al (Figures
4-56 and 4-57) and A2 (Figures 4-66 and 4-67) is
reflected in the heat transfer coefficients for build
Bi, with greatly increased values at corresponding
conditions around the forward lipskin and tailing off
as the flow decays, but remaining at higher levels than
for the previous builds. At the junction of the inlet
and the lipskin, the bypassing of the corner by the
bulk flow leads to low heat transfer coefficients due
to the reduced air velocity along this surface.
4.1.4 Boundary layer predictions
As was cited in section 4.1.2, correct simulation of
the boundary layer around the intake is essential in
order to make accurate temperature predictions.
Measurements to investigate the boundary layer
downstream of an anti-icing air exhaust for a
'conventional' system have been made and reported by
Downs and James' 7 . During these studies, freestream
velocities of 46.3, 69.5 and 83.4m/s were tested with
no anti-icing air. Measurements were taken with the
system flowing, m.fl O.O23 and 0.045kg/sec of air, at
ambient temperature for the lowest external airspeed of
46m/s. The model was dimensionally equivalent to that
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used in the current studies, and the results may
therefore be directly compared. Total pressure
readings were taken from the intake surface to the
model ducting upper wall along the model centreline
66mm, 345mm and 650mm downstream of the exhaust slot
rear edge. Static wall tappings were also placed at
intervals along the model such that wall static
pressure corresponding to the total
	 pressure
measurement locations cOuld be interpolated. These
experimental	 results	 are	 compared with
	 PACE
predictions, described below, in Chapter 5.
From the PACE modelling described in section 4.1.2,
pressures near and at the intake surface downstream of
the exhaust were derived. Data corresponding to the
experimental measurement locations were interpolated
from PACE results along gridlines K=31 and K=32
(x=66mm), K=40 and K=41 (x=345mm) and just beyond K=49
(x=650mm)(see Figure 4-11 for grid line locations).
Local total pressures, P1, through the depth of the
control volume were extracted from PACE chapters SLOTXA
(freestream velocity Vo =46m/s, anti-icing air massflow
m=0.04kgIs), SLOTXB (Vo=46m/s, m=O.O8kg/s), SLOTXC
(Vo=91m/s, m=O.O4kg/s) and SLOTXD (Vo=91 m/s,
m=O.O8kg/s). The total pressures for these chapters
are plotted on Figures 4-77 to 4-80 respectively.
Figure 4-77 shows the effect of the introduction of the
hot stream, in terms of a locally increased velocity
(pressure) superimposed on the freestream boundary
layer profile.	 Remote from the exhaust this
superimposition is not apparent, as the flow is mixed
and the sublayer diffused. For a higher exhaust
airflow (Figure 4-78), this effect is more prominent
and longer lasting with respect to downstream distance.
At the higher freestream airflow (Figures 4-79 to
4-80), these phenomena are still apparent, but
suppressed due to the increased freestream velocity
(pressure).
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
5.1 INTRODUCTION
As a result of previous heat transfer investigations by
the author, Wade 67 , it was recommended that the effects
of anti-icing system exhaust air on residual icing be
studied in terms of exhaust geometry variation. On the
basis that a simple baffle appeared to affect heat
transfer distributions by effecting a slight
temperature increase at either end of the jet
impingement region due probably, according to Wade67,
to the prevention of entrainment of cooler spent air
back into the jets, it was also recommended that
various geometries within the lipskin D-chamber should
be investigated. These two areas have been addressed
in detail in the current work. The results of the
comprehensive experimental program (Chapter 3) shall
now be further discussed in order to place these
results in the context of the PACE predictions,
including the limited data measured downstream of the
exhaust plane for a 'datum' Nose Cowl anti-icing system
configuration, described in Chapter 3. The subject
experimental configurations have been modelled, as
described in Chapter 4, using Computational Fluid
Dynamics methods (PACE), which is a considerably more
sophisticated approach than the heat balance techniques
used to analyse Wade67 results. Theoretical
predictions of surface temperature along the lipskin
D-chamber and downstream of the exhaust plane, as
presented in Chapter 4, are also now compared with the
measured data, and with reference to available
literature where appropriate. Comparisons are further
made with the Wade 67
 results to show improvements (if
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any) attained by using CFD programs instead of the more
simple heat balance techniques previously used. The
main purpose of the work was to investigate the
feasibility and suitability of using CFD to provide
reliable, cost-effective methods of analysing
anti-icing system options for a given application in
terms of system configuration, thus obviating the need
to carry out extensive testing relatively late in an
engine design and development programme.
I
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5.2 EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
5.2.1 Various exhaust slot geometries
As demonstrated in Chapter 2, there was a non-linear
surface temperature degradation beyond the exhaust in a
downstream direction for all the exhaust geometries
tested. The peak skin temperature occurred just beyond
the exhaust slot rear edge, and the surface temperature
fell asymptotically towards the tunnel air temperature
(nominally +10°C). The surface temperature was
significantly above this value for a relatively large
downstream distance, this effect being most apparent
for the highest anti-icing air massflow/lowest tunnel
airspeed combination tested. These elevated
temperatures may make a major contribution towards
evaporating of f, or keeping in a liquid state, any
water which has run back along the surface from the
intensely heated upstream region. The air temperatures
local to the surface downstream of the slot followed
similar trends for all the geometries, but temperatures
were generally slightly lower. There was some
variation in absolute temperature levels, temperature
degradation and the spread of air temperature results
relative to skin temperatures with varying geometry.
For most variables there was no significant difference
in 'effectiveness' beyond x/d =220 (x400 mm for the
datum and most other geometries), where x is distance
downstream of a given slot of exit gap width d. A
similar observation was also made by Nilson and Tsuei49
during their studies of film cooling by fluid injection
through an oblique slot. It was noted in Section 3.7.1
that assembly and spacer length and slot depth
significantly affected the downstream temperatures, but
that varying spacer length had less effect than varying
both assembly and spacer length. The downstream temp-
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eratures were also influenced by exit slot width, d,
(the narrowest gap gave the highest skin temperatures),
and by emission angle, a (a shallower angle resulted in
greater surface heating). It was therefore suggested
in Chapter 3 that the optimum arrangement in respect of
surface heating is a narrow exhaust at a shallow angle
relative to the downstream surface, but other factors
must also be considered, such as the increased costs of
manufacturing to tighter tolerances and the possible
introduction of unacceptable aerodynamic effects.
Similar findings and reservations were reported by
Nilson and Tsuei49.
It was also shown in Chapter 3 that the calculated
exhaust velocities, ye, were approximately constant for
a given hot air massflow and geometry, falling slightly
as tunnel air velocity increased. This has a
dominating effect on blowing ratio, Ve/Vo, as tunnel
velocity, Vo, increases for a given hot air massflow
due to the increased momentum of the downstream flow.
The fairly constant nature of ye is borne out by the
velocities in the slot, Vs (Table 3-9), determined from
the pressure readings, PS. Additionally, these Vs
values are slightly lower for the lower hot air
massflow and relatively even lower for the higher hot
air massflow. This may be attributed to discharge
coefficients, which have not been accounted for in
calculated Vs values, since the application of a
discharge coefficient gives effective areas lower than
the geometric areas used for these calculations. The
anemometry-derived velocities, Va, just downstream of
the exhaust slot, however, are considerably affected by
tunnel velocity, Vo. It may be seen that exhaust air
effectiveness in terms of surface heating away from the
slot does not increase as blowing ratio increases,
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since the increased hot air momentum, and hence heat
transfer capability, is 'washed out' in a relatively
short distance by the freestream airflow. It may also
be noted that, whilst surface temperature upstream of
the exhaust plane is a function of geometry and test
condition, the air temperature ratio Tex/To is
effectively constant because of the dominant effect of
the cooler freestream airflow at the interface of the
two air streams.
5.2.2 Blow-off of unevaporated water
Although the optimum arrangement In respect of surface
heating is apparently a narrow exhaust and shallow exit
angle (Section 5.2.1), water observations (Chapter 3)
indicated a maximum blow-off potential for
obtuse-angled slots. This effect is reduced by the
compressive characteristic of the engine intake
airstream. Additionally, exhaust directions tending
towards perpendicular to the main airstream would
involve greater losses due to the sharper angles
through which the hot airflow would have to turn, both
within and beyond the exhaust slot. The intake
aerodynamic losses would also be greater, since the hot
flow entering the main airstream would represent an
aerodynamic disturbance and undesirable separations may
occur (Abbott and Basco). The benefits of blow-off
and the supplementary evaporation of runback water
downstream of the exhaust are therefore only stated as
unquantified alleviations on the net ice accretion. On
more recent Rolls-Royce plc large Civil turbofan
installations, a single duct overboard exhaust has been
incorporated rather than the inboard exhaust, which
precludes such benefits in favour of a simpler system
and a weight saving.
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5.2.3 Various internal geometries
As discussed in Chapter 3, it was found that the
highest temperatures outside the highlight were
obtained for build A2 (air directed towards the leading
edge, annular bulkhead exhaust) (see Figure 3-65). The
next highest temperatures were for build Al (no
distribution system, conventional exhaust). The build
Bi (double skin) temperatures fell of f rapidly outside
the highlight since the double skin was located along
the inner surface only. This region is, however, of
relatively minor importance in terms of potential ice
release which could be ingested into the engine and
consequently cause damage. A system could be designed
which extended the double skin over a portion of this
external lipskin if required. From the highlight along
the inner surface, the build Bi (double skin)
temperatures were significantly higher than for builds
Al or A2 and relatively constant along the entire
surface up to the exhaust (see Figure 3-65). For build
Al (no distribution system) the skin temperatures fell
significantly along the inner surface (indicating that
air from the bulkhead inlet had sufficient momentum to
reach the highlight region) and rose again towards the
exhaust plane but to a lower level than build Bi. This
was because much of the heat would have been dissipated
along the lipskin outside the highlight and the
bulkhead and into the cowl internal airspace. For
build A2 (annular bulkhead exhaust), the inner surface
temperatures fell more rapidly than for build Al owing
to the increased heat removal in the highlight region,
and the bulkhead exhaust effectively drew air away from
the remai-tiing inner surface length rather than towards
It as in build Al. The acoustic liner temperatures for
build Al (Figure 3-85) are consistent with datum
exhaust geometry results for variable exhaust geometry
investigations (Figure 3-66). For build A2, with the
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annular bulkhead exhaust, skin temperatures downstream
of the conventional exhaust plane approached tunnel
adiabatic wall temperature (Tables 3-10 and 3-11), with
a little increase due to conduction and the warm
upstream boundary layer, i.e. the benefit of exhaust
air residual heat capacity was wasted with respect to
surface heating along the acoustic liner. The
reduction in skin temperature for the icing tests
(Tables 3-10 and 3-11) was not directly proportional to
the reduced anti-icing and tunnel air temperatures,
which is probably attributable to the extra heat terms
introduced due to the freezing and/or evaporation
processes.
In some previous work (Wade 67 ), lipskin temperatures
have been measured on a model full-scale,
two-dimensional section of an RB211 intake fitted with
a piccolo distribution anti-icing system and a
conventional exhaust (Figure 1-2). The results from
Wade67 , at conditions corresponding to those for the
subject tests (tunnel velocities 48 and 91m/s, hot air
massflows 0.04 and 0.O7kg/s) are given on Figure 5-1.
Lipskin thermal ratio, .Osk, values for this
conventional geometry are given in Figure 5-2.
Comparing Figures 3-62, 3-63 and 3-64 with Figure 5-1
shows that the conventional internal geometry gives a
similar fall-off in skin temperature outside the
highlight to builds Al and A2 because, in each case,
the hot air is biased away from this region. The peak
temperatures are similar to build B1 (double skin)
because, in both cases, the hot air is directed towards
the highlight region. The temperature distribution
inside the highlight is different to that of build 81
for a corresponding test condition, the latter giving
warmer temperatures nearer the highlight than for the
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piccolo system used in Wade 67 (due to the constraints
of the double skin) and cooler temperatures further
away (due to the increased heat given up in the
highlight region). The presence of the exhaust in both
cases maintains a relatively high skin temperature
towards the bulkhead plane.
As expected and discussed previously, for build A2
(annular bulkhead exhaust) the benefits of acoustic
liner heating in limiting residual (run-back) ice
accretion (by evaporation or limiting heat of fusion
effects) are effectively lost. Additionally, blow-off
of a proportion of any unevaporated water passing the
bulkhead plane by exhaust air is no longer a
possibility if the exhaust slot is removed, i.e.
additional water removal along the acoustic liner
(Figure 1-2) is negated. It should be noted that some
in-service or proposed thermal (hot air) intake
anti-icing systems incorporate overboard dumps for
spent anti-icing air and ,in these cases, the benefits
of heating effects along the acoustic liner would not
be a consideration in comparing alternative geometries.
The observations of ice accretion (Figures 3-60 and
3-61) clearly show the limitations of ice accretion in
the exhaust region for build Al (no distribution
system, conventional exhaust) compared with build A2
(hot air directed towards the highlight, annular
bulkhead exhaust). The highlight region (see Figure
1-2) remained ice-free for both builds but the extent
of the ice-free region was greater for build Al, as
reflected in skin temperature measurement trends
(Figures 3-62 and 3-63). The lower absolute
temperatures close to the highlight for build Al were
not apparent during icing tests since the intensity of
heating in this region was relatively high for both
builds compared to the remainder of the lipskin, and
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the effects on the quantity of water evaporated from
the highlight area could not be determined due to
differences in heat transfer characteristics in other
lipskin regions.
5.2.4 Wade67 post-exhaust temperatures
5.2.4.1 Comparisons with current investigations
Following Wade67 investigations, it was recommended
that testing be carried out featuring instrumentation
within the first 5cm downstream of the exhaust slot.
Current tests have complied with that recommendation by
the inclusion of thermocouples close to the exhaust
during all exhaust geometry variation studies. There
are four test points almost coincident in the previous
and current studies in terms of hot and cold air
massflows (i.e. mH values of 0.04 and 0.07kg/s and Vo
values of 48 and 91m/s. A comparison between measured
downstream temperatures for build Al (Figure 3-59),
results from exhaust geometry RX46837 (Figure 3-34) and
Wade67
 results shows almost identical temperatures
downstream of the exhaust plane along the acoustic
liner, both in terms of absolute level and fall-off
rates, for build Al (no distribution system) and the
conventional exhaust geometry (section 3.2). The only
observable difference is a slightly higher initial
value for build Al than for the Wade 67 conventional
geometry, and this is due to the higher exhaust
temperature associated with the increased inlet
temperature (150°C nominal compared with 100°C
nominal). Figure 5-3 shows higher skin temperatures
for Wade 67 studies relative to current results, but the
non-dimensional results on Figure 5-4 indicate that
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most of this difference is due to variations in test
parameters and that results are in good agreement.
Remaining discrepancies may be attributed to small
differences in massfiow, thermocouple locations and
mounting configuration.
Dimensional analysis using the Buckingham it theorem
(see Appendix 3) indicates that post-slot skin
temperature levels fall off according to
Tsk a (\)a (T) b (d)c	 (5-1)
To	 (Vl)	 (To )
	
(x)
It may be assumed that, downstream of the slot, local
freestream velocity, Vi, is equal to Vo, since the
surface is effectively a flat plate. Thus, Ve/Vi
becomes the inverse of 'blowing ratio', Vo/Ve. Using
the limited data available from Previous testing
(Wade67 and Table 3-15), the coefficients have been
determined to give
Tsk = 1.0979(Vo)° 0183 (Tex) (5-2)
To	 (ye)	 ()	 (x)
where x is distance downstream of the Slot and d is the
slot width. Appendix 3 outlines the method of deriving
equation (5-2).
5.2.4.2 Comparisons with available literature
A survey of available literature has been conducted in
order to find work most appropriate for comparison with
current investigations relative to temperature decay
I
downstream of the anti-icing air exhaust plane.
Downs' 8
 reported a similar exercise for the anti-icing
system heat transfer inside the D-chamber upstream of
this plane, carried out during Wade67 studies. Most of
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the literature concerning slot discharge relates to
cooling rather than heating. Correlations for film
cooling related to jet reheat systems (for example
Cowley14 ) do not give results comparable with current
studies since they are based on a large mass of hot air
and cooling by means of an annular slot issuing flow
parallel to the main stream, and reversed heat transfer
upstream of the mixing plane relative to a film heating
situation. Ballal and Lefebvre4 considered film
cooling for gas turbine combustion chambers by means of
tangential injection of coolant along an adiabatic wall
through thin-lipped slots, but again not flush with the
chamber walls. Ignoring the term for slot lip
thickness and taking the (main stream):(injected flow)
ratio as unity gives a film cooling effectiveness
(Ballal and Lefebvre 4 ) of:
To-Tsk = l.l(peVe) 065 (x)° 2
	(5-3)
To-Tex	 (poVo )
	
(d)
where x is distance downstream of the injection slot.
Applying equation (5-3) to data measured during current
investigations did not give a rapid enough temperature
decay with distance (see Figure 5-5). Predicted
temperature levels were generally too high for Ve/Vo>l,
with errors in temperature levels of up to 240% over
the range of test conditions relative to a datum of
0°C. It should be noted that 0°C is a relevant datum
since it may be taken approximately as the transition
point between ice formation and an ice-free surface at
Sea Level conditions, icing potential being the
parameter of main interest. Balla1 3 notes that it is
possible1 to optimise a film cooling system by
controlling coolant parameters and slot geometry, which
is In agreement with current experimental results.
That paper also notes that external restraints (for the
subject engine specifications and given engine-aircraft
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combination) must be considered. The work comprised
studies of coolant air flow variables and slot
geometry.
Goldstein23 considered film heating, recommending the
use of Wieghardt7 ° correlations which are specific to
slot injection for ice protection of airplane wings.
The air is ejected at about 30° to the wall surface.
Figure 3-74 indicates that the difference between skin
temperatures between a = 300 and a = 500 (see Figure
3-11) for a given condition within the range tested may
be considered negligible. Weighardt7° found that
temperature profiles through the depth of the boundary
layer were similar irrespective of downstream distance
In the range 0.05m to 4.Om and could be correlated by:
Ta-To	 exp(-0.768( )136)	 (54)
Taw-To	 (
(peVe)/(poVo)=0 .74. There are insufficient datapoints
for a given Ve/Vo in Wade 67
 studies to compare with
this profile. Weighardt 7 ° gives wall temperature decay
with distance from the injection slot for a range of
velocity ratios, slot widths and slot air temperatures
up to 48°C. Ve/Vo is noted to be the dominant variable
and slot width also affects the results, such that
Psk/Tex reduces as slot width reduces for constant
(peVe)/(poVo) and Tsk/Tex falls as (peVe)/(poVo) is
reduced for a constant slot width. These observations
are in agreement with current findings. Temperature
fall-off trends are also in good agreement. The
temperature decay proposed by Weighardt 7° may be
describe by the relationship
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Tsk-To = 21.8(xpoVo )08
	
(5-5)
Tex-To	 (dpeVe
for peVe < 1.0 and x > 100
poVo	 d
This correlation gives reasonable predictions compared
with current results (see Figure 5-5) but the range of
application is extremely limited. It was found,
however, that the correlation is valid for x/d>50 for
the configurations relevant to current studies.
Hartnett et a1 28 found the numerical constant to be
16.9 rather than 21.8, giving
Tsk-To = 16.9(xpoVo)° 8
	(5-6)
Tex-To	 (dpeVe)
for similar geometrical constraints (also shown on
Figure 5-5). Equation (5-6) gives better agreement
with current studies although other investigators have
validated equation (5-5). Equation (5-6) gives
predictions within 4% of measured data for all x/d
tested for Ve/Vo<1. For normal injection, Seban et
a162 found that the correlation became
Tsk-To = 2.2(xpoVo)° 5	(5-7)
Tex-To	 (dpeVe),
also shown on Figure 5-5. Dunn 19 gave measured heat
flux distributions for film cooled turbine blades,
limited to a blowing ratio parameter range (equivalent
to peVe/poVo in current studies) of 0.8 to 1.3. He
found that the reduction in heat flux is a function of
this blowing ratio parameter and of the temperature
ratio (equivalent to Tex/To in current studies). The
division in applicability suggested by Weighardt 7 ° and
Hartnett et al 28 (i.e. change in parameter dominance)
at Ve/Vo= 1 is in agreement with current observations
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(Section 3.6.4). It is therefore recommended that for
reasonably accurate simplistic predictions of skin
temperature downstream of an exhaust slot with an exit
angle of 30 to 60°, equation (5-2) be used for Ve/Vo>l
and equation (5-6) for Ve/Vo<1.
1
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5.3 FEASIBILITY OF SYSTEMS TESTED
The range of test conditions covered is typical of
flight conditions relating to a civil turbofan
proceeding through icing conditions and fitted with a
pressure-regulated hot air anti-icing system. The
freestream Mach Numbers were in the range 0.14 to 0.4
and anti-icing airf lows (scaled for a full intake of
RB211 size) were approximately 1 to 2kg/s. It was not
possible to test beyond these parameter values owing to
rig limitations.
The presence of the water spray grid in the Hucknall
icing wind tunnel will increase turbulence relative to
a flight situation. This will in turn affect heat
transfer over the forward lipskin. However, for most
flight cases, transition to turbulent flow on
traditional turbofan intakes occurs well upstream of
the anti-icing air exhaust slot, and the slot would
probably cause transition in any case. For flight
through an icing cloud, the airflow over the external
surface of the entire lipskin may be considered
turbulent. This has been shown by flight test
measurements in icing conditions (Wade 67 ). Thus, for a
given set of test conditions, skin temperatures
recorded in the wind tunnel downstream of the exhaust
plane and over most of the lipskin would adequately
represent a Sea Level flight situation, although there
may be some discrepancy in heat input required to
replicate heat removal by the freestream airflow due to
small air pressure (density) differences. Skin
temperature and fall-off rates at altitude will also
differ from those at sea level owing to air density and
pressure variations. These factors affect the rate of
heat removed by freestream scrubbing effects and the
hot/cold airflow mixing characteristics. The effects
on mixed flow downstream of the exhaust depend upon the
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relative velocities of the two airstreams, since the
viscosity is temperature and airspeed dependent. For
these reasons, all experimental and predicted results
herein are presented in comparative format, thus
eliminating the need to consider such anomalies. Since
the model and parameter control instrumentation were as
for Wade 67
 investigations, the error considerations
described therein (see Appendix 4) also apply to
current studies. Additional potential sources of
experimental error concern the tolerances of the
various model configurations - exhaust slot inserts and
internal geometries. For any given CFD package, the
accuracy of theoretical predictions by Computational
Fluid Dynamics techniques is a primarily a function of
fineness of the mesh in critical regions, definition of
the geometry and care taken in the specification of
boundary conditions. PACE does, however, incorporate
sufficient interrogation opportunities to check the
accuracy of the geometry, input and output relative to
requirements at all stages of the modelling procedure.
Additionally, as discussed earlier, the k-c model
validity is an important factor.
The efficiency with which a given anti-icing or
de-icing system protects a surface is not the only
pertinent factor at the design stage.
	 Of prime
importance are weight, cost, reliability and
maintainability. For the internal geometry variations
investigated (see Section 3.6.3), circumferential
temperature distributions around a real,
three-dimensional intake would need to be considered
when applying results from model builds Al and A2,
probably resulting in a requirement for multiple
inlets. The double skinned system, build Bi, is
apparently relatively superior in terms of anti-icing
performance, but would be more complicated and costly
to build. Its structural integrity may also be a major
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concern. The rapid decay in temperature outside the
highlight for build Bi is a function of the double skin
design, and the intensely heated region could be
tailored to cover specifically the area of skin
requiring protection. There do not, however, appear to
be enough benefits over the piccolo type system, which
is proven in service, to justify a change to a double
skinned arrangement. The improved blow-off effects
with angle of exhaust increase (Section 3.6.2) would
need to be balanced against surface heating behind the
exhaust and performance loss (drag) introduced by the
intruding slot jet. To some extent, the results
reported have already been used as design tools. A
notable example is the differences between the
inclusion or otherwise of an exhaust slot (build Al
versus build A2). This has been used to aid assessment
of the effects of dumping spent air overboard instead
of inboard. The advantage of such an overboard dump
was to allow the use of alternative intake inner barrel
materials to effect a weight saving for the case in
question. It was concluded that an increase of 20% in
anti-icing air massflow would be required for the
particular application in order to retain the same
performance in terms of lipskin temperatures at the
critical design condition, i.e. to evaporate all
impinging water. The benefits of blow-off and warming
by exhaust air would be lost, but this affects
primarily off-design conditions where full evaporation
is not necessary, e.g. during descent, which is of an
estimable finite duration. The advantage of this
change from inboard to overboard exhausting was less
likelihood of exposure of the composite intake inner
barrel to elevated temperatures. The consequent
reduction in component weight more than compensated for
the reduction in anti-icing system overall efficiency.
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As discussed in Chapter 2, it may not be practicable to
use a thermal (hot air) anti-icing system for some
applications. As civil aero-engine cores are reduced
in size, bypass ratios increase, and more lightweight
materials are used, the feasibility of utilising hot
air is reduced. Similarly, full ice protection may not
be required for a particular application and an
alternative to hot air anti-icing may be more
appropriate (for example, electrical de-icing). A
criticality assessment is therefore essential for each
system application prior to the choice of system type.
-J
Taw = To(l+r()Mn2)
2
(5-8)
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5.4 PACE PREDICTIONS COMPARED WITH EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
5.4.1 Downstream of exhaust plane
Section 4.1.2 described the method of predicting
temperature profiles downstream of the anti-icing air
exhaust plane using PACE for a geometry modelled to
simulate the experimental configuration incorporating
exhaust insert RX46837. The resultant non-dimensional
temperature profiles for the six combinations of
freestream and anti-icing air conditions tested were
shown on Figures 4-22 (PACE chapter SLOTXA, Vo46m/s,
m,1 =0.04kg/s), 4-23 (SLOTXB, Vo =46m/s, m=O.O8kg/s),
4-24 (SLOTXC, Vo=91m/s, m=O.O4kg/s), 4-25 (SLOTXD,
Vo=91m/s, m=O.O8kg/s), 4-26 (SLOTXE, Vo=134m/s,
m=O.O4kg/s) and 4-27 (SLOTXF, Vo=134m/s, m.=0.08kg/s).
Surface temperature predictions for gridline 1 =51 (see
Figure 4-11) can now be compared with corresponding
measured data (Figure 3-34) after having been converted
to the same non-dimensional form. These are shown on
Figures 5-6 to 5-11 for the above range of freestream
and anti-icing air conditions. Inspection of these
plots shows generally good agreement, particularly near
the exhaust plane which is the region of greatest
importance in relation to limitation of icing due to
residual (runback) water i.e. x PACE =0.4 to 0.5m
approximately. The PACE predictions show that the
effects of the hot airflow are mixed out to a skin
temperature, Tsk, equal to the ambient air temperature,
To. The measured data decays such that the equilibrium
skin temperature is above To, because the actual skin
temperature is the adiabatic wall temperature, Taw,
where (Bowden et a15)
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for dry air, where r is the recovery factor. For a
ratio of specific heats, y, of 1.4 and a recovery
factor, rc, of 0.9, this gives
Taw = To(1+0.18Mn 2 ).	 (5-9)
Just downstream of the exhaust, the predicted
temperatures decay more rapidly than the measured data
and then less rapidly beyond x PACE0.5m such that the
overall trends are similar. The discrepancies may be
due to the constants in the k-c model. As mH
Increases, the form of the predicted curves becomes
less smooth, featuring a double inflexion. This is
thought to be due to an overprediction of the dominance
of the exhaust flow. The fineness of the mesh near the
surface was not the cause of the differences, since the
effect of adding mesh lines had been checked and found
to be negligible. The level of agreement between
experimental results and predictions shows that the
method of modelling exhaust slot geometry was adequate,
although the process of achieving sufficient accuracy
proved to be tedious.
A survey of published literature did not reveal any
directly applicable CFD predictions of flowfields,
velocity profiles or temperature distributions for
comparison with the PACE results, but confidence in the
method may be derived from the findings of various
investigators, summarised below.
Nilson and Tsuei 49 ' 5° studied the film cooling
effectiveness from oblique slots (single and multiple)
into a compressible laminar boundary layer. Numerical
solutions of the boundary layer equations were obtained
by a finite-difference method to give film cooling
effectiveness values for various coolant (slot)
massflows, injection angles and slot widths. The
closest exit angle to the configuration modelled using
PACE herein was 450 for an external velocity of 50m/s
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(close to the current study value of 46m/s), an
external temperature of 700K and a coolant temperature
of 350K. The two slot widths studied were 1.5mm and
3mm (compared to the current d=1.9mm). The situation
of Nilson and Tsuei 49 ' 5 ° differs from that currently
modelled in that
o the large temperature difference from slot exit
to freestream makes density and viscosity
variations significant
o the hot and cold temperature flows are reversed
(current studies are for a hot flow injected
into a cooler freestream)
o the boundary layer is laminar
o the slot is relatively near the beginning of
the boundary layer (the leading edge of the
model is up to 4cm upstream of the slot leading
edge)
o the maximum injected air speed was lOm/s
(Ve/Vo=0.2).
Therefore, it is not possible to compare the reported
trends in effectiveness, (Taw-Tsk)/(Taw-To), with
results predicted by PACE (Figure 5-6). However, the
qualitative findings of Nilson and Tsuei49 in respect
of factors influencing effectiveness agree with current
results and predictions, e.g. the influence on heat
transfer of the injected flow is suppressed well
downstreath of the Injection point regardless of the
slot geometry. Wang 68 was able to make very good
predictions of surface conditions downstream of a
parallel coolant injection slot by using similar
techniques to those adopted in PACE. He modelled the
flow turbulence effects by the k-e two-equation model
for subsonic and hypersonic conditions, for both
laminar and turbulent mixed flows, using boundary layer
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edge conditions from a three-dimensional inviscid code.
He compared the surface pressures and heat transfer
rates with experimental data and concluded that such
methods provide a powerful design tool for predicting
film cooling effectiveness for situations of the type
considered. He noted, however, that care must be taken
in selecting the location of the near-wall point, since
this is a major factor in heat transfer predictions.
Mayle and Kopper46 extended the theoretical work of
Weighardt 70
 to determine wall temperature distributions
in a turbulent boundary layer for a constant freestream
velocity flow, heated or cooled by secondary fluid
injection. They noted that numerical flow solution
techniques are able to provide good predictions of
thermal effectiveness downstream of a fluid injection
slot. Their analyses, however, were confined to low
speed, zero pressure gradient turbulent boundary
layers, where the physical properties of the slot and
freestream fluids were taken to be identical and
constant. It was noted that the main factor
contributing to the accuracy of predictions is the
evaluation of the effect of the fluid injection in the
immediate vicinity of the slot, where the velocity and
thermal boundary layers are affected by diffusion of
the shear layer which initially exists between the
injected and freestream fluids. Goldstein et a124
considered the effects of surface roughness on the film
cooling effectiveness of gas turbine blades and found
that, for cases where the flow remains attached to the
wall, cooling effectiveness can be reduced by up to 20%
by surface roughness. However, the acoustic liner
surface in current studies may be considered smooth in
comparison, and it is therefore valid to ignore surface
roughness effects on flow patterns and, consequently,
on heat transfer (PACE does not allow for adjustments
according to surface roughness variations).
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5.4.2 Upstream of exhaust plane
Section 4.1.3 described the PACE prediction of external
heat transfer coefficients, HTCO 3 along the lipskin for
each of the three freestream velocities tested and
internal heat transfer coefficients, HTCi, for each of
the three internal geometries tested at each of the two
test hot air massflows. Lipskin surface temperatures
were then derived at locations corresponding to
experimental thermocouple positions using the
fundamental equation
heat flux = HTCxAxT,
and the assumption that heat entering an element is
equal to heat leaving that element for negligible
conduction, i.e.
HTC1(Tpic-Tsk) = HTC0(Tsk-To)
	
(5-10)
Hence
(1 +1 )Tsk = To + Tpic
	 (5-11)
(HTCI HTC0)	 HTCI HTC0.
HTC0 values were taken from Figures 4-41,4-42 or 4-43
as appropriate and HTCJ. values from Figures 4-56,
4-57, 4-66, 4-67, 4-75 or 4-76. The resultant
predicted skin temperatures were then compared with
measured data.
Figures 5-12 to 5-17 show these comparisons along the
model axial centreline for build Al (no distribution
system, conventional exhaust configuration) for each of
the six freestream velocity/anti-icing air massflow
Combinations tested. Agreement was very good for the
rower hot air massf].ow tested, and reasonable for the
higher massflow. The kink in the PACE predictions is
ue to the location of the corners in the mesh
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definition (PACE requires the specification of four
corners in the X-Y plane). The discrepancies In
temperature level at the higher m1 values may be partly
due to the use of Tpic in equation (5-10) instead of a
local bulk mean fluid temperature. The accuracy of the
k-c model may also have an effect, and conduction
effects may explain part or all of the differences. It
will be noted from an inspection of the contour plots,
Figure 4-54, that the predicted exhaust slot airflow Is
asymmetric to some extent. Since this effect may be
real, and since no experimental evidence is available
to confirm or dispute this observation, the exhaust
velocity was left to float. If it had been fixed at a
uniform value, the asymmetry would have been
overridden. As explained in Chapter 4, the asymmetry
arises because the flow solution can stabilise in
either direction. This is not a function of the grid,
which was axisymmetric. The kink in predicted results
on Figures 5-12 to 5-17 at s120mm is due to the method
of grid definition.
Figures 5-18 to 5-23 show measured and predicted
lipskin temperatures for build A2 (directional inlet,
annular exhaust). The temperature trends are in
excellent agreement, but there are discrepancies In
absolute temperature levels. This could not be due to
the method of determining Tsk, since agreement for
other builds was good. Since local heat transfer
coefficients are sensitive to the near-wall model used
in CFD techniques (see Hwang and Liou 30 ), the PACE grid
adequacy was checked by adding an extra gridline to
improve wall shear predictions, the major contributor
to internal heat transfer coefficient. A negligible
Improvement of less than 2C° In predicted temperature
levels resulted. Discrepancies in temperature levels
were therefore attributed to relative mass fluxes,
since trends agree, i.e. Inlet:exhaust effective areas
in PACE compared with the physical model. The annular
geometric exhaust area represented was 13.4x104m2
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and the inlet area was 7.07x10 4m2 . The resultant
combination gave predicted exhaust flow biased towards
the lower portion of the area, away from the lipskin -
Figures 4-63 to 4-65. It would be possible to bias
the annular area towards the inner intake surface and
reduce the outlet:inlet area ratio, but tolerances
would become more critical and alternative pressure
relief provision would have to be incorporated for
failed anti-icing flow control valve cases. This
modelling problem did not occur for builds Al or Bi
since, for those configurations, the flow was
constrained by the exhaust or double skin respectively
in a flow pattern biased towards the inner surface.
Figures 5-24 to 5-29 show comparisons between measured
data and PACE predictions for build Bi (double skin
from the highlight leading to an exhaust featuring
conventional geometry). Agreement is again generally
good because the flowfield is tightly constrained,
particularly at the higher anti-icing air massflow
tested. Discrepancies in the highlight region may be
explained by the modelling method due to program
constraints. Thus, the region outside the highlight
and its effects on heat transfer were not represented
in the PACE geometry, and the intersection of the feed
at the highlight necessarily resulted in a sharp
corner. Additionally, model manufacturing techniques
would affect measured results in this region in the
context of the method and adequacy of joining the inner
skin to the outer lipskin, smoothness of flow turning
points, etc. The non-smoothness of the inner and outer
skin surfaces due to the nodular geometry definition
method in PACE does not appear to have affected the
smoothness of the flowfield and hence surface parameter
predictions.
As mentioned previously, the spanwise temperature
variation is of importance in an intake ice protection
system. Since the external lipskln heat transfer
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coefficients would not vary significantly around the
circumference, this may be investigated by inspection
of internal heat transfer coefficient distributions.
Experimental measurements were not made away from the
model centreline since the presence of the model
sidewalls and the possibility that a real installation
may incorporate another, similar, air inlet geometry at
some circumferential distance from the section tested
would invalidate results with respect to applicability
to a flight situation. However, PACE could be run
without constraining sidewalls by assuming mirror
symmetry, and assuming the two-dimensional freestream
flow applies across the entire model. Internal heat
transfer coefficients, HTCi, were derived along the
modelled lipskin at locations equating to quarter span
(J=7 plane for builds Al and A2 (Figure 4-47), J=6
plane for build Bi (Figure 4-69)) or three quarter
span, since the models were symmetrical, of the
physical model. Figure 5-30 shows a comparison of
internal lipskin heat transfer coefficients, predicted
using PACE, along the model centreline for builds Al
(plane J=ll), A2 (plane J = ll) and Bl (plane J = 13) at
the lower test anti-icing air massflow. Figure 5-31
shows corresponding data for the higher massflow.
Figures 5-32 and 5-33 respectively are similar data for
the quarter span planes. Inspection of Figures 5-30 to
5-33 shows that the more concentrated and localised
heat input of build B]. relative to the lipskin is
maintained across the major portion of the model in the
region near the highlight along the intake inner
surface, since the flow is constrained and forced to
spread due to the transition from the inlet pipe to the
double skin. Beyond this, the performance is degraded
such that temperature levels for build Bl would be only
slightly higher than those achieved for build Al,
according to the predictions, since the bulk flow
direction is determined by the exhaust configurations,
which were similar. Any model of a full sized system
(multiple air inlets) must include swirl effects and
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air exchange between adjacent air exit points, since a
circumferential flow path would exist, which would
necessitate complicated modelling.
5.4.3 Boundary layer predictions
In order to account for minor differences in test
condition, comparisons with measured pressure data have
been made using the non-dimensional parameter
(Po-Pl)/(Po-pw). Figure 5-34 shows the results plotted
in this form against distance for PACE chapter SLOTXA,
which most closely corresponds to an experimental test
condition (Vo=46m/s, m.,=O.04kg/s). Figure 5-35 shows
measured data for a freestream velocity of 46m/s and
'anti-icing' air flowing at 0.045kg/s. The rapid drop
in total pressure remote from the intake surface for
measured data is due to the presence of the model duct
upper wall and its associated boundary layer, which was
not modelled using PACE. A comparison of Figures 5-34
and 5-35 shows that the boundary sub-layer indicated by
measured data 66mm behind the exhaust slot Is
reproduced by PACE in the correct location but somewhat
exaggerated in terms of pressure levels. The trends
and relative displacements at the other two measurement
locations are also in fairly good agreement.
Differences in surface values (y=O) may be attributed
to the fact that the closest experimental measurement
was 0.3mm above the intake surface owing to physical
limitations of the pressure rake, and that the presence
of instrumentation inevitably affects results to some
degree. The temperature of the 'anti-icing' exhaust
air would also affect measured data, being at ambient
conditions (10 to 12°C).
The PACE results discussed above and in 5.4.1 and 5.4.2
show that reasonable system performance predictions may
be made, provided that care is taken to correctly model
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those facets of the geometry which will be the major
influencing factors on the flow patterns and
consequently on the heat transfer predictions. Thus
PACE is potentially applicable to any system
configuration for preliminary assessments. Although
the simpler methods of Wade 67 gave reasonable
temperature predictions for the geometry investigated
(Figure 1-3), the validity of assumptions made would
have to be justified for alternative configurations.
Additionally, the predictions made by Wade 67 were less
reliable away from the region of intense heat transfer
(the highlight region) compared with current (PACE)
predictions for the builds which featured a similar
exhaust (builds Al and Bl).
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Temperature decay trends downstream of various
exhaust geometries have been established for a
typical civil turbofan Nose Cowl thermal (hot air)
anti-icing system. The most significant variables
in terms of surface heating capability are
assembly length (affecting losses upstream of the
exit plane), slot depth, exit plane width and
exhaust angle.
6.2 The greatest benefits from residual (unevaporated)
water blow-off downstream of the exhaust slot are
achieved with the least effective geometries with
respect to surface heating. The water blow-off
effect is limited, however, by engine intake
airflow.
6.3 Surface heating effectiveness does not appear to
be a function of blowing ratio (Ve/Vo) differences
between exhaust geometries. Exhaust air
temperature was found to be almost constant
at a given test condition for the internal
geometries tested and for a piccolo type internal
lipskin configuration (Wade67).
6.4 It may be concluded from the various internal
geometry investigations that the double skinned
arrangement (build Bi) gave significantly higher
lipskin temperatures in the region of most
importance with respect to anti-icing than was
achieved on build A2 (air directed towards the
highlight), which in turn gave higher skin
temperatures than build Al (no distribution
system).
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6.5 The surface temperatures along the inner lipskin
remained high for build Bi, fell and rose towards
the exhaust plane for build Al, and decayed
rapidly for build A2 (annular bulkhead exhaust).
The conventional piccolo pipe distribution system
and conventional exhaust gave similar average skin
temperature levels along the inner surface from
the highlight to those obtained for build Bi.
6.6 The greatest blow-off and post-exhaust heating
effects (which limit residual icing along the
acoustic liner for inboard dumping systems) were
obtained from the double skin system (build Bl)
and the conventional system (Wade 67 ), which gave
almost identical temperature levels and
temperature decay trends at a given condition.
These benefits were somewhat less for build Al (no
distribution system) owing to the reduced exhaust
air temperature. For build A2 (bulkhead exhaust),
acoustic liner temperatures tended towards the
adiabatic wall temperature, although a very small
amount of conductive/convective heating was
apparent.
6.7 The benefits in anti-icing performance must be
considered against weight, cost, reliability,
maintainability factors and in-service experience.
For a system which does not exhaust inboard,
heating of the boundary layer along the acoustic
liner is not a relevant consideration.
6.8 For exhaust slots of the type tested, emitting a
hot air stream biased towards the downstream
surf ace, post-exhaust skin temperature may be
reasonably predicted using the simple equations
(5-2) for blowing ratios above unity and (5-6) for
blowing ratios below unity.
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6.9 Predictions from the Computational Fluid Dynamics
code PACE generally agreed well with experimental
data. The method may provide a useful modelling
(design) tool.	 -
6.10 Extreme care must be taken, when using PACE, to
model the geometry and all boundaries correctly
using an adequately defined grid near particular
regions of interest.
6.11 Depending on the complication of the geometry and
desired accuracy of predictions, the use of PACE
to predict anti-icing system behaviour can be
expensive and tedious.
6.12 The results predicted using PACE agreed with the
qualitative findings from the literature. No
equivalent published CFD work was found on which
to base a direct numerical comparison.
6.13 It was possible to reproduce, using PACE, the
characteristics of a boundary layer obtained from
pressure measurements downstream of an anti-icing
air exhaust slot (Downs17).
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CHAPTER 7
RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR FURTHER WORK	 -
7.1 Investigations should be carried out into factors affecting
net ice accretion which were beyond the scope of current
studies. These could include sublimation, shedding,
insulation effects and flowfield (drag) changes owing to the
presence of ice/water.
7.2 Flight test data which becomes available should be used to
validate Sea Level testing as an appropriate method of
investigating anti-icing system variations.
7.3 Methods of protection against unacceptable ice accretion on
surfaces or applications f or which hot air anti-icing is not
suitable should be studied. Lewis 4 ° investigated the design
variables associated with electro-impulse de-icing (EIDI) to
the extent that a system may be provided should an
application arise. Riley 56 has initiated studies
into ice protection of a carbon fibre composite inlet cowl.
7.4 7 full-sized anti-icing system, comprising multiple air
inlets of the types studied, should be modelled to include
the swirl effects and air exchange between adjacent air
entry planes. CFD methods should be used to predict the
effects on the internal heat transfer of such a
circumferential flow path. This would also require
validation by further model and/or flight test measurements.
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APPENDIX 1
Derivation of compressible flow function Q
Relationships between the principal variables
encountered in compressible fluid flow may be derived
from the Universal Gas Laws to provide a series of
'non-dimensional' correlations (known as 'Q curves')
for a given ratio of specific heats, y. The basic
equations are
	
2 = Rt'
	 (Al -1)
p
	
and m =pAV	 (Al-2)
where p is the static pressure, t' is the static
temperature, R is the Specific.. Gas Constant, m is the
mass flow rate and V is the flow velocity.
(Al-3)Now 7-1
and, for isentropic flow,
2Cp(1_)
and	 t'(P'\
T\p)
(Al -4)
(Al -5)
If q=nh/T/ (Ap), then from equations (Al-i) and (Al-2)
1	 VT	 (Al-6)q=7X7X-j7
or	 (Al-7)
q	
R2 T V2
Substituting equation (Al-4) into equation (Al-7),
22CP(lt)	 ) 2
	
(Al -8)
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Substituting (A1-3) and (Al-5) into (Al-8)
r	
-	 (A1-9)
2_ 2 /	 \ (•)	 (p2()q 
-r) 1 (p\ - 	 I P)
L)	 J
Let Q=mv'T/(AP)=q p/P, then from (A1-9)
1
11 (p)2(_1)
Q2	
2(')P	
I= 7 7-1 L
	
j 
1
I	
(Al-b)
Then for a given y, and since R is constant, Q Is
proportional to P/p, or P/p is a function of Q.
Similarly, Mn is a function of Q, T/t' is a function of
Q and V/IT is a function of Q.
Departure from isentropic conditions due to friction is
neglected.
Note - Q is non-dimensional since Q is proportional to
mIyRT/ (AP), which equals rn/T/ (AP) for constant R and y.
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APPENDIX 2
Derivation of PACE correlations
This Appendix describes the basic finite difference
techniques, applied as in Priddin 55
 and Jones33 , who
followed the conventions of Pope 54 , used in the main
PACE sub-program CO54. Approximations and assumptions
are applied to the equations describing the
conservation of mass, momentum and scalar transport in
a general orthogonal coordinate system to derive a
finite difference version for PACE use.
Fluid mechanics is governed by three fundamental
physical principles; (1) mass is conserved
(continuity), (2) force is equal to mass times
acceleration (Newton's Second Law, momentum) and (3)
energy is conserved. The consequent basic governing
equations may be expressed in integral form (finite
volume, for a finite control volume) or partial
differential form (finite difference, for an
infinitessimally small control volume). For the case
of flow through a static control volume, the
conservation form of the governing equations is
obtained, and a moving control volume gives the
non-conservation form of the governing equations.
Taking an infinitessimally small fluid element moving
with the flow in cartesian space, its vector velocity,
may be described by the relationship
V=UZ+V+WIC	 (A2-l)
where J, and £ are unit velocity vectors in the x,
y and z directions, and u, v, and w are the x, y and z
velocity components respectively. For unsteady flow,
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so the mass flow of a moving fluid across any fixed
elemental surface area1 dA) is equal to
rn i =p17.d4
	
(A2-7)
The net massflow out of the entire control volume
through surface area1 A1 is the sum of the elemental mass
flows given by equation (A2-7), so
m 1 = i' pI?.d4
IA	 (A2-8)
The mass contained within an elemental volume, do1 is
pdo, so the total mass inside the control volume is the
volume integral of pdu. The time rate of decrease of
mass inside ii is then
(A2-9)
Equating (A2-8) and (A2-9) gives
A
p d---fr	
(A2-1O)
 
aLt,
or	
pd+tpV.d3O	
(A2-l1)
Equation (A2-11 is the integral, conservation form of
the continuity equation. Since the control volume is
fixed in space, the limits of integration of equation
(A2-ll) are also fixed, and hence the time derivative
/t may be placed inside the integral, so
(A2-12)
JA
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Applying the divergence theorem from vector calculus,
the surface intrgral in equation (A2-12) can be
expressed as the volume integral
() d4 = tV. (pi7) dt9	 (A2-13)
Substituting equation (A2-13) into equation (A2-12)
gives
dt9 + yV. (v) th9 = o
	 (A2-14)
or
	 (A2-15)
Since the finite control volume is arbitrarily chosen
in space, the only way for the integral in equation
(A2-15) to equal zero is for the integrand to equal
zero at every point within the control volume, so
+ v. (pi7) = o	 (A2-16)
This is the continuity equation in conservation (static
control volume) form for an infinitessimally small
control volume, and is the form used in PACE. It may
be noted that pT7 represents the mass flux.
The momentum equations are based on Newton's Second
Law,
lo=rnff	 (A2-17)
where Fo is the total force acting on a body of mass md
and acceleration) g. This vector relationship may be
divided into three scalar relationships along the X, y
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and z axes. Considering the x-component of equation
(A2-17),
Fo - mg	
-	 (A2-18)
where Fo and are the scalar x-components of the
force and acceleration respectively. The force Fo
comprises body forces, which act directly on the
volumetric mass of the fluid element, and surface
forces, which act on the surface of the fluid element
(pressure and shear and normal stresses). The body
force per unit mass acting on the fluid element may be
denoted fo, with fo as its x-component. The volume of
the fluid element is dxdydz, so the body force on the
element in the x-direction is
ml o = pfodxdydz	 (A2-19)
Using the convention = stress in the j-directiori
exerted on a plane perpendicular to the i-axis, the
normal stress acting on the body in the x-direction is
designated	 and the shear stresses are	 and
Then the net surface force in the x-direction for the
moving fluid element (Reference White 69 ) is
	
/	 0rxz \dx -- ( + dx)] dydz + ft-	 + -;;;-	 ] dydz
+ [(ryx + !.dy) -	 dxdz +
	
8rZ ) - rzx] dxdy+ —dz
9z (A2-20)
The total force in the x-direction, Fox, is given by
the sum of equations (A2-19) and (A2-20). Adding, and
cancelling terms, gives
Fo	 (_ÔP 8r +	 +	 dxdydz + pfdxdydz	 (A2 -21)=
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Now the mass of the fluid element is fixed and equal to
m=pdxdydz	 (A2-22)
Acceleration is the rate of change of velocity with
time, so, for a moving fluid element,
Du
=
	
(A2-23)
Combining equations (A2-18), (A2-21), (A2-22) and
(A2-23), we obtain
Du
	
	 (A2-24)
a
Equation (A2-24) is the x-component of the momentum
equation for a viscous flow. Similarly, y and z
components can be derived as
Dv	 (A2-25)
fii = -
	 Ox	 t9y	 O
and
Dw	 8	 a	
(A2-26)Pa+o++ Oz
Equations (A2-24), (A2-25) and (A2-26) are the
nonconservation forms of the momentum equations, and
are known as the "Navier-Stokes equations". This is
the form of the momentum equations used in PACE, with
body forces neglected since buoyancy is considered
negligible. (Note - although the title Navier-Stokes
strictly applies to the momentum equations only, it is
often used to refer to the entire suite of continuity,
momentum and energy equations.)
T 2 ='V.1+2
c9z
(A2-29)
(.9v 0u
TX!! T1, = /2	 +
(A2 -30)
ft9u t9w\
T1,z = Tz 1, = /2 (
	
+
(A2-31)
"8w ôv
= /1 1	 +
' 8y 8z (A2-32)
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Since shear stress in a fluid is proportional to the
time rate of strain (i.e. velocity gradient) for
Newtonian fluids, the shear stress terms may be stated
as
TX1, =1z'V.17+2 9a,	 (A2-27)
11I!I =p'Vi+2p
	 (A2-28)
where p is the molecular viscosity coefficient and p'
is the bulk viscosity coefficient weighted for normal
stress, since normal stress is proportional to volume
change.
The energy equation is derived from the First Law of
Thermodynamics, which, when applied to a moving fluid,
states that the time rate of change of the energy
inside the fluid element is equal to the sum of the
rate of heat flux into that element and the work done
on the element due to the body and surface forces. Now
the rate of work done by a force exerted on a moving
body is equal to the magnitude of that force multiplied
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by the component velocity in the direction of the
force. Hence, the rate of work done by the body force
acting on the fluid element is
pfoi7(dxdydz)
	 (A2-33)
Considering the surface forces (pressure and shear and
normal stresses) in the x-direction, the net rate of
work done on the moving fluid element is
[-8(up) a(ur) + ur	 8(ur,)1	 (A2-34)
L 8x + ax	 ay 
+ 8z ] dxdydz
Similar expressions may be obtained for the y and z
directions. The total net rate of work done on the
moving fluid element is the sum of the surface force
contributions in the x,y, and z directions plus the
body force contribution, equal to
	
_ (3(up) + 8(vp) + 0(wp)' +
	 +L\8x	 y	 azj	 ax	 t9y	 3z
+ 8(vr) + 8(vr2) 
+ a(7-2) + 8(wr)
	
8z	 8x	 ay
a (wr2) dxdydz + pTo. dxdydz
az
(A2-35)
The net flux of heat into the element is due to
volumetric heating (radiation absorption or emission)
and heat transfer due to temperature gradients (thermal
conduction). If q is the rate of volumetric heat
addition per unit mass, th total volumetric heating of
an element dxdydz is given by
pdxdydz	 (A2-36)
The net heat transferred by thermal conduction into the
fluid element in the x-direction is
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-	 +	 dx)] dydz =
Taking into account heat transfer in the y and z
directions, the total heating of the fluid element by
thermal conduction is
+---"dxdydz	 (A2-38)
Uz)
The net heat flux into the element is the sum of
equations (A2-36) and (A2-38), equal to
ipq- I -I	
faz+a!JazJddd	 (A239)
[	 ay	 az)
Heat transfer by thermal conduction is proportional to
the local temperature gradient;
UT	 (A2-40)
= ki---
in the x-direction, where ki is the thermal
conductivity. Hence equation (A2-39) may be written
a	 • DT \ a / UT\ a / UT	 (A2-41)
p + - kz— ) + - (ki_) + - (ki— dxdydz
L	 Ux ( Uxj Uy	 8y	 Uz	 Uz)]
The total energy of a moving fluid per unit mass is the
sum of its internal energy per unit mass, e, and its
kinetic energy per unit mass, V 2/2. Hence the rate of
change of energy with respect to time of an element
dxdydz is given by
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D I V2\
P	 ( ,e+--)dxdYdz	 (A2-42)
The energy equation is obtained by equating (A2-35),
(A2-41) and (A2-42) to give
D / V2 \	 8 ( 8T\ 8 / 8T
	
3 / 8T\ 3(up)3(vp)8(wp)hi— )+— I hi— 1+— 1 hi-
	
p j + T) = i4+-	 Ox j Oy \ Oy I t9z	 9z j Ox	 Oy	 Oz
8(ur) 8(ur) + 8(uTzz)+8(vT') + 3(vr) ++ 8
	 + Oy	 8z	 Ox	 Oy	 e9z
8 (wT2) + 8 (wr) 8 (wrzz) +
pf'. 17
	
+ Ox	 8	 + Oz	 (A2-43)
Equation (A2-43) is the nonconservation form of the
energy equation, in terms of the total energy (e+V2/2),
for a moving fluid element, the form used in PACE.
The equations derived above apply to unsteady,
compressible, viscous flow, and include the
dissipative, transport phenomena of viscosity and
thermal conduction but exclude mass diffusion. This
situation applies to current studies for a homogenous,
non-chemically reacting gas. PACE does include an
option for chemical reactions, covered by Priddin55,
since the program is used for predictions of the flow
behaviour in combustion chambers. The preceding
correlations apply to turbulent flow if the velocities
used are the mean values at. a point, i.e. te time ear
weighted for fluctuations due to turbulence, fA,i or iD
The governing equations are a coupled system of
non-linear partial differential equations, and hence
very difficult to solve analytically. They are unique
to a given flow situation, according to the boundary
conditions applied. For a viscous fluid, the boundary
condition on a surface assumes no relationship between
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the surface and the gas immediately at the surface.
For this no-slip condition, for flow moving past a
stationary surface, u=v=w=O at the surface. In the
same sense as the real flowfield is dictated by the
physical boundary conditions, the computed flowfield is
driven by the numerical boundary conditions. The
definition of proper and accurate boundary conditions
in Computational Fluid Dynamics is therefore of extreme
importance.
For unsteady flow or time-marching simulations, the
nonconservation (moving control volume) form of the
Navier-Stokes equations is preferable to the
conservation form (static control volume) because the
solutions yield the individual parameters of interest
(velocity, density, pressure) directly rather than as
products of parameter combinations. This is even more
the case for space marching, since the conservation
forms of the general equations yield no individual
parameter, and a series of complicated simultaneous
equations would therefore need to be applied to obtain
the flowfield description. Finite difference solutions
may give a numerical (although not real) mass loss, but
for flowfield investigations in which the accuracy of
predicted velocities and pressures are of prime
importance, as in the current studies, this can be
tolerated. The philosophy of finite difference methods
is to replace the partial derivatives appearing in the
governing equations with algebraic difference
quotients, yielding a system of algebraic equations
which may be solved for the flowfield variables at
specific gridpoints in the flow domain. High order
accuracy is not normally used because of the excessive
computer time involved. For any given application,
when finite difference solutions are applied, however,
the stability and accuracy of the solution cannot be
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guaranteed, and this is the subject of a great deal of
research in applied mathematics devoted to CFD, which
should develop improved, more efficient and reliable
algorithms. Two sources of error in such predictions
are
o discretization error - the difference between
the exact analytical solution of the partial
differential equation and the exact solution of
the corresponding difference equation when
higher order terms are ignored
o round-off error - the numerical error after a
number of computations in which the numbers are
rounded to some significant figure.
For the purposes of solving the governing equations, it
is convenient to use a rectangular grid (i.e. constant
spacing between grid lines in each of the x, y and z
planes). However, few real problems can be described
in this form since
o some gridpoints may fall inside a body, where
they are outside the flowfield
o there may be insufficient gridpoints falling
along a surface to adequately describe a
boundary condition which, as stated previously,
is vital for accurate flowfield predictions.
Therefore, coordinates of a given geometry may be
described by a non-uniform, possibly curvilinear,
boundary-fitted grid which is then transformed onto a
rectangular mesh by converting the physical coordinates
into an alternative set of coordinates with constant
gridline spacing. The governing equations are applied
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APPENDIX 3
Post-exhaust temperature correlation
using the Buckingham ¶ theorem
The Buckingham theorem
correlation, in terms of
from a given set of data.
involved are identified,
index, i.e. assume
D1, =
is a method of deriving a
non-dimensional parameters,
The non-dimensional groups
and each is allocated an
(A3-l)
where D1 2 3 4 are the non-dimensional groups at any
,	 ,	 ,
point, i, and C 4 , a, b and c are constants. In this
case, for heat transfer downstream of an anti-icing
exhaust slot of known geometry, the variables
contributing to the surface temperature, Tsk, may be
considered to be freestream temperature, To, freestream
velocity, Vo, exhaust air temperature, Tex, exhaust air
velocity, Ve, exhaust slot width, d, and downstream
distance, x. Arranging these into non-dimensional
groups gives
fTsk\	 1Vo a fTex) 6(j'\
._)C4(y_)
Taking logaritbms,
f Tsk \ 	 fVo\	 fTez) ^clo()log	 = logC4 + a log	 + b log
Summing,
(A3-2)
(A3-3)
n r 1 Tslc"	 IVo)	 i'Tex\	 d)]2
=	 Ilogf - —logC4_ alog(y_ —blogt - —clog(—
	
e $	 \Toj. 1 L	 \ToJ
(A3-4)
for nt datapoints.
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Minimising,
—clog(— I =01 Vo 
I ITsk)	 1Vo"	 ITex)	 Id" 1
t9a	
lo(y_)[lo9(_ - log C4 —alogl - _b1og(-- ,
0	 \VeJ11=1
(A3-5)
3	 ITex) I tTsk\	 fVo\	 1Tex\	 d
	
= 2>log_ log( —)
	
—log 4
 —alogf -) —blogf —_) —clog —	 = 0
	
° L \TOJ	 \Vej1	 \To11	 ()]i='
(A3-6)
(d" [ (Tsk'\	 1VO\	 1Tex\	 d
— 2	 log	 log	
— log C4
 — a log ( -) — b log (
	
) - clog —	 = 0& —	 x	 0	 Ve,.	 Toj11=1	 I
(A3-7)
I (Tsk'\	 fVo\	 fTex) —clog (.'\ 1 = 02	 Llo9___J — log C'4 —alog( —) —blog(-__1=1	 To	 Vej.
(A3-8)
From (A3-8), substitute for C in (A3-5), (A3-6) and
(A3-7) to give
n {(°) I "Tsk"
	 1Tex\	 io()JJ
— IlogI—1 —alog(—) —blog
1=1	 L	 ToJ1	 Vej
_________	 7Vo\	 fTex\	 iog'") 1 0
	{iog) — alo)	 To j —	 xj J—blog(—) cml
(A3-9)
	
(• g (TX) I fTsk \	(Vo)	 fTex
L	 °	 L	 Toj1	 j
	
-f-- Ilog( - )
	
alog	 blog
1109	 —alog	 _blog( -) —c
Tez	 Tslc\	 (Vo)	 'Tex"	 iog(.') ] = 0
L	 ye	 To,1nI
(A3-1O)
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d I 1Tsk \ 	(Vo)	 (Tex)	 fd'\ 1
[log 
(_) Ilog I - 1 - a log -- $ - b log	 - clog I -
i=1	 ,L \To) 1 	T 	 \¼XLJJ
_______	
fTsk\	 (Vo)	 (Tea,)	 Id
alog	 blog	 —clog1 -	 —0
ni	
[log(-f-) —
	 —	 —
(A3-11)
This gives three equations in three unknowns, a, b and
c, which may be solved simultaneously. These
coefficients may then be substituted into equation
(A3-8) to find C 4 . Using the data from Table 3-15, the
correlation was thus determined to be
O.183 T	 0.711 () 0.0435	 (3 -12)= 1979 (Vo	 I
To	 \V)	 -;;-
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APPENDIX 4
Error considerations in wind tunnel tests
An estimation of random and systematic experimental
errors is given below;
o tunnel air velocity (Vo) ±1.5%
o anti-icing air temperature (Tpic) ±2C°
o tunnel air temperature (To) ±O.2C° (setting
error)
±0.1C° (reading
error)
o anti-icing air massflow (mH) ±4.5%
o surface temperature (TsR) ±0.1C0 (reading
error)
±0. 5C° (thermocouple
accuracy)
o the effect of tunnel air temperature variation
or setting error on anti-icing air massf].ow,
mH, given by
mH = 9.41J(P/P) g/sec	 (A4-1)
IT
for pressure measured in kPa. The average
velocity is assumed to occur 1/7 of the way
along the calibrated measuring section piping,
based on a parabolic airflow distribution.
All parameters were checked throughout the testing, and
all the manometers were checked for leaks at regular
intervals. Thermocouples were repaired or replaced as
necessary. Sample re-runs showed that repeatability
was good.
